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Land swap green belt saviour? 
Sharp shooter 
WHAT A SHOTI Water-gun slinger Tom Vu takes aim and fires on a sweltering day at Lakelse 
Lake. July 17 was Parks Day '93, and fun times were had by kids and adults alike. Events in- 
cluded a scavenger hunt and sand critter competition. For more park pix, see page A5. 
Gold miner happy 
with government 
Edwards made s trip into the 
Eslmy Creek area, considered the 
hottest gold play inCanada in'the 
late 1980s, two weeks ago. 
"I think they see a project hat 
is easy to accept and one that can 
be approved/' Thompson added. 
"This projecris designed prop, 
erly by a company with a good 
reputation and it will provide jobs 
In the north." 
Thompson's also happy that 
Edwards has promised a resolu- 
tion soon to'the issue of a provin- 
cial loan that was never made, 
The;S7 million loan deal was 
st~ck between the former Social 
Credit government with Inierna- 
ttonal Corona, since bought out 
by Homestake, to help pay the 
costs of a road into the Iskut Val- 
ley from Hwy37. 
But the deal was put" on hold 
when the NDP government was 
elected and has been in limbo 
ever since. 
Called a loan, the $7 million 
was scheduled to be repaid by 
user fees. 
The road was completed at a 
• cost of $13.5"million, making the 
provincial dommltment -- had it 
been paid.~ at approximately 50
per cent. 
: , ' I ' .m quite optimistic," said 
Tho/fipson of the pending resolu- 
tion, "She (Edwards)said it 
would be resolved in the next 
couple of weeks." 
Discussions have ceniered 
around the government deducting 
an mount  of money from taxes 
or other fees the mlne would gen- 
erate, hesaid. 
,We recognLze the provincial 
'fiscal problem. It would be dif- 
ficult for them to just give us the 
cash," Thompson added. 
Yet he repeated hls position on 
Windy Craggy by saying that the 
sum o f  the provincial govem- 
Cont'd Page A2 
Resident concerned about the 
danger of escarpment erosion 
John Campbell 
"We've learned nothing 
from our experience of 
road construction on the 
escarpment itself." 
CAMPBELL  
while at the same time preserving 
the green area adjacent to the 
creek and avoiding the erosion 
problems he feared development 
at the foot of the bench would 
cause .  
"It might solve everybody's 
problems," he added. 
Earlier in his presentation 
Campbell had outlined his con- 
corns about erosion. 
To support his contenlion, he 
produced aseries of photos how- 
ing where erosion was already 
ocquring on Lanfear Hill and 
Skeenaview Drive. 
Allowing development at the 
TERRACE ~ The city could 
save green belt adjacent o Howe 
C-"rcek by swapping some of its 
own land for the property Howe 
Crock Investments wants to de- 
velop. 
That was the suggestion local 
resident John Campbell put to 
councillors at last week's meet- 
ing. 
Preventing development a the 
foot of the Bench escarpment, he 
added, could avoid the erosion 
problems seen elsewhere along 
the hill. 
Howe Creek Investments wants 
to develop a 10 acre parcel ex- 
tending from Eby St. 0ast to the 
foot of Skeenaview Drive for 
single family housing. 
It has therefore asked council to 
rezone the plot from Rural to 
Residential. 
Although supported by both the 
city's planning technician and 
committee, the proposal has 
drawn fire from residents 
throughout the community. 
Rallying to the dofence of what 
they describe as one of the city's 
most important green spaces, they 
have pointed out that area is 
home to a variety of wildlife. 
Campbell pointed out the new 
Official Community Plan (0CP) 
mentioned city=owned land else= 
whore that was targeted for 
eventual housing development. 
He suggested the city :could 
swap some of that land for the 
Howe C~ek Investment property. 
That would allow the developer 
to construct his sub-division 
TERRACE - -  Last month Jack 
Thompson was one of five mini. 
ng.company presidents' Criticizing 
the provincial government for 
killing the Windy Craggy copper 
project. 
This month the president of 
Home, stake Canada says he's 
happy with the provincial 
response to his company's pro. 
posed gold mine at Eskay Creek, 
"The attitude of the govern- 
ment has been quite cooperative. 
(Mines minister) Anne Edwards 
was up there and she made the 
right comments. The things she 
said encouraged us," said 
Thompson. 
One good point is that the pro. 
ject will be evaluated under cur- 
rent environmental review 
guidelines and not under newer 
ones coming in as part of Bill 32, 
he said. 
.The bill's provisions have been 
¢ritldzed by lndustflal and busl* 
ness leaders. 
base of the bench, he suggested, 
showed "We've learned notlfing 
from our experience of road con- 
struction on the escarpment it- 
self." 
Pointing out the OCP described 
slopes of more than 30 per cent as 
"danger zones", Campbell added 
the slope of the bench escarpment 
was significantly more than that. 
Developments at the foot of the 
bench, he maintained, threatened 
the stability of the slopes above. 
As for the question of green belt 
preservation, he noted the section 
of the OCP dealing: with: parks 
policy talked of promoting a sys- 
tem of walking trails through city 
and included the Howe Creek 
trail in that system. 
Section 7.1, for example, stated 
"council supports the preservation 
of the bench escarpment/Howe 
Creek...as greenbelt areas.' 
"There's a promise to us hem 
that these trails will be, respected, 
developed and protected," hc 
said. 
Campbell agreed there would 
be a cost to the city in protecting 
such natural areas. 
However, if council supported 
the intent of the OCP in that 
regard, "People 30 years "from 
now will thank you." 
In response, mayor Jack Talstra 
noted council had in recent years 
attempted to secure .tenure to as 
much land as possible along Ihe 
creek. 
The city was usually able to ob- 
tain such land as a result of sub- 
division, he added. 
Min is . te ,  r-.-ge-t.s, the-..O-K: ....... 
TERRACE ~ Environment 
minister John Cashom will go 
ahead with his visit to the Kitlope 
River valley two weeks from 
now. 
Conflict-of-interest com- 
missioner Ted Hughes "told him. 
not to cancel his plans," said Bob 
Peart, Cashoro's ministerial as- 
sistant from his Victoria office 
last week. 
Peart said Hughes hasn't given 
written ~asons yet, but indicated 
his preliminary sense Is that them 
is no conflict-of-interest or por- 
e.option of conflict for Cashom 
making decisions on the IQtlop¢. 
The issue was first raised be- 
cause Cashore has a family tieto 
the Kltlope, 
His adopted aughter is Haisla, 
and her natural father is a 
Kitamast Village elder who was 
born in the Kitlopo and is a strong 
advocate of ils preservation. 
Cashore subsequently asked 
Hughes for an opinion on the 
matter. 
Pcart said Cashore will arrive in 
Terrace Aug. 2 and will then 
spend the next four days in the 
IOtlop¢. 
Skeena MLA Helmut Gtes- 
brecht is also going on the trip, 
and aboriginal affairs minister 
Andrew Petter is also thinking 
about going. 
The provincial government is to 
decide by the end of 1995 
whether to preserve some or all of 
the 317,000ha watershed from 
logging. 
WRAP IT UP - Shirley and Bob Sutherland of Haugland Ave. were the proud owners of a truly 
decorated car which they say was due to the generosity of the "Nighthawk exterior 
decorators," They heard something during the evening on July 14, peeked out of their 
bedroom window, and saw a few kids doing the toilet paper deed. However, they weren't too 
upset - they found the Incident more humourous than harmful. 
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BEAUTY' EH? 
Volunteers , . i,.help 
make  Terrace. abeau- 
tiful 
, . .  - 
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City moves to banish single 
wide modulars to trailer parks 
TERRACE - -  People plan- 
]ling to put a modular home on 
lots they've bought in residen- 
tial areas better hold off. 
Council has given two read- 
ings to a new by-law which 
will make that impossible. 
The proposed regulation is 
designed to ensure no-one can 
place a single-wide modular 
home in any residential area 
other than those zoned for as a 
mobile home park. 
In a report to council, plan- 
ner Jack Heppelwhite noted 
some single-wide modulars 
now met Building Code stan- 
dards and could, under exisling 
by-laws, be legally placed in 
residential zones. 
However, he added, both the 
city planning and building in- 
spection departments were of  
the opinion any attempt o 
place such structures in such 
neighbourboods "would be 
resented and vigoronsly op- 
posed because they look like 
trailer or nlobile homes." 
Noting the city had the 
power to lay down what the 
dimensions of buildings hould 
be, Heppelwhite said building 
inspection recommended ad- 
ding a new lengtii-to-width 
ratio requirement. 
That addition. "would ex- 
clude trailer look-uiike 
modular homes from residen- 
tial zones except mobile homo 
parks," he explained. 
The by-law amendment 
states that in any residential 
area the length of any dwelling 
compared tand the: total width 
shall not be less than 4.9 
metres." 
The new by-law is expected 
to be adopted at the next meet- 
ing of council, scheduled for 
this coming Monday, July 26 
at 7:30 p.m. 
In February of this year 
council outlawed manufac- 
tured (mobile), modular or pre- 
built homes on lots it was soil- 
ing on Maroney Ave. 
The restrictions came in the 
wake of neighbourhood 
protests at the appearance of a 
modular home on one of the 
new street's lots. 
Neighbours argued the 
presence of a modular home 
had brought down the value of 
existing homes. 
It was one of many condi. 
tions placed on the Mamney 
lots. 
At the lime, mayor Jack Tal- 
stra said those conditions 
would "gnamnte¢ housing of 
the kind the neighbourhood 
would like to see,...a neig h. 
bourheod that they enjoy and 
like to live in." . . 
\ 
CAR RENTAL 
Call us today for marc information on our great rates, 
3779 River Drive 
635-1300 
BC HEALTH 
RESEARCH FouNDATION : "  :: ' ::  ': 
. .,.. : , . : ' .~" '  :-: 
REVIEWOFTHE ~. / :  - 
B.C. HEALTH RESEARCH FOUNDATION . . . . .  
The B.C. Hea l thResearchFoundat ion  has init iated.o 
consu l ta t ive  review process to examine  fu ture  
directions for the Foundation cmd for health research 
in the province. A document has been developed to 
st imulate broad discussion on o number  of critical ,: 
cha l lenges  fac ing  the  Foundat ion  and  hea l th  ' 
research. All in terested Brit ish Co lumbians  ore  
inv i ted to-participate in this. review process.through 
o wr i t tensubmiss ion .  Foundat i0n  representat ives  
wil l  be travell ing throughout , the  province in lu ly  
and early August to disCuss •the review process'with 
interested parties. A meeting has been arranged for 
the Skeena region at the followin 9 location:, ' ., 
SKEENA:HEALTH' UNIT : ': ':: : . : . . ! ,  ) . / ,  C . ' :  
3412 Kalum Street . . . .  . . . . .  :".::"' , i  !:"-i..::: '! 
Terrace, BC - ' . :  
July 30. 1993 • -,  : ~ ~ ::: 
10:00 am to 12',00 pm . . - " : .  !}:::" - ' : :  :':..:.: .,!:' 
• : , .  - : .  , , !  
We recommend that . those .interested iin .attending: :
review the document prior [o the meeting; RegisterJby .: 
phone by July 26, 1993, through the munoauon ornce. ' 
For further information, or for copies 0f the document, :' 
please contact: .. .. 
B.C. Heolth Research Foundat ion  . -. 
Tol l  Free No. 1-800-565-5994 . : .... 
• . . .., 
Lightning strikes 
leave little dama e 
i'~¢ mRl~s t C~cta--cuAll;h?~ yghdrsn¢l~ft : e IM~ ~lfctihtec P ~-~ ~a ~x~ with 
Wednesday night s spectacular The circuits at the Wilson Ave- 
mint's actions threaten economic storm caused little damage to city 
buildings. 
Confh'ming them had been a 
number of lighining strikes at 
various points around town, fire 
chief Bob Beckett said fortuately 
them had been no fires. 
Except, that is, for a tree on 
Queensway in Thornhill which 
went up in flames after being hit 
by a lightning boll 
Although a Horseshoe home 
was also sLmck; :]~ckett said it 
only SUsiaiued "minor structural 
damage,,' 
hue water system pumpho~e had 
been knocked out~ a hydro pole 
on the Bomb and a Horseshoe 
area transformer had been l~t by 
lightning and the storm had set 
off the fire alarm at Clarence 
Michiel school. 
Also falling victim to the storm 
was the Co-op, problems with its 
computers closing it all day 
Thursday and for a couple o f  
hours Friday morning. 
Despite the fie]y display, the 
Fo]~,st Service district reported no 
forest fires in the area. 
Plants: seized 
TERRACE - -  A Resswood Rodedck " Hays , : :32 ,  "o f  
man faces drug charges after a Rosswood, is cliarged with 
police raid netted $100,000 worth cultivation of marijuana nd lx)s. 
of marijuana and cultivation session ofanarcoticforthe'per- 
equipment, pose Of trafficking. 
development. 
" I 'm one of the guys who 
signed the letter to (Premier 
Mike) Harcourt. I'm not happy 
with the 0vemll picture and I told 
Anne that when she called me to 
ta lk  about the letter," said 
Thompson. 
The letter, sent in advance of 
declaring the Tatshemhini a park 
and subsequent killing the Windy 
Craggy project, said the effect 
would be "severely negative to 
mining investment in British 
C0hanbia." 
"We strongly urge that you and 
your government adopt a plan 
which will not freeze this poten- 
tial' development for all time. 
Compromise is possible. Do not 
give in to special interests who 
seek only a single-minded out- 
come," the letter added. 
" M ID-S£1MMER 
:::::3 DAY SALE  
ALLWE JTEURLN Y2, ......... 
N , '  ;', . '. ,. ):,.'...., : / '~  . . . . . . . .  ~: / :~ ,: 23 & 24 
, SHIRTS JEANS 
: 35% off I 40% off 
search Saturday, July i0. 
were: seized, police said, along 
with related growing equipment. 
Cpi. Rob McKay said the plants 
were found in' a':lean-to gXcen- 
house built into the side of a 
house. - 
led us to it, 
CORRECTION:  L ,? .; 
In this week's "Summer Values' 
llyer, the two pricas ~or the 
Huggles Diapers on page8 have 
been transposed.: The 'Pull;Ups' 
are selling et $9.99 and the 
"Baby Step, diapers at $17,99. : 
We apologize for any 
inconvenience this may have 
caused . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Kmart Canada Llmlted 
r i ~ "i i ' 
eioiiie ~,: 
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Touche 
FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES? 
Ca l us to arrahge fat a'free , 
consultation and a copy of our ." 
information ~okl~t; ... " ' '-: 
%11 Free'. 1.800.663-:5103 
l OELO~ ~, Touc~ ~.C. I 
I #800 ~.299Victorlas~eet, ~ . . .  I 
I Pdri¢~:'Ge0rge: B C:/:'~: : ~'.!~,! :i: ~i~!l 
• l l t~  I I " 
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[ , I • BOOTS 3 
' :  • : ' •  " "  V ~ Ca I D splay and the tw°  ° ther  services a ren°w °ffered in y°ur  area and in re°st maj°r  centr~s lhr0ugh°ut ~ "' • ~:i 
:~. :. ':-. ; .~:::the province, Check withyour CustomerService Representative for availabiiity:.: ." ::.-....: :-.. ~., ::.~ :.,:-.::. ..: :: . ~~~~~ "':~:~':::"-l~'~The niw. VISTA 200 phonekeepS a record of who Called: :" r: ~ .: 
i~ Ver:(heph0ne0tnot ii~vidingy~uwithaiec~rdi)fWhoca~g.;~uSt.checky`~uf~isplay.t6~e~/h~ii~..~:~!~i~!:~`~i...~ 
• ' called and when, Fully featured with memow Uuttons, Recall, RiDial, and much more; the VISTA 200 ets~::-. :':ii!~? :.::;l" 
you take fullcontroi veryour home communications, withease. " . i~: : 
:•• - 3236 Kalu~ or call toll l~ 
2 1 .  . . .I .... l 
. :. ~:. ::'~,.: o~( ¢o~Iii,$6. }(~.),,~IO.OO B=~ ~I/~)ntl~y~V~STA~l~.l.~g~(~ ~s~t0 . .¢~n~:~, .  . .  :::~ : 
Terrace RCMP carded out the 
About 160 marijuana plan.~,o~, Imagine seeing who's calling before you answer, t ~unt. : 
',we =eived tnfo,,~tio. ,~; :~"': : ~ NOW you can walk Call Dtsplay and VISTA 200, : ,  ~ ii., 
,, . , , . .  : .  ! i C i 
:x,~;:~ ,,p~:~, and Call Screen. When used with the new VISTA 2ca phone, you have timeand tr0uble viO:da}~i: :~:~;!!'i::~i :i~!i::~: :t .~: 
, - ; : . ~ : : ~ : ~ = : ~ , % ~ . ,  forasmoo!heirunningh0Usehold, !:.~.: i ,_. :. . :~;" . - ! : .  :.: .:::.~:'. :/!):9:iii:i:ii:ii:i:.:-%!:::i!;~! ~ I "  
'r :~ ~ ::~;~'~M~ :  ~: ~ : ;~¢ : P ~ ' : : TO re~ive CillD iilii/iiU simlNrenta VISTA200 phoieis: well as tile :call DJsplaYse~;~e:: iiii'Oi~Pi~iJ~i:g:i ~')~"i:~.i:::!] ; 
~-,.:,.;:.:, .:~ :: " " the"onliserviCethatrequiresaspecialdisplaydevice,:. ~ ' :C(,:::.')!.:;~:!~:--.@:ff r .  
I ." . 
I. , :: EXTENDED SALE 
' ~  " :, '~&r~''~ '' ~'' HOUR s " ' Northern H0rse Supply U d, 
" / : : i :  :1 Friday . : "  Noon-gp.m.  I 3083RIver Drive, Terrace, B.CI i 
/ I Saturday lOa .m. -6  p.m.I 
ISunday , 11a.m..4p.m.I Ph: 638-7252 Fax 638-7253 
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MYSTERY RAFT: The Kitselas band's fish wheel beneath 
the old bridge baffled some passers-by as native fishermen 
i 
"C  , ' 
worked to get the wheel running last Friday. The net scoops 
of the strange looking craft turn slowly, scooping up fish. 
News in br ie f  
Docs interested in Terrace 
MORE MEDICAL  specialists are Interested incoming here because 
of cuts elsewhere, says a Terrace Regional Health Care Society 
spokesnmn. 
"There are closures of services in other parts of Canada," said 
Michael Loistnger of the response to ads looking for a radiologist 
who'll be using the new CT seam nmehine coming on line this No- 
vember. 
Two Canadian radiologists are vying for the position while anoth- 
er Candian and a South African have also expressed interest, 
Leisinger added. 
Several people are also in the running to replace obstetrician Dr. 
Doug Waleman who is leaving for Victoria this fall. 
Ministry battles dust 
SUMMER MEANS dust on grave ! roads and the the highways min- 
istry has a plan to counteract the gfltty clouds. 
"The ultimate solution to this problem would be to pave all the 
roads, but that is fiscally impossible. Instead, we control the dust 
problem using other means that are less costly to taxpayers," says 
regional highways director .Ion Buckle. 
Liquid or flake calcium chloride and liquid magnesium chloride 
both are non-toxic and environmentally safe - -  are used. 
Some of the work is done by the maintenance contractors and 
some by the ministry. 
Dust control costs approximately $1,500 per kilometre and some 
areas require two to three applications a season. 
Ungainly wheel snagging ,t 'snotasecret 
Skeena sockeye salmon 
TERRACE - -  It looks like a 
paddle wheel without he fiver- 
boat. 
Locals scratching their heads 
about the bizarre-looking 
wooden contraption gently 
turning on the waters beneath 
the Old Skeena River bridge 
need wonder no longer. 
It's a fish wheel and it's 
being operated by members of 
the Kitselas band. 
Natives launched the wooden 
platform with two revolving 
net scoops last Friday. 
It's tethered by steel cables 
to eyebolts in the rocks under 
:thebridge . . . . . .  ,. . . . . . .  
! : :The: baskets turn with the 
Or at least that's the theory. 
Kitselas natives operated a
fish wheel last year upstream 
on the river at Kitselas Can- 
yon. 
That site, however, worked 
poorly, and the wheel was 
nearly destroyed in a series of 
mishaps. 
Kitselas fishermen predict 
the old bridge site will yield 
better results. 
And the very visible site will 
give local residents a much 
better look at the selective fish- 
ing technology. 
The Kitselas have been allo- 
cated 10,000 Sockeye under the 
native homeland fishery on the 
to fish for the Pinkut and 
Fulton runs of enhanced sock- 
eye. 
Those fish return in numbers 
well above that required for 
spawning. The gates are closed 
once the spawning beds on 
Babine Lake are full and the 
thousands of excess' fish are 
left todie outside the spawning 
grounds. 
Only those nlaanced sockeye 
are taken ~ the coho, chinook, 
wild sockeye and steelhead 
also moving in the fiver are 
thrown baelc 
Another fish wheel is being 
tested at a site downstream of
the Gitnadoix River on the 
::i e~efit, scooping fish out  ell Skeena this summer. Skeerm. 
tfl~ ~,ate~'aM depositing them The fishery ~ which allows And Nisga'a natives in the 
in,,holding ta,.nks along the~id.~. =.~. natives:.,to ! es~a, mereially sell .. ~laas Valley are.,succesj~fully 
~. tho f i zes  them: ~'operating three fish,~w,i~eeAs at 
• ~ .'n~..~ ~'~ 4~ "~..-.,-- "~ --- ~, ...... '-
.... NOW OPEN 
5 
Oitwinksihlkw (Canyon City). 
Two of the wheels are of a 
new three-basket design that 
works better in lower water, 
says fishery consultant Bob 
Booking. 
The Nlsga'a fishery, how- 
ever, is strictly a' catch-and- 
release tagging operation - -  
not a commercial fishery. 
All species of salmon are 
being caught and tagged with 
either radio transmitters or 
"spaghetti" tags and released. 
Becking estimates the fish 
wheels have caught two to 
three per cent of the sockeye 
run and five per cent of the 
chinook migrating through the 
canyon. 
"We in some ways were 
lucky because we have a lot of 
good sites~on:the N~s~pa~'tic.u- 
l~rly s~t3d' f~r fish ffh~els. ''~ 
GOURMET TAKE-OUT COFFEE BAR 
I 
A PROFESSOR OF law and history h:om Ontario has been hired to 
be B.C.'s first infornmtion and privacy commissioner. . 
David Flaherty was selected from 222 applicants and is now g¢t- 
ting ready for the fall when freedom of information regulations 
come into play. 
The appointment is for six years and the privacy commissioner's 
office will have a budget of more than $1 rnlllion. 
Flaherty has been a full time academic for almost 30 years and 
has written books and papers on the subject of freedom of Informa- 
tion and protection of privacy. 
Alaska Highway improved 
FIVE CONTRACTS totalling $2.909 million for work on the 
Alaska Highway have been announced by the federal government. 
The contracts are part of a six year plan to spend $40 million on 
the highway. 
Involved is crushing and stockpiling ravel and road improve- 
mcnls north of Fort Nelson. Also included is a contract o paint 
lines on the highway. 
The contracts are expected to provide work for 45 people and be 
finishcdby.thisNovember. . : .  " ~ ' : ' 
All told, the federal government is spending $13.5 million on ap-  
ital construction and $6.5 million err maintc~nce on the highway in 
¢.  , 
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• Phone Orders Welcome 
638-1477 
j to Saturday 9 a'm! 
: ' V • 
:. :-ii ::¸  ' :  i i • 
Limit 3 Per Customer 
i 
When you buy ~ new Legacy at T ~  Subaru eve 
give you .~3,000 Cash Back. Time i~ ~ s~ hurry on, 
~here. See ~ur  dea/er for deta//~. 
4660 Lakelse Ave. i ;  ~ 
' THORNHILL • Ottawa t Terrace 
3026 HWY. 16 EAST, TERRACE, B.C. o~.,,,o.,=, 635-7286 
f . . . . .  : • : ' .  
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CON1 IIOLLEO 
Special thanks to 
all our 
contributors and 
correspondents 
for their time and 
talents. 
I t  
Secrecy  ,s wrong ' : :  , 
• W Board members of the Terrace Regional Interestingly enough the society made the \ 
Health Care Society are doing the wrong 
thing by not saying how they voted on a 
province-wide labour relations deal. The 
deal sets out how hospitals and employees 
will adjust o a decline in budgets and jobs. 
It's probably the most important health 
earn labour relations event of the past 20 
years. 
That's because it is a central part of the 
provincial government's move to shift 
health care from hospitals to community 
and preventative programs. A lot of what 
decision before taking the vote on the 
labour relations deal. The deal has received 
the required majority by hospitals and is' 
now being voted on by health care unions. 
The health care society detbnds its ac- 
tions based on the long standing principle 
of the secret ballot. Nobody knows how 
each society voted, just the overall result. :
The society says there is nothing in legisla- 
tion to force it to reveal how it voted. And 
it says it has a democratic right to keep its 
vote a secret. 
makes sense when applying 
! i~1 °~'l '' 
N) t,- 
the government wants to do relies on trim- 
ming labour costs. Jobs, are scheduled to be 
cut and positions transferred out of hospi- 
tals, to other programs. 
All of this has an effect on the several 
hundred people who rely directly and in- 
directly on Mills Memorial Hospital for 
their livelihood. It's been a tough couple of 
years at that institution as successive year- 
ly budget battles ate into morale and atti-. 
tudes. The public has also been affected by 
these events. Mills Memorial is a corner- 
stone of the community and its health 
ultimately 'reflects on our collective well- 
being. 
The labour relations deal is a rehash of 
one proposed earlier in the year. It was ap- 
,proved by health care unions. It was also 
approved by a majority of hospitals but 
didn't pass because a two-thirds 'yes' vote 
was needed. 
Back then the health care society did say 
how it voted - -  'no' - -  and that set off a 
morning Strike in the hospital cafeteria. 
Thisr]ime,~:~to,,t~yOj0 ;~y nasty stuff, the 
soctetyideetded~not.to,reveal .he it voted. 
All of this 
the principle of a secret ballot to an indi- 
vidual. But it doesn't when dealing with 
elected societies entrusted with the ex- 
penditures of millions of taxpayers' dol- 
lars. Taxpayers have the right to know how 
societies deal with matters affecting their 
money. Elected office is a responsibility 
that cannot be abused. 
The society's stand doesn't make sense 
for another eason. We would know how it 
voted if it conducted its own bargaining. 
That's the way things work with school 
districts and teachers, for instance. Being 
part of a labour relations association, as is 
the case here, does not bring with it the 
privilege of keeping its dealings behind 
closed doors. 
Over the years the health care society has 
developed strong connections with the 
community. These have resulted in sig- 
nificant improvements in health care ser- 
vice. The society's position that it wil l  
keep secret what it wants to goes against 
the kind of trust built .up through those 
connections. 
:It : used ::to be that society measured its 
pmgr~?by;the amount of smoke it could 
~ lch  into the air, Industrial stacks and 
beehive burners all pointed to the good 
th ings . in  life; That, thankfully, has 
changed.' 'We now measure progress- by 
how littl6 we  pollute the earth. 
-Witn~ the ruckus over Alderman Me 
Takhar%isubdivision development on the 
" S lash  burn ing  
bench. The old days of piling and burning 
just didn't cut it anymore. Permit require- 
merits aside, it is justplain weird to set fire 
to huge piles of slash. 
And now the city has tested a hi-teeh 
slash burn concept at the Takhar subdivi- 
sion. Results are said to be encouraging. 
This is at least a step in the right direction 
but the central issue ofburning remains. 
T kling the ivorie s 
Through 
Bifocals 
by Claudette Sandecki 
,When the Wayne Gretzkys 
and Ian Millers of the athletic 
world fumble, they have ex- 
pensive, specially trained 
sports psychologists to hold 
theirhands and help rational- 
ize away their disappointment. 
I]iave a piano. 
The piano doesn't offer me 
any soothing words or sage 
advice, It: only replaces the 
woodpile ~vhere my ancestors 
let off steam-by splitting fire- 
wood intokindling., 
What I play on the piano 
reflectsmy feelings. When I 
goof upm my job and am up- 
set with myself, I pound out 
resounding, marches; Elated, 
my fingerS tangle through a 
spirited jig or polka. Content, 
tion though its automatic 
transmission was built without 
a second gear. 
The bathtub installed with 
taps reversed, hot on the right, 
cold on the left. 
CBC radio programs inter- 
rupted by teclmieians solving 
technical problems or 
reporters conducting research 
interviews. 
One whole issue of a daily 
my choice is a languid waltz, newspaper with some pages 
Even from a ,distance, anyone welded together, other pages 
With an ear can read my mood. printed only down the center 
Besides wanting to kick third. 
/ 
experts. My dentist performed 
root canals with gusto until 
failing health forced his retire- 
ment. The daily paper still 
publishes, with inventive 
bloopers from time to time. 
They never explained what 
caused such an un-ffews-ual 
issue. And CBC still experi- 
ences unexpected interrup- 
tions. 
So why should errors result- 
ing from momentary inatten- 
tion or miscalculation hogtie 
my life? Instead, I heard ad- 
vtce given to writers for corn- 
myself for wasting time and The book supplier who ing to grips with editors' re- 
losing profit when I bungle on thanked me for my order and jeetions. "I have to get over 
the job,:I suffer: thinking the assured me my;book was in : this sometime, whynotnow?" 
Whole neighb0urho0d knowsI ' the niail even thoughit wasn'(  . Some of those, experts, too, 
messed up.LLately, i've made' Tlie book wasn't shipped Until may be ferocious piano 
so many errors I've considered after ::I asked about it two players: 
@ 
k% 
" 
/ 
@ 
" 
Here's a good, :oncept 
for all medical flights 
VICTORIA--  A northern 
British Columbia woman 
wants the B.C. government to 
stop doing her favors. The last 
one is costing her between 
$203 and $520 a month. 
Deborah Ann Koppel lives in by Hu bert Beyer 
Dawson Creek. Two years ...... =~, _ _ ,, .... 
ago;' her,teenage son began¢ ~'<~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ;r ~'.. ........... , " .... ;* t ', ~ 
treatme//t for Acute . . . . .  ' :' 
Lymphoblastic Leukemia t 
B.C. Children's Hospital iu 
,Vancouver. 
For the first three and a half 
months, she and her son lived 
in Vancouver. In October 
1991, with the initiation of her 
son's maintenance protocol, 
they moved back home to 
Dawson Creek. 
While undergoing some 
chemotherapy at the Dawson 
Creek Hospital, 25 miles from 
where the family lives, her son 
haste travel to Vanconver 
once a month for additional 
treatment. His mother ac- 
companies him on those trips. 
If yea live in Vancouver and 
Victoria and ever had to go up 
north on short notice, you 
know the prohibitive price of 
air travel. I've. paid less for a 
round-trip to l.ondon than a 
return flight to Terrace. 
Mrs. Koppel was used to 
paying anywhere from $450 to 
$667 for their journey to Van- - 
couver and back. It was a 
heavy financial burden to bear, 
but she managed. 
Enter the compassionate 
B.C. govemment. Transporta- 
tion from rural British Colum- 
bia to Vancouver, which has 
the province's state-of-the-art 
medical facilities, was 
altogether too expensive, the 
government thought. 
Something must be done to 
for northerners, 
Last month, something was 
done, indeed. The government 
announced a package of fare 
reductions for northerners who 
have to travel to the south for 
medical reasons. 
Airlines would give dis- 
counts, so would the govern- 
From the 
Capital 
ment's own fleet of aircraft. 
Hell, ever B.C. Ferries said it 
would transport folks free of 
charge. It sounded good, but 
when the details urfaced, it
wasn't such a great deal after 
all. 
It obviously had escaped the 
government that some trans- 
portation companies were al- 
ready giving discounts to 
northerners who had to travel 
for medical reasons. 
Air BC, for instance, had a 
program called Convention 
West, which allowed patients 
to travel on the cheapest avail- 
able seat at any given day, 
waving all restrictions such as 
cancellation charges, mini- 
mum stay and minimum ad- 
vance booking requirements. 
"This program helped our 
family by allowing short-term 
bookings with access to the 
cheapest available seats and 
permitting changes without 
nalty on return flights," said 
ppel. 
Under that program, itwas 
also not necessary for the fam- 
ily doctor to involve himself in 
the ticketing process. Once a 
family was registered with the 
airline, approval was automat- 
ic. 
Under the government- 
negotiated arrangement, medi- 
cal fares are 30 per cent off the 
full economy fare. And that 
hits the Koppels and all other 
northerners travelling south 
for medical reasons where it 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  pocket 
book. 
Before the government's 
well-intentioned but ill- 
conceived interference, Mrs. 
Koppd spent anywhere from 
/ 
~ . . .  2+., *? 
$450 tO $667 a month to travel 
early retirement, months later. 
Then I recall some of the The mammoth tent two feet 
boobo0s purchased from ex- shorter all around than it was 
perts in their fields. Instantly, labelled. Stretdted over its 
my optimism and enthusiasm metal supports, there was still 
return, snuffingou t gloom and enough opening <around the 
guilt. 'The experts how no bottom for mule deer to line 
sign of being bothered by in- dance in and out without duck- 
competence, ing .  ;~  
,There's, !,the '~ ~to6-wlde re- ,? Orthe fast food restaurant 
placement/!t0oth-: a:  dentist 3,With slivery wooden: benches 
glued into my mouth' to cap a that  skewered the backs of 
~oot ~1.: : ,  i~ ~: ~+<:i i . !  : :  c .m~mers+:` !egsand shredded 
:A new piclmp~:: ,~, ok tha.! i<(wcimen!s+liylom, 
passed ,; assembly , iln~:inspeo : ":Mistakes never fazed those 
no!  vo 'c, -e,e- z i ! T ' l  
FRom" ~ee~ A~tD. ~ |w~f~ A C~SAW f¢~ V ( #-,  '2./ l i  v/P, c.. ~lc l~6.  To : 
- ' "  I 
with her son to Vancouver and 
back. For 20 trips, the average 
came $564.42. Now she 
spends close to $1,000 a 
month. Some deal. 
As always, there is a better 
way, better than Convention 
West and certainly better than 
the one concocted by the 
government. The trouble is the 
NDP would have to admit hat 
a Socred had a good idea. 
Rick Neufeld, the Secred 
member for Peace River 
North, a man thoroughly fa- 
miliar with problems north- 
erners face, wants the govern-  
ment o establish aTraveleare 
Fund. And here's how it work: 
Every day, politicians and 
bureaucrats are flying some. 
where on government bnsi'- 
hess. All airlines have some 
travel bonus system that al- 
lows the traveller to accumu- 
late points toward free flights. 
However, neither politicians 
nor bureaucrats are allowed to 
take advantage of the rewards, 
as long as they are in the tax- 
payers' employ. 
Neufeld plan calls for the es: 
tablishment of a central fund 
into which all bonus points, , .: 
accumulated bypoliticians and 
public servants would go. Any 
• travel by British Columbians, 
for medical reasons would be " - ilia< 
paid for out of that fund. i !~ 
The airlines don't like the . 
idea, but with a little arm- • 
twisting and some hints that 
any airline agreeing to such a .  ~: 
scheme would get all govern- 
ment business would soon . . . .  
bring them around. : : , :i:i, 
Come on, Mike, admit it's a 
great idea and do it. , i) 
t l 
/ 
-~ , ,~ ,~ i lZC~ 
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PARKS DAY '93 LETTERS 
. - . : 
 o G, ,Ood ti at,lh e::b:ea;clh 
Onceagain, Parks Day was held at Lakelse Lake on July 1Z The event is an annual, nation-wide 
celebration of Canada's heritage parks. The sun-drenched day started with a nature walk along the 
twin spruce trail, and was followed by a scavenger hunt, a picnic with Jerry the Moose, and the 
sand.critter competition. Park interpreter Greg McDonaldsaid "The Lakelse Lake park is a 
Wonderful place to have fun with the kids ... if they are encouraged to use the park as a place for 
outdoor entertainment and learning the chances of them returning with their families are increased 
a hundredfold." photos by Glenn Drexhage 
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT-  Parks day enthusiast Rachel Bailey found an innovative way 
to beat he July heat by shedding an article of clothing or two. 
David Magee tries his fishing luck as he dips his net into the water. 
A fine way to cool offi Alexis Dimitrekpops her head through a tube while paddling away in the 
summer sun. 
And some people were just hanging around - Luke Condon displays an admirable technique at the 
Lakelse Lake playground. 
Parks interpreter Greg McDonald (left) welcomes Parks Day '93 with a host of enth usiastic kids 
and park mascot Jerry the Moose. 
"~LZJ.,-~ I 
!  i.,Th e 
l start- i 
Fishing 
Natives are using a £ish 
wheel under the o ld  
bridge. 
It catches fish by scoop- 
lng them out of  the river 
with baskets made out of  
fish net. 
,The wheel was put into 
the river on Friday. 
Thewhee l  is  being used 
to fish for sockeye sal- 
=on.  
i 
% 
- : J  . 
.- .~/' 
i ,~,at~:.. 
-" ' " ~ The 3Yart:: L~, Jo r :  
h'drtitltg ,/rag? to. re#i 
TO lHE TERRACE STANDARD 
More 
Tat 
spat 
Dear Sir: 
I was very disappointed in 
the recently published column 
written by Hubert Beyer about 
the Tatshenshini decision and 
the decision to disallow the 
Windy Craggy project to pro- 
ceed. 
I would have thought the 
writer, if he was to maintain 
his journalism credibility, 
would have taken the time to 
investigate he myths that have 
been circulating about the 
potential development of this 
area. 
Tile writer has purposely 
downplayed any economic im- 
pact this mine would have had, 
ie: 500 jobs - he conveniently 
didn't mention the other 1500 
indirect jobs required to sup- 
port this mine. 
He didn't mention the $8.5 
billion in revenue that would 
come into British Columbia. 
He didn't mention that there 
might be four or five other 
similar sized deposits in the 
same area with similar eco- 
nomic impacts. 
He didn't mention the poten- 
tial value-added opportunities 
Such as a copper smelter in 
Kitimat. He didn't mention 
that one job in this industry at 
approximately $60,000 per 
year contributes six times the 
taxes to government that at 
$20,000 per year job in the ser- 
vice sector provides. 
Mr. Beyer talked about the 
potential environmental im- 
pacts of this mine but he didn't 
refer to the source of this in- 
formation. 
He didn't mention that all 
that was requested by the mini- 
ng industry was a scientific 
and objective analysis of the 
facts about a mining develop- 
, o1~ the ~Haine *s: .'triable.') .., i,.,. ,: 
If the'company could not 
meet environmental protection 
requirements, it would and 
should not have been allowed 
to proceed with operations. 
If people like Mr. Beyer, 
who wield a powerful in- 
fluence on public thinking, 
don't start to realize soon that 
environmental protection and 
economic development must 
proceed together, this province 
will be in troubl& We cannot 
have one without he other. 
As stated in the Brundtland 
report, "The environment does 
not exist as a sphere separate 
form human actions, ambi- 
tions, and needs; and attempts 
to defend it in Isolation from 
human concerns have given 
the word environment a con- 
notation of naivete in some 
political circles." 
Hence the reason for the term 
sustainable development. 
Yours truly, 
Gary K. l.,ivlngstone, 
President and Chief Ex- 
1 
ecutive Officer, 
Miring Association of 
British Columbia 
Skaters 
stopped 
Dear Sir: 
Why did they stop the skaters 
from playing in the corner of 
the parking lot at McDonald's? 
' My  hubby and I go to 
. . . .  McDonald's Friday evenings, 
- have-been doing this for 
several years. 
Cont'd Page A6 
Smoky time 
" I ' ve  never seen it this Boy. Was it smoky out- 
side last week. bad - this kind of  stuff i s  
B lame it on forest fires uncommon,"  said Kaz 
in the Northwest Terri- Kopee. He works for the ~ 
tortes, forest service, 
Smoke from those fires He said there were at 
drifted all the way to Ter- least four fires in the 
race, Northwest Territories. 
You could hard ly  see . . . . . . . .  smoke gave: 
the mountains; .problems to planes cheek- 
• mgout  po~ible ~!ightntlag 
fires. 
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Road guy boosts 
road construction 
.+++~i,+_++,++++::,+++:+,:++  
i ++ + ; ; , ,+ .+  
. .. :~+~ • : :  
• " '  % 'i 
,~:'+:, ?'4 " ; ,  '2 ', ,',, ,.., 
DearSir: that such a initiative could Kong, Italy, Mexico and else- p~* :+ F : , (~ '~ iW 'Y'~:~ ' 
I am sure many of your reduce costs, deliver needed where in theworld. ~'~:' "~ ........ 
readers have grown impatient new roads, bridges and transit The concept is not only ~ ::,:~,,,~ 
over the long wait for highway system additions ooner rather workable. It is effective in ' ..... 
improvements in the northwest than later, do so on a user-pay delivering a finished product at ~,,_~ : ~ ' " i' 
region. The B.C. government basis for major projects - all lower cost and in a shorter ~ ~, 
apparently plans to get on with without adding to provincial time than happens under our ~ ~ ;  . "~ 
some construction soon. debt or taxes, current practices. In fact, we . , ~ ' . .... - 
It will have more resources Capital is available. Investors can find a good example ven " - ~ '  ,, ~ ' ~  
to apply to.that work, sooner are ready to respond. In fact, closer to home- the current ex- . : . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  ,..,, .. 
rather than .later, if it invites transportation and highways pension and upgrading of Van- ~ • ,:. " ,  I , ,  t • , ' " 
the private sector to  finance, minister Art Charbonneau has couver International Airport as *": ~ :"" . - ' ~ 't'.'i; F- . . . .  " :i: . . . . . . . .  ~,- 
. . ~ :'° .. , :  ., " : . ' . i  i I: ' " ,  ' :  . . . . . . . .  " .~ .; build = and operate major said several have already made a private-sector initiative. : ' "" <" ' ' ' ~ " ~ , , ~  " 
facilities on a user-pay basis, proposals to the B.C. govern- Some of the experience also .. ".,:,:,' - i :&  '~  ' ~[~ ;.;~ ~ ~  ~ ,, . .. . .?':'+~'~d' .,"-  
Why should Terrace area mont. shows that government, in • ,,,. ;.:,~.),. . . . . . .  , . . . .  ",~z]~ 
Vandals wreck expensive tree residents have to wait while Taking advantage of that using the private sector to help government directs its avail- willingness holds strong poten- built public transportation i - . .able financial resources •to tial for many benefits to the frastrueture, can address such 
build a replacement for the province, not the least of them social goals as encouraging in- SENSELESS DAMAGE - One of Emile Marchand's valuable blue cypress trees was ruined on 
Lions Gate Bridge? the'creation of many new jobs creased use of public transit the evening of July 15, Marchand, who lives on Scott Avenue, was distraught - it took him 
The private sector is at a time when they are very simply by building such goals about 10 years to sculpt itto its present state. "It's just very disappointing," he said. One of his 
prepared to finance, build and much needed, into proposal calls and thereby cultured bushes was also damaged. 
oFerate a 'Lions Gate Bridge That the concept of private tapping the innovative genius 
replacement on a user-pay . sector financing of public in- of the private sector. 
I basis, leaving government £rastructure works is " Rod Fru, 
resources available to address demonstrated by examples Chalrmm, .... .. £, . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ " ' :  - - .~~'=~ I , . , , - ,~ .  , ,w .~J ,~ 
other needed projects, from the United States, France, B.C Road Builders and ""'---.. ] ~;:"~""/--~7.-~?.T-r- ~ . . . .  :i . . . .  : ~ '~ , . WI '~/MIU~IE  
There is plenty of evidence the United Kingdom, Hong I-leavyConstruetiohAssoe. ~ 'z  "] .  '.,.I / / / / / i/ ! ! . , , /  .. :.?,.,/\ ' I : : :~rar l : : .~  
Baha' ls  benng persecuted  " " I: i i "  i ;" ....., ,c,~ , .- _L L ;' ,~ i iv i :  ,-." :'~; Phase I- 1993 
i . . ,~m J "~!  ! ~ ~'/~C#'~)~=r'J"'L.'~'.~';'.':L "~:'~".~."N~. : Newest mostexclusve . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~-  t j : .~ ' " ' " - . . -9 . .  / ' Y'...)N\\ 
DearSir: . minority, document calls for a plan "to I - - - ]  ..... i - -= , . . . ,  - !P-.~.. ,.. " ":-. ~".><: ~/f~v-~":~\ " subdiv sion in Terrace now 
Ithas recently come to the Attempts to eliminate the confront and destroy" the / . , • .. r-.r ..... r--:~ " ' .  " " , /~ .>, . . .%N/ ,  " /K . \ \  " ,. . . . . . . .  ,~ .q ,  - . ,  , . . . . : . : ,~ .~=~.~\  aceepting offers to purchase. 
local Baha'i community's at- Baha'i community through Ba.ha'i "cultural room" out- ~,. ,.. , L ".r,--'-.' . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . - I . , , , "  •., : , : " ..... ~ , '~: " . .~ \  View property, completely 
tentionthroughaUnited Na- widespread confiscation of sidelran.- ' [ L .  " '  " "  " '  ' . . . .  : ~ ~ .  " ' , • ".,  , :. - . . . . . . . . . . .  • ' , '  ~:~ Y=~=-",~ ~: : ,  serviced, large city lots 
tiom report that .the Iranian properties , ban on all corn- We hope to. ere,ate awamn~s , ; . ,~ ,  .. . . .  , ,.~.. ,. , ..... ,, .. - .~ ,  .. .' .-.-": ,=....,.=:,- -:_ ..:-:, ;.. : ; . -  , -~ overlooking downtown. government, despite a long his- mun/ty activities and expulsion about this sttuano.n, and tins I i~; . ~ . ~, .......... , . . . . . .  ~ .... 
tory o f  denials;.hes.establlshed of  Balm' is  f rom universit ies awareness, we behove,  can  as-  i : ~ .-.,.. : . . . . . .  ~ - :  ~,z=~,-~. \ .,-. ,, For  more  in fo rmat ion  
. . , ~ . ~, , ,  t . J  . . . . .  , ,  ........ r,:,..~lei:_x.__,, 06 a secret p ie , ' to  'oppress and and employment in the public slst in bringing pressure on the [ : . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
sector failed in part because . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . .  ' , . . ,  - ,~o . - ,~- ,  , , ,  638 60 or l~rSecUte the 350,000 member . Iranian authorities to SUSl~nd ..... ~ , , , : ... L~ ~ ,, - -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . .  , __ .a : - - .= l  L - I __L  ~"
Baha'icommunityinIran. the  international community their unjust attacks on this in- PI . ~,,.~ s,~.,., ,! 
During the 1980s more than became aware of the systemat- necent and long.suffering '//+ /; 635-1310 
200 Baha'is were executed in . ic persecutions O f Baha'is. community., i F~SCr~.~O PARK STE 
an attempt o decapitate the Of .immediate concern to Sincerely ours. 
leadership of the Baha'i corn- Baha'is in Canada is the fact EdwardEpp, 
munlty, Iran's largestreligious that the Iranian government Terrace, B.C. ' 
¢ mmentsimulti Q • i 
' ..... " ' '~ ;~ '~ ~'~ "~It :a'Know=l symom ota  abNt  ? , : i' se.~ that rabbit transf t~rsm 
In re~pome to the articlo pornographic magazine, what is instead a 
about the controversial white Good and evil are both punity and beauty. 
Yours sincer~ painting on the rock above choices and the consequences 
Terrace; while I can appreciate of each is very different. Lynn Buckle, 
the ariistic tal©nt and the ener- It would be very pleasant o Terrace, B.C. 
gy and determination it took to 
o.o+ o,+.ot,. M e l i  totallyunapprec|atexl" ore on a n 
I applaud the effort taken In 
the name of art but there am m DearSir: taunts that were made by Ii . Sundecks  .Finishing uarpemry II 
many more subjects that would I'd l tketocompl imentThe others. [ ! '  ~ C ~ ~ e - - - ~ ~ / ~  ~ ' ~ / ' f  ' '  [ i  
be pleasing to lookat. Terrace Standard for its good I believe tho third party 
There am:always choices to and equal coverage of both members are challenging Mr. 
make,,but I'm sad tosay that sides of the land claims issue. Goanell to investigate third 
rabbit is like choosing a swear I have read Some of Mr.,Cos- party interests and not The 
woMinsteadofapleasanto"e.: seems'eli's ,oC°mmentsbe a s /0ng.andmessagethere T racoStandard.ihope TheTerrace Standard !! Constructuon :+ I! 
that The Terrace Standard will notbcthreatcnexibythese Qual i ty  Workmanship a b ieR  s;  :[I 
From Paf leA5  should not he pdnting anytldng efforts to intimidate and l/ t ReasOna i 
Skaters +.that upholds third party is also bl ming the manipulatethemedla.:j.M.,,~ It , Phone II 
• newspaper itself for the com- Terrace, B.C. 
We always sit by the .._.. 
window, and used tO watch the /'+-':"~. :]rl~ L !~ ,bLL5  
boys trying to master their ~ .~-. ~"'~'~ 
skating abilities: We enjoyed X'~.~.  ~.~ .~]  i~L)  J / '  
w.,o=.,.o. LUCKY DOLLAR B INGO any pr blems. They stayed 'out /~ .~. . .~ . /~ ) ~ ,~. ,  
of the way0£ .eats coming in, . ~ : +;.." :~  /.;/J I ~':,~N,~ .... ,
fought among t h e m - ~ 1 ~  ~ +  ~/K~i~i~"  E 
never / /~  .z . . . .  . - .  , .,,:i.~ i • ~ . ~ ,  ,,,. , 
. . . . . .  ' !.":' JULY 1993 JULY 1993 selves, were courteous, clean ~.,..d,r,a , :,. ~:~ 
and happy. , / ,,,,, .. , " ' ~ '  ..~. t~ 
1 spoke to them sometimes, 
they get blamed for something /_~/~,'..~ ..,./" Shelby Christen S,idcr July 10/93 at 5:37 
~r~/~: ,1~,. Date & Thne of Birth: Welghtt 9 Ibs 12 ozSem Female 1 Terrace747 Air 2 BrothersBig & 3 SkeenaRecyclingValley 
someone else did? Oz was that ~" i  ,I > Jtily i/93 at 9:06 p .m. .  Parenlst Brain & Cerrina Gagnon Cadets Big Sisters Kinsmen Club 
an excuse to get rid of them. 
People complain of gangs. Weightt 6 Ibs 11 oz Sex: Female Baby's Name~ Terrace ' Nisga'a Tribal Shame= Mounlain 
"~ l~e k ids  Wel'~ Off the  Sll~Ot, ParetzL....Si Catm'an Stang & Rick Kayla Amber Lynn Anti.Poverty CounciI-Terrece Ski Club 
Snidcr Dale & Time of Birtht 
©njoying. their hobby,' and J~ly l l /93at  4:41 a.m, 4 5 6 7 8 T.,,.0. 9 1 n ~e,,.o,^ ,, 
botherh~g no-one all the times Wdghh 5 Ibs 15.5 oz Sex: Female . ' . USe BC PA v Associallon 
we walched them. Baby'sNamen ' Parenlm tlarvey & B©th Paent= Coalillon Terrace Kermode Terrace Peaks Theatre As$0c, Terrace Soccer 
fo, ~, Minor FriendShip Gyrnnastics . Terrece Nisga'a Tdbal People want kids off the JonalhanAar0n Martin Dcg©rness; baby s]stea" for Sm'ah. ^dvancem0nt , Terrace FI0ure 
Stl~ets running wiLd, so why | Date & 'llme of BlrtS= Spcelal thanks to Dr. ltodge and ol Edecation Hockey S ociety Club Anti.Poverly Council.Terrace 'Skating ' 
take, away, a little spacewhe-re !I July I0 /93  at 4:25 Nurses  mT+.e¢o  • 
Ihey' were Off :the s t reets run . .  Weightl7 tbslSozSex, Malo 11  1 2 ' 13  14  ' " 1 15 Order OI [ .Recydlng"~keenaWlle' 
nlngwild, so'why take away a . ~...,,,,,.~a,,,,,.~..,o, .,.,'.....,+ ,o,,, 1 6 ,c~  ^1 
tittle space whe~ they were off McLem; lillle b/other for Tommy MeganDate &Nic°le Euv rmaa,  l]m of Bh'~! Pauent=lo!CoatitlOnlhe Terrace I Kermode Seniors Purple Assoc, TerraCesoltballMinor 
• . Marlln ~.. Advancemenl Minor Friendship Inf0rmalion Terrace Nisga'a Tribal 
the streets and enjoying. , July~12'/93 at 1:36 p.m. ol Ed,callon Hockey Society Access Anti.Poverty Council.Terrace ' Terrace Figure 
Wiry don't- the. c0un~il or, -" " '  : " ~!,"i Weiahf ia lbs6 ozSex= Female , . I~T0t~a¢e , , + Skating 
rccrcationlmopledosomethlng..; . ,-' " , Pil~lilSl Fted&Lorrahle 19  23 ~ " ' " ' "+°°"  
for these Idds? Build a"space' Euv=man; a sister for Jated &, Lisa 18 20 " "  oo 0rderol . ~m . c - r - -  Royal ~.Ambal=ado~ 
Puants Coalition Terrace Kerlgode _ . . Purple Socloty 
where they can practice their f,,~o lerrace ~eaKs ' ' . KIne~ 
^dv. .m. t  Minor  Fr iendship Gymnast ics  Terrace Nisga'aTribd ' Terrace Seuch 
hobby? otEd==U,, Hockey l Society Club , AntI.P0vedy Council,Terrace "& Rescue b Terrace We :though McDonald's was 
acompassionates~ore. Sowhy 25 : 26 re 27  oo  r,,,,0o ,an ,o., ,a .~ ,,,,,o, , ,, 
did they disband the skatem? rrace 28 ~ ": z-t, , /  Ringette ~-/vCanedalt  ~,Ju tD,um, 
Ruby E. McCrelght, Pm,~, co,m~,, Minor Kermode Terrace Assoc. Legion Ter r~ 
. f0t Iho Nisga i Trlbid = : 8of~ball Terrace, B,C, ' Advancement Baseball, Friendship Blueback Terfece 
• • e tEdu©,n ,  l i *n  Assocleti0n .. ' Soc iety  " • InTmace ' I Swim Club I Antl#ovetty , CounciI.Terraco .Sk°°na:~nowmoblleValtey 
Edltor's net~i:. McDonald's ' 1 . . . .  
spokesman Ma lco lm Hl lcove Sat. Afternoon Games ' ' [ + Doors 11:30 a.m. - Games 12:45 : 
said the  restaurant received Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
nttmemus complaints about the Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m, 
skatcboard em~ +. +. - : . ,  ++ 
.A r~,  ,hesd+a~Pm~mm T,V.  MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
a~n~ with the sk~te~ar. 4410 Legion, Terrac~ 635-2411 
den fatl&l. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ = " " 
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Far northern big blazes 
deliver the smoky hazes 
TERRACE ~ Thornhill, Cop- 
per, and Sleeping Beauty 
mountains could easily have been 
called the Misty Mountains last 
week. 
That's because they were 
shrouded in a ghostly haze that all 
but obscured the majestic monu- 
ments. 
"I've never seen it this bad - 
this kind of stuff is uncommon," 
said. Kaz Kopec, a fire manage- 
merit echnician at the B.C. Forest 
• Service in Terrace. 
• The' haze was due to surging 
blaze, s 'in the Northwest Terri- 
tories. 
According to Kopec, there were 
"at least four fires burning up 
thor@." 
Kopec noted the head of one 
hampered patrol planes from Alert, asking people to refrain 
checking possible lightning fires, from any activities that would 
From July 11-14, Kopee add to the smoky conditions, uch 
estimated that there had been be- as burning land clearing debris. 
tween 200-250 lightning strikes Air pollution index measure- 
stretching from Kitimat to the meats from Smithers fluctuated 
Bell Irving River. between the low and high 30s for 
He added the area stretching the first half of the week. The in- 
from New Hazelton to Terrace 
was rece[vinlz the highest 
amounts of smoke. That's be- 
cause the adjacent valleys are ef- 
fective at captudng the haze. 
Since the fires were burning in 
areas of barren tundra and scrub 
rather than timber valleys, Kopec 
said they would probably be al- 
lowed to bumtheraselves out. 
On July 13, B.C. Environment 
issued a Skeena Air Quality 
dex measures the amount of par- 
ticulates that people breathe into 
their lungs. 
A particulate is anything in the 
air that is not a gas, and is below 
10 micro-meters in size. A human 
hatr is about 20 micrometers in
width. The particulates here were 
about 0.l micrometers in size. 
A pollution index ranging from 
0-25 is considered good. 25-50 is 
fair, 50.100 is poor, and anything 
higher is very poor. Normally, the 
index is less than 10 during the 
summer. On July 15, the index 
dropped to 21, duo in part to 
overnighl rain and a possible 
change in wind direction. 
Although the measurement was 
in Smithers, meteorologist Doug 
Johnson said that the figures app- 
ly for other areas in the North- 
west. 
"(The ,measurement) is fairly 
representative asa whole - we're 
assuming that the pollutants are 
spread fairly evenly." 
Measurements were also taken 
in Terrace, Houston, New 
Hazelton, Kitimat snd Prince 
Rupert,• but were not yet avail- 
able. 
i J  
• / ? L:I: 
particularly large tim was 20-25 
miles in length. He estimated that 
a fire this size would cover ap- 
proximately 100,000 to 150,000 
l,,¢etarcs. 
Them was another fire strad- 
dling the northwest corner of Sas- 
katchewan and the NWT. 
Kopec said smoke was trans- 
ported hero because air masses 
out of Alaska and tho Territories 
combined and were directed 
southwards. 
The high amounts of smoke im- 
paired visibility. Kopec said a 
recent De-6 air tanker flight 
returning from the NWT to 
Smithcrs had to swing all the way 
to Mackenzie in order to continue 
its trip. 
"The visibility's pretty well 
toast," he admitted. 
Property owners hear story 
of lava park boundary plan 
TERRACE ~ Parks officials 
say they've smoothed over the 
fears of some alarmed Nass Val- 
ley homeowners. 
About five homeowners on the 
east side of the Tseax River near 
Spencer's Lake discovered their 
properties are within the bound- 
aries of the new Nisga'a 
Memorial Lava Beds Provincial 
Park. 
Those residents tarted asking 
questions when they saw tbe park 
boundary map in the new provin- 
was released last month. 
The master plan also set out a 
series of options for trails ~ in- 
eluding one on the east side of the 
Tseax that would go through their 
back yards. 
"We weren't trying to annex 
their land or anything," parks 
zone manager Grog MacDonald 
said. "That's just how it looked. 
People didn't understand." 
The order-in-council specifying 
the park's boundaries, Mac- 
Donald said, states the park con- 
within those boundaries. 
MacDonald said 40 people 
turned out for a public meeting 
last Thursday night in New 
AJyansh to discuss the issue. 
No trail will be built on the east 
side of the Tseax, he said, be- 
cause there's already an adequate 
one on the west bank. 
MacDonald said affected 
homeowners will likely receive 
an additional letter from parks 
minister John Cashorc reassuring 
them that their properties am cx- 
"l! ;" Dr, Victor P, Hawes, Optometrist 
ANNOUNCES SUMMER HOURS 
BEGINNING JUNE 21 THIS OFFICE WILL BE 
CLOSED MONDAYS 
FOR APPOINTMENT PLEASE CALL 
, .  638-8055 ., 
Gir l  Gu ides  
of  Canada 
The girls and women of Ta// Totem 
Division, Girl Guides of Canada appreciate 
the support and kindness from the people 
of Terrace. Thank you for buying Girl 
Guide Cookies. 
J 
I 
The heavy smoke also cial park's draft master plan that sists o f  only the Crown land crept from the park. 
ii I 
 m-- mmm.m mmmmm m LIMITED TIME OFFER... HURRY IN NOW! 
Allan Banner Premier Propane is pleased I 
UPHOLSTERY CLEANING to announce our new 
We will gently extract ground-in;so|ltO help fresheP ~; I;"~! ":, ~ ~ ~ ,. ~.. ~ ~summer hours,; ,•, 
i i i ii!iii!!!!i iii!! iiiili !ii    i    i !i ii: i!i iil if!ill! i! ii !iii!i i iiiiill I ,,.,..o .o,.,o. 
:iil i~ ~ ~i'i ~i'i ~ ! fill! ~ i ;P~I ii ii !"iil]iiii!~  iii!1/ I r~p-e,] r-s ...... . qased o nCanadi:~n:o:s~11~: 'blared'preference surveys 
~: i ! : i : i . . i ' ; :VE i~ i : ! i¢  ?:i:!..:.~ ; :  ' " ] e 
I , /~ l~ I  i ~ \  extra-large 20% Summer Clearance, Special [ ~ H.vy ut~, 
II;,ff.~11 ! I capae,~ on select B.B,Q, s • ~ sp.d 
Come in and see our selection of home gas app l iances .  4908phoneHighwaY635J 6 West7709 , I "~ I I '~  Dlpreferred brand.lSH\=~~;AISHI [~ E ;el ~T9593, ' : ~ t::::[:~i~S " 
ke your yard a showplace with. ..o pre-washing (i~l(L~[ i i 
Continuous Concrete Mower Strips / "un'urpassedeapac,ty ~\~ 
• 3 level wash 
- ' - -  '; Model 0WU9920 
8 Glasses A Day 
, < "  ~ ~ [  8tyleLme RANGES 
Water Facts ; ,  ~ :  ~i o - .=- ; - : , . , - , - -  . .  , I . ~  .Porcelalnenamel 
I ' "' ";' " ~';"'-'"' ~: . '~  ~ ~ l . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I I J I J l~ \  upswept top .y.'; !
FLUID RETENTION ','.', "!::":"':':.:','":'=:,. ~ ~.~ I I I I ! l~!  [] I capacity , 
i ' ":::~;:~,i:~." ~ I I I \ lmMEgJ /  .Evenbaklng 
way to get rid of excess fluid? When the ; - ':' ..... • ~ , '  ) ; ~ i~ ~ @i~.,, ) . . . . . . .  , I I -~~. . -~  results 
Md, it perceives this as a threat and tries I . ,-~ " " ~ ,z  '~"~-~ - -~  I ~ 1  I I F I~EBAT~ 1 
. This results In swollen feet, legs and ~"  "1' .... "":.,, ~ ' "- " .... - - - : -  " 
_ - '~  . .eE- ~ ~.  ,,,,,,,,,~, ~., ",,, ~.. .. ..= . . . .  
/a temporary solution. The best way to I t > ~o~; ,  ~~,~, , i~  :,,.~ r " ~  
Ii ~,  ~'~~'  DEPENDAetE R FRIGERATORS ~m of water retention, according to Dr. D. " F~"  .... ....... ~ ' "  " 
;c. is to give your body what it needs,- ] I ~ ~ ~  ] 
water. 0nly then will the stored water be I ~.~ ~ '~" • • • "' . . . .  - -  - - -~ ,  . , The Dependability 
, I 'Beautify your yard wiillour--Continuous Sculp--"~tured Concrete / |1 Line ~ I i ~  ~ 
s a constant problem, the cause may be ] I Borders. Save hours of edging, trimming, and weeding time. I I I  ' Heavy duty /llt'=~ll IL  ~1 
~ore salt you eat, the more water you I Our installers and machine follow your des=gn providing. III ,' sneNo.BreakVeS bins / ~ ~ i J  
i creative curves and contours to beautify our landscaping 1 I I sssalt, drink lots of water. As the water is ,o,~r~p~i,'roJo=ove~ I l l  Hlghlmpactliner ~ 
idneys, the excess sodium is taken awayl TE 
I ' RRACE 
~ j~ D I HELPING HANDS IJ , , ,~~,~: ,  
' I HOME CARE il 
I House Sitting, II _._/~" "~ L___ ~ L.~._-, 
i!~,,:~ ......... ~ I *Handyman Service I I ¢OUNlrR'YV~IBF- 4501 Lake lee 
~ ~! I Fully insured  and  bonded I I . . . . . . .  ' . . . .  Terrace. BC 
I Phone:  638 .8677 II FURNITURE & APPL IANCES ,,,.,,., , , r -n  
~i~ ~i~ I Mobile: 638-5844 i ~ 1  i l  0wn,=d S:~oCpEer~ge~3by Totern Furniture 638",,1158 
What is the best • 
bodyls deprived of fluid, r s  
• to store every drop. 
hands, 
Diuretics are onlya 
overcome the proble    i , i   . . 
Robertson MS., MS , - 
plenty of good, clean 
released. 
if water retention i    l ,     
excess salt. The more salt you eat, the more water you 
require to dilute iL 
To get dd of excess lt, 
forced through the k
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Golden feasibility 
study nearly ready 
TERRACE - -  A feasibility original schedule of having the The Eskay Creek area became 
study on Homcstake Canada's mine ready by the end of 1995. he one of the hottest gold plays in 
plan to develop a gold mine at said. Norlh America in the late 1980s 
Eskay Creek should be placed be- Houston is to be the beneficiary when a number of companies, in. 
fore the company's beard of of a lot of those jobs because the eluding ones owned by Murray 
directom the middlle of next company wants to use an area Pezim, began staldng claims. 
month, near Equity silver mine to process Homestake Mining Company, 
And ii'il be accompanied by the the ore, the parent to Homestake Canada, 
company's formal al~plication to Homestake says 80 people will hecame the major player last year 
the provincial government for the be employed at the minesite and when it acquired control of Inter- 
mine's approval, company presi- 125 to 150 direct jobs will be cre- national Corona, up until tlten the 
dent Jack Thompson said last ated inHouston, dominant company in the Eskay 
week. Home, stake wants to process the area. 
Homestake wants to spend he- ore at Houston because a lot of Homestake also ended up with 
tween $180 and $200 million on the environmental information it a 20 per cent position in the 
the mine which will have a life needs .is available through the Cominco-ownod Snip gold mine 
span Of eigh( tO 1.ff years. It will , Equity experience, in the Iskut Valley through its In- 
employ approximately 230 Hydro lines, a road and skilled temational Corona acquisition. 
people. "We had the series d( 'publte work forco arealso close at hand. Home.stake already had an 83 
' The ore will be taken from Ks- per cent ownemhip osition in the 
meetings and gol comments back kay Creek by road to Bob Quirm Golden Bear mine west of Dease 
from the ministries. We're now Lake on Hwy37 where it will be Lake through its control of North 
getting am,gem to all those ques- transferred from mining trucks to American Metals. 
tiom," said Thompson. highway tracks for the journey to And it has a piece of the 
What makes him happy is the Homton. Newhawk company which has 
response by ' the provincial Mine workem will be flown in the Sulphurets gold development 
government to the project, and out of the mine site. property north of Meziadin. 
"The turn around is really fast Work to date indicates the KS, Homestake's International 
with the government. There is ex- kay property can support a 360 Corona acquisition also gives it 
cellent cooperation. We know our tonne per day plant producing ownership of the Williams and 
application will go right to the 250,000 ounces of gold, 11 rail- David Bell mines located in the 
senior levels for review," said lion ounces of silver, 8,000 gold-rich Hemlo area of Ontario. 
Thompson. tonnes of zinc and 1,000 •tonnes The company has mines around 
The province has also suggested of copper a year. the world. 
it'll flint review Homestake 's  
road proposal for a conmction L I M I T E D  
from the Iskut mining road in the 
Unde " :  'X'~. ,.~:~ ,,~ 
FOUNDATIONS - Construction is finally underway at the at the corner of Kalum •and walsh," 
where four-plexes are being developed. The construction marks the end o fa  two-year b~iftle 
for Wescor developer Ray Lovstad tO get the property re-zoned for development; " 
north to the Kskay site. 
"That means approval e.~uid I ,LL GIVE YOU come therefimt and we'll be able i~ ~ -+ -'".t',~""~' to get a start before winter this , 
year," said Thompson. : "  " " 
Homestake wants to establish a 
base camp at Kskay, move; in " : : ' :.~- ' -;"~' 
equipment and fuel, and fought ' " . . . . . .  ;,: : : -  .:,i,2. 
TIME OFFER 
out ,a .right qf way this ye~ in. 
prepa~fion tbr road co~tructi0il l  "
next year. - ,• '">:".~ , . ,  :• 
we'~r~ ~t  ~.  ~,~, pm,~ , i f  
Esk~y and " tr6m the ts~u roan,- -- 
we'll save a lot of time," Thomp- 
son added• 
That kind of.schedule, 6nc6 ,ap~i.-, 
provals are given, should fit:iho::' 
Out . :. ,_? 
. :  \ . . :  .,,: ,,:~:,~e~,.'-.,-. 
and 
about 
YOUR C ~  L H,: !i:ili:i!:! 
1993 SONATA GL. 
NO.CHARGE 
AUTOMATIC 
1 
. -  - .  - . ' .  t z,A¢, 
!¢ , ' ; '  
" X  " " {mdudc ,  hc~hl  P.[~.[.) 
1993 $COUPE. 
NO *CHARGE :'7 
AUTOMATIC j.- 
(OR EQUIVALENT CREDITp 
C)r you C;-II'l dr ive  away w i th  more  car for "•' 
," ':: :')i .i 
eats  
:te~:: -) ., :%i'~;::~:~,,7;: :!:,. 
petisi6n.,,::,: ': :i.'~,:~}y: ?,; Si~.,:i:!: 
~ik:( 
• ~ :,?~ 
.::Y4 
;la wi th  our  popu lar  2+2 sports  
ecently v~ted "One Of Tcn Best" 
buys by Motor  T rend  magaz ine ;  
nes inc lude :  
:high energy"AIpl~ 
.'ason radial fires:•! 
~'0 split f i ; l ( I  down:  rear: s : 
"R AM/FMist!ret{casset i~;;,, 
-wheel  inde pe!:~d~:rt ~sugpt;t. 
: (OR EQUIVALENT CREDIT)* 
: " Unless you spenda small fortune all you 
TERRACE - -  There'll 
one less real estate firm in 
Remax is buying out 
World Lakelse Realty 
transaction will be offl~ 
end of this month. 
Remax manager John 
said Realty World ownel 
Fei'gmon and three Realt~ 
agents aI'o¢oming over to 
Other Reaity World ag~ 
going to other realty. ~_,~_ .... . .  
around t0wn,"-. 7 - ,'. 
Evans said the"sale'should not 
be interpreted:t0 meim them are 
too many.real.estate:firms in the ~ ...  ........ 
city, . 
,I think this, is a natural thing 
to happen. Remember that there " ":" 
won't be a drop in the number of 
agents," said Evans. 
~ -k -k'k "k 
Terrace has joined the lisi 0L .  .... : 
~ •-, . . . .  - , : . . . .  . get  t rom ll-lost cLir COlY ipa l ' l l eS  IS Dare Dt)nos. 
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tame te[epnone ann oata  service.  ' ,  : : : " ' , " ~ ,-, , - . - . . - - . . : - , '  • .  , : 
r ' d " . . . . .  ' O ~ ' ' , ~ t I1  It is now rentl-o tele,,hone . . . .  , : . . . ,  .a z .u  tttre, tK)l-1% lO-V,!tve cng,ne .. 
company lines but is putting in its : : @.::: ::"" ETR AM/FM stereo cassette 
own lines across the country. I * Powersteermg 
Unitel s service date to ~errace.;": : Michel in all-seas~n radial tires 
beam e effective Ju!y,:15: Also ". ,. ::: . . . .  :-,, : •a¢-whee[  independent  suspension.-  
coming. :on :,line that day were:' ":'#':i': " 
Whistler, Cou'rtenay and N:~lson. : ,  .: : ; : :  ':-" 
The Terrace c0vemge) Ineludes:).~ ;, ,. (/  
New Aiyaash because W~Idents/~ . . . . .  
of that area can call Terrace at no  5YEAR/ IO0,O00 KM L IMITED WARRANt  
' : '  ~" L ~ '' ~ 24  H0 U n aoAnsn OK ASSISTANCE charge. 
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Unitel include Victoria, the lower 
mainland, Prince George, Ab-  
botsford, Kam!oops, Chilllwack 
and Penticton. 
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There's a new eating place in 
NHILL HYUN 
"Where  the  smar t  money  goes"  
Ice, B.C. Dealer No, 704:li 
town. 
Su~rbakers~-a;gOurmeL 
and c.Offee baf,-d~ened la
in the ~ spot (on~ occu I 
Tam's. 
Owner Ingdd Palmu ~ 
outlet ia ini'espo~q a tel  
ings,, and-, throe, of.othet~ 
need for more food vaflet~j. 
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Harcourt rejects Alcan 
demand for more money 
TERRACE -- Premier Mike 
Harcourt has rejected an Alcan 
ultimatum that it'll kill the 
Kemano Completion Project un- 
less it gets a new power deal. 
A]can issued the demand last 
January and again July 10 for a 
renegotiation of the prices in an 
existing contract and one that 
would come into effect when 
Kemano Completion comes on 
line, the premier said last week. 
Harcourt said the company 
demanded increases that would 
cost B.C. Hydro and the province 
more than $350 million over the 
proposed 2G-year life of the new 
contracts. 
Alcan is saying it needs more 
money because costs of the 
Kemano project have increased. 
Whatwas to bc a $600 million 
project ,in 1988 has now turned 
into one that will cost more than 
$1 billion. 
The premier said Alcan's chief 
executive officer cort6rmed June 
11 "that his proposal was the A1- 
can board of directors' 'bottom 
line' - -  and without the pro- 
vince's agreement t6this new at- 
| ,:l 
Mike  Harcour t  
rangement, Alean, which made a 
decision to suspend construction 
two years ago, would not recom- 
mence construction ofKCP." 
Construction was halted in 1991 
when a federal court ruled the 
project should have gone through 
a federal environmental review. 
That ruling was overtm'ned but 
Alcan says it won't start the pro- 
ject up again until a provincial 
Let the people 
 have policy say 
• TERRACE - -  The provincial 
governmentshould draw more on 
the common some of the people 
of B.C.in drawing up its policies. 
So says Gordon Campbell, 
mayor of Vancouver and front- 
running candidate for the provin- 
cial Liberal party !eadorahip. 
Campbell was in Terrace last 
week as part of a swing through 
the northwest. 
" :He saidpeople living in B.C.'s 
communities knew what ;hey 
wanted to.see happen in their area 
and thetf views should-be taken 
into account by government. 
Maintaining "sustainable com- 
munities" should be the goal, he 
expi~incd; " I  want to see them 
get.a greater say in what hap 
pens." 
• :For example, government 
should be asking fishermen, those 
involved in the forest industry.-- 
loggers;, independent contractors 
or major companies - and people 
involved In the environment 
whichof its policies were helpful 
~d which hurt. 
• Campbell said one.theme which 
had emerged in conversations 
with northwestemers was, while 
people here were optimistic, they 
felt more could "be done " i f  
i: go vernment would just get out of 
, our way." 
:,': He had'also mnlinto consider- 
_ able frustration over the. New 
,. Democrat government had croat- 
: ed by its.arbitrary" decision to 
:: preserve .the Tatshenshini, them- 
"i by ktlling the proposed Windy 
:~ Craggy mine development. 
.: In .both the forest and mining 
,: industries,, he. said the reaction 
,:~ had been "what exactly is it there 
are doing and why are they doing 
it? .. . . 
!: "No-one knows why the decl- 
sionwas made," he pointed out. 
• ' Was it the government didn't 
like the labour practices of the 
company, were there too many 
environmental problems, did the 
mine offer no economic benefits, 
.or .was it "because the Vice- 
pimident of the United States 
• gave thepremier a call7" 
' " YIXii'ning.to:what: 1~would do if.. 
he f6undhiraself atthe head of a 
. Uberal '.~,ovi'.mment, • Campbell 
said:his flint act would be to in- 
troduce legislation requiring the 
• , . , ,  
p re,nee redraw up a balanced 
budget.,.: i 
: : :  ; A chkMngLthat would involve 
,. ': reduolng ..:what 'he, called., the. 
• : " ,b~ucmtlc  bloat",' Including 
getting rid of government bedie~ 
which were there only to provide 
patronage opportunitie~. 
...Another step would be to set 
~].i"i12;1993 ~,~ 
. .9thAnnual " 
i ", : Bic~ble Trek >' 
forLife & Breath 
goals for each of the biggest 
spending departments, hen work 
~out he most cost effec•c ways 
of achieving them. 
On the revenue side of the 
equation, Victoda should recog- 
nize the importance of job and 
wealth creation. 
TMt  meant .encouraging,' not 
ddving away investment. 
Pointlng.out the New Demo- 
crats, tax policies were driving up 
the cost of doing business in B.C. 
Campbell sald he'd never seen a 
retailer try and drum up business 
by advertising "higher prices 
now available". 
But, he warned, it would 13¢ 
several years before B.C. felt the 
effect of any lost investment. 
Describing his losdership 
campaign as .  "going well', 
Campbell said he had visited 40 
B.C. communities since declaring 
his cnndidacy. 
%" 
review is completed. 
Harcourt told the legislature AI- 
can threatened legal action in Jan- 
uary because it considers the pro- 
vince to be in breach of a 1987 
agreement that cleared the way 
for Kemano Completion, 
"It was after the receipt of the 
flint notice that I authorized 
government officials to meet with 
Alcan to explore what Alcan de- 
scribed as 'non.litigious' solu- 
tiom to the alleged breach," Har- 
court said. 
"Neither Bdtish Columbians, 
nor their government arc 
responsible for the half billion 
dollar increase in the costs of 
completing KCP," he said in ro- 
jectlng the company's demands. 
"Nor should British Columbians 
be expected to rewrite existing 
contracts to pay for that over- 
r u n . "  
Harcourt released Alean's 
demands a week after company 
vice-president Bill Rich held a 
press conference calling on the 
province to help the company 
find ways to "revitalize the eco- 
nomics" oftha project. 
Gordon Campbel l  
Kids & Tobacco 
It's o crime;; •. 
Girl Guides 
of Canada 
Thank you to parents who have assisted 
with unit/pack activities from the girls and 
women of Tall Totem Oivision, Girl Guides 
, of Canada, Terrace 
~a 
: LAKELSE LAKE LODGE 
W 
SaL 
at Lal 
Starts 
Musi 
Count 
Rock~ 
Bill HL 
Gyps) 
For t 
Evan 
Peppi 
Adults $15.00 
Seniors and Youth (under 12) $7.00 
Tfekets auat lab/e a t  8fght & Sound in Terrace 
Bares Trophy Den Kitlmat Air B,C, Pr ince Rupert 
and Kellys in Smithers 
• MU N IM mn ml  • ml l  Inn  N mN UNN IN  N I B I U  imm • 
Please enter my name In the draw for free tickets 
and T-shirts for the Wild Boar Roast & Music Fest 
Name 
Address ,, 
Pfi0ne : Age - -  "~irBC~ Clip and return to 
The Terrace Standard 
:::!',:!]i~!!~i;::.O",:i :  4647 LazelleAvo Teirac0 ~:V8G 188" 
, ' ,  r . . . .  ' , i i  i i i  i i 
• . . , -  . - . . . . 
Rich denied . the .company 
threatened toldll the project. 
"At  no time have we ever said 
or do we say now that we are 
going to abandon or cancel the 
Kemano Completion Project," he 
said. 
"Alean is not going to walk 
away and abandon a project of 
this magnitude with this degree of 
commitment tO it." 
"We've got 600 million very 
good reasons not to walk away 
from this," he said of the amount 
of money put into the project 
prior to the 1991 shutdown. 
Rich won't discuss the contract 
proposals, but says he hasn't 
given up on them. 
"We still think these arc good 
ideas. But if they're not on, 
they're not on," he said. 
Rich said the company stated in 
January that it did act scc how 
the public review announced then 
by the province could be con- 
sistent with the 1987 agTecment. 
The company took the same 
view of the idea that there could 
yet he changes to the project 
stemming from the review. 
"That simply isn't provided for 
in the agreement. That we've 
made clear right from January." 
He said Alcan made it clear at 
that ime that he company wasn't 
seeking a legal confrontation, but 
was protecting its legal position. 
"Life goes on, The world 
will face these problems and we 
will solve these problems in a 
business-like way." 
"We're not seeking anyspecial 
deals," Rich added. "We are put- 
ring forward something that 
retains value for BC Hydro and 
for Alcan. It does not in any way 
represent a subsidy to Alcan., 
According to B.C. Hydro 
spokesman Vern Ptyor, the $350 
million represents a 30 to 35 per 
cent increase In the cost of. the 
Kemano power contracts. 
"It would be considerably high- 
er than any benefits that would 
accrue to Hydro and we would 
probably be better off doing 
something on our own," hesaid. 
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Alcan position 
said inconsistent 
TERRACE-  Alean is being province would do if Alcan 
lncomistent in its public and doesn't comply. 
private statements on proceed- *,. B.C. Hydro will not 
ing With the Ken~no'.comple-renegotiate he original con- 
tion Project, pre~er Mike tract for Kemano Completion 
Harcourt said last week. 
Harcourt saidthe company 
had threatened to kill the. 
billion-dollar hydroelectric 
project if the province didn't 
agree to pay m0re for-the 
power Alcan snpplies to B.C. 
Hydro. 
But he noted the company; 
has issued .conflicting public 
statements that it remains corn- 
mired to the pmjeCL 
"Alcan must clarify its in- 
tentions given that the pro- 
vince is not prepared to rewrite 
the original KCP contract," he 
said. 
Harcourt also said: 
• .Moo Sihota, minister 
responsible for B.C. Hydro, is 
to meet company officials. 
• The company is to clarify 
its intentions within 30 days. 
He did not specify what the 
I I 
Project/power. 'But It may be 
prepar~l to negotiate a fair 
pflce to convert its short.term 
~can power contracts for cx- 
tsting Kenumo pewcF Into a 
long-term contract "at a fair 
pdce.!' 
• The start of public hearings 
in the B.C. Utilities Commis- 
sion review of the Kemano 
Completion ProjeCt will be 
pushed back another month. 
"Alcan hasmade clear to me 
that Its decision to recom- 
mence construction depends on 
my acceptance of its proposal 
to significantly Increase the 
price B,C. Hydro pays• for KCP 
power,." said Harcourt, 
"The province will .not do 
so, and I expect hat minister 
Sihota will seek clarifleation 
On the'cconomica of KCP in 
his discussions with Alean." 
II q 
Thank You 
Court Skeena #1318 of the Independent Order of. 
Foresters would like to thank the following 
businesses for their contributions and support to the 
pancake breakfast and garage sale in aid of the 
deanette Burkett Trust Fund. 
Copperside I Da i ry land  .;. 
Daybreak Farms K.Mart ~ : 
Overwaitea Terrace Co.0p ' 
Thornhill Fire Dept. Cedarland Tire Service: 
Rain Coast Cranes & EqUipment ;~ 
We would also like •t0thank the community f0r their 
support in making it a success. 
Donations can stillbe madeto the Jeanette Burkett 
Trust Fund at the Bank ofMontreal. : 
• , ,  * , - . , . . , 
i I " I '  
• : , '  ' - ' : ; )£  .¢ .  - • " " I I  
• Sugar 'n' Lace Wedding Cakes 
and Accessorio. . 
Has What You Need for YoUr Speci 
• Beautiful'Wedding Cake Sales and Rental! 
• More than 50 Cake Tops Always in Stock! 
• Cake Wrapping Supplies and Service 
• Cake Knife Sets * Candles and Candle Hc 
• Bells * Streamers * Ribbon * Pore Poms 
• Full Range of Bridal Access0rieslncluding 
Ring Bearer Pillows, Toasting Glasses, 
Guest Books, Pens, Garters, and Much M, 
. . ~ ' .  : .,. 
BookYoUr  F ree .COnsUl ta t iOn  m.aay , . .  :. :: 
Chery lparkes  " " " Phone: 635.2282 
I0 TIQI • • . - . . .  . .  
EARLY DEADLINE 
I 
Due to the B.C, Day Long Weekend, we will have: : : i 
an early deadline for advertising and e ,~i),,,=~'= 
) copy, The deadline will be Thursday, Jul 
~ :i::/,: :i=i:5:0Opm for, the August 4 edition of the 
..... ;~" ;";:Standard andlhe August 8 ddition of, the: 
Marketpla ;:~ ce. 
631 
L -  
I I 
'ERRAC! 
I I I  
SERVING ln= l = = = ~ . =  m = = m  .: 
l i i i Ill 
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BIG FURPLE 
Select  fr)om all Departments. 
50° off regular r  tems 
clearly marked.items wi b aanged  I S 
V TURKEYS 
Utility " ~i~i~ 
.99 c 
LIMIT ONE 
Regular Price $2.17 Ib $2.18 kg 
Apple, Cherry, p 
2 4.44 
d 
Regular Price $2.17 Ib 567 g Minl Weight 
COOKED 
HAM CHUNKS 
m 
Regular Price 79¢/1 g 
SUNKIST 
FRUIT ROLLS 
Regular Price 57¢ each 
~..~ i."~ ]~ r;, • 4 
ea 
~ Pepperoni or Deluxe 
RegUiar Price $3.69 
I 
5 
18 per Package 
4..85 
Regular Price $9.69 1.4 kg 
BC MONEY'S 
MUSHROOMS 
Fresh 
~AVE ..,,...,_.,~,,~ . $3,28 kg 
DAYBREAK 
MEDIUM 
. ! 
• Regular Price $1.89 
4 :/:i•i 
PEPSI 
Regular and Diet, 1 Litr_ -" ."::,~i: 
: i /  
Regular Price $1.59 
G A M E S. PROUD TO BE A SPONSOR AND THE OFFICIAL FooD SUPPLIER FOR THE CANADA GAMES 
.~ . ~  . . . . .  ' Skeena Mall, Terrace 
,PRICES IN EFFECT, THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY, JULY 22, 23, & 24 
I 
What's 
.Up  , 
The Terrace Standard offers 
i What's Up as a public service 
to its readers ad community 
organizations. 
This column is intended for 
non-profit Organiza-tions and 
those events for which there is 
no admission charge. 
Items will run two weeks 
before each event. 
We ask that items be 
submitted by noon on the 
friday before the issue in 
which it is to appear. 
For other contributed articles, 
the deadline is 5 p.m. on the 
Thursday before the issue 
comes  Ollt. 
Submissions should be typed 
or printed neatly. 
JULY  31, 1993 - B .C .  
Seniors Games Soceity Zone 
10 is having a giant garage 
sale and hamburger stand at 
S~ifeway Parking lot from 9:00 
am to 5:00pm 2p14 
OCTOBER 23, 1993 
The BCOAPO Branch 73 is 
having an Annual Tea and 
Bazaar featuring year-round 
practical gifts and baked 
goods. It is held at the Happy 
Gang Cent re ,  3226 
Kalum\Street, at 1:30 p.m. 
LIVING WITH CANCER self- 
help support for cancer 
patients, family and friends, 
share personal experiences, and 
concerns, information sharing 
meetings, 1st and 3rd Tuesday 
each month at womens centre 
4542 Park ave, Terrace B.C. 
A PLACE TO GO When 
pregnant and needing support, 
B IRTHRIGHT o f fers  
confidential  and non- 
| judgemcntal help to any 
I woman distressed by an 
[unp!imned l~regnancy, come in 
! for a free pregnancy test, baby 
I or maternity clothes, or just a 
I: friendly and .:sympathetic 
Tii~tihier, office at N6: 2fll~ 
11:472i' 'Lazelle AVe, ( in  the 
|~::'fiilieum Building), open  
I~i l l i00 ii.m. to l p.m., Monday 
to  Friday, 24-hour helpline 
635-3907 
T E 'RRACE ART 
ASSOCIAITON Summer 
workshops for July and 
AuguSt, all workshops are held 
in;,the: Terrace Public Art 
i Gallery ' ** 
!:'4ih TUES;AY*OF EVERY 
MONTH - Alzhelmers and 
Dementia support groups hold 
meeting at the mental health 
centre at 1 pro. on Tuesday. 
~THE HERITAGE PARK 
MUSEUM is now open to the 
I public from Wednesday to 
I i  Saturday, for more information 
I regarding tours, weddings etc, 
I~ple~ise phone ihe museum at 
l~635-4546 or the Terrace 
I Regional Museum Society at 
635-2508. 
) EVERY MONDAY evening at 
: 7:00 pm Northwest Alcohol & 
i Drug Services present an on- 
going Relapse Recov~ery 
Group, call 638-8117 for more 
information. 
3RD THUP, SDAY OF the 
month B.C.P.A Advisory 
Comm, is having a meeting at 
200 A - 4630 Lazelle Ave at 
:00 pro. 
"CRISIS LINE is open 24 
:hoiirs a day for anyone in 
/:ri4is. Call 635-4042.tfn 
** I t *******  
"EVERY WEDNESDAY from 
:7i00 pm to 8:00 pro. Terrace 
Nar6ottcs Anonymous "Steps 
: to  r]~ec0vely" meets at the 
Kerm'ode Friendship Center. 
EVERY Wi D  SDAY - 
Terrace Lad!~ Kcrmodie Lions 
Club meets at the Inn of the 
West. For times and more info 
contact Dorothy Bartsoff at 
638-8183. 
.- l ,  It It It I t ,  It It It m 
EVERY THURSDAY at 
7 :30pm Overeaters  
Anonymous at Women's 
Resource Centre. Call 635- 
644& 
EVERY 3RD MONDAY of 
each: month the Arthritis 
;Society has a drop-in for 
information at Happy Gang 
Centre 3226 Kalum 1:30-3:00. 
~1, **  ~11, ~It ,It, It ~ * 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDE,.D..for 
Terracev.lew Lodg~"''P~t 
Visitation Program. Once a 
:month Commitment needed. 
: Dogs only. For more lnfo cal! 
' Bo/mie at 638,0223.. ~ 
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Making 
all the 
difference 
It's the little things that make 
such a difference. 
That truism could very well be 
the slogan of the Terrace Beauti- 
fication Society. 
Since its beginnings back in 
1986, the society has been in- 
volved with a host of projects to 
beautify the city. 
"We're very small in number 
but we get a lot of work done," 
says society vice president 
Yvonne Moen. 
One needs only to look around 
the streets and sidewalks to agree 
with this statement, where the 
society's effects are obvious. Just 
think "less is more"; specifical- 
ly, less garbage. A part-time m- 
ployee picks up litter year-round 
from local litter bins and around 
town as part of the "Terrace 
clean up" project. 
In addition, a two-hour garba- 
thou is held annually to keep the 
surroundings pristine. About 40 
people from Terrace and Thorn- 
hill turned up this past April to 
:~ :,:~.. " : 
PLANTER PRIDE - Members of the Beautification Society 
proudly display one of the 140 planters that decorate Terrace 
sidewalks. From left to rightare Society President Linda Wagner 
? 
. _  . . . . . .  .2  .' 
. . . .  2 : :  
and employees Peter Wesley, Dale McKinnon and Danny Bush- 
man. The society welcomes volunteers - why not come to a meet- 
ing on the first Thursday of each month at city council chambers. 
take part in the project. 
Every year, the society gives a 
plaque to the school that has the 
cleanest grounds. This year, 
Thomhill primary claimed this 
distinction. 
The society, whose membership 
fluctuates but includes about 
"eight really keen workers," has 
also added dashes o f  colour 
throughout the local landscape. 
The arena hill was landscaped In 
1989. Trees have been planted 
down Lazelle Avenue and from 
the Co-op comer to Sande Over- 
pass, and there are ai~ip. Plans to 
plant wild flowers and a grass 
background on the overpass. 
But the most visible'addition to
the local scenery has been the stz- 
able flower planters that decorate 
the town's walks. The first 
planters p;~pped up on city streets 
in 1990. 18 planters were set up 
that year, and the number has. 
grown ever since. This year, 41 ~ 
planters were added to the streets, 
for a grand total'of 140. They will 
go on sale once again in the fall. 
In addition tO making Terrace a • 
prettier place to be, the planters 
have also provided employment. 
With the help of Creative Op- 
tions, a local service agency that 
helps people with mental dis- 
abilities find work, three jobs 
have been provided. Peter Wesley 
is employed year-round, working 
full-time for the summer months 
and part-time for the remah~der. 
Danny Bushman also works full- 
time five months a year, and Dale 
McKinnon holds a part-time job 
for the same period. The crew has 
different duties, including water- 
ing and fertilizing the flower 
planters, community garbage 
pick-up, mowing and watering 
the bloulevard on Lakelse Ave- 
nue and wceding throughout the 
downtown core. 
"It's a trcmendous •win-win 
bargain," says society treasurer 
Conrad Ganzenberg. 
The organization receives fund- 
ing through the city of  Terrace. 
This year, $13,000 was slated for 
the society. 
In 1986, then-councillor George 
Clark came up with the idea of 
forming a group to clean up Ter- 
race. He became the society's 
first president. 
Since then, a new president has 
been elected annually by society 
members. Following the recent 
May elections, the new president 
is Linda Wagner, also the director 
at Creative Options. She notes 
that the public has been very ap- 
preciative of the beautification ef- 
forts. 
"We get a lot of good feed- 
back," she says. 
Future plans include a garden 
judging contest in August, in 
which4he b~st residential, mobile 
ho~e,~.CO~rc, al and industrial 
gardens will.be determined. 
The society is also promoting a 
--HOGGING:THE FUN "i o: . . . . . .  . " "  . " " :  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
, " , , . .  
.,:_. 
RIDER Sue Kaulbeck will mark "National Ride to Work Day" 
today by riding her brand new Harley.Davidson to Mills 
• Memorial Hospital, where she workes as an operating room 
nurse. The idea of the day is to get recreational motorcyclists 
out in force one day a year to demonstrate that motorcyclists 
are regular people, too - -not  a bunch of bike gang thugs. 
.,~.:~. ~..~:::,, . ':. i:.~,:~ ~" l~b: ; '  ':" Z :'~.. ] ~ , ~ .  !:.,;:*,,. ~, .. I 
Kaulbeck won the $19,000 Harley with a $20 ticket In a June 
23rd raffle held by northwest Shriners and Harley Owners 
Group members. It's not'her first motorcycle, however. Never 
before a Harley owner, Kaulbeck has owned three other 
motorcycles previously. 
plan to the city to landscape the 
south side of Hwy. 16 west into a 
linear park to join other walking 
trails. 
Meetings are held on the first 
Thursday of each month at the 
City Hall council chambers. In- 
terested people are encouraged to
attend the gatherings. 
The president, vice president 
and treasurer ncourage people to 
come and join the society. They 
all agree that they would "love to 
have new members." 
"We're looking for volunteers 
to assist in keeping our com- 
munity clean," says Wagner. 
"We just want people to come 
Out and help us." 
A DRUG 
CALLED 
TONY 
Tony Stamboulleh as the ef- 
fect of a drug on some of his 
students. 
"It's like a shot of 
adrenalin," says Mary Ann 
Lawrence. 
"You get high on it," Norah 
Ferguson adds. 
For the two local actors, Stam- 
boulleh gives them Inspiration 
on the stage and draws out the 
best of what they have inside. 
It's what the Aurora Summer 
Arts School Is all about. 
Stamboulleh is a veteran of 
professional stage, film and 
television, playing roles on fro" 
grants such as Airwo~', Beach. 
combers, and Macgyver. 
He and his wife Kay 
founders of the Vernon School 
of Speech & Drama ~ Instruct 
at the Aurora summer school. 
"In all performance arts it's a 
process of sharing, it's constant 
growth," says Sta'nboulleh, 
who leads the workshop in 
voice, mime and drama. 
Thou,re-goers will get n 
chance to check out the in- 
fluence of Instructors like Stam- 
boulleh in person on July 3I. 
That's when the Aurora stu- 
dents will stage a show-ense per- 
formance of their work. 
Admission is free, but dona- 
tions to support the school are 
gratefully accepted. 
Showtime h 8:00 p.m. at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Don't let pets die tragic deaths 
Every week pet owners con- 
denm kittens and puppies to 
death. 
Not out of maliciousness, but 
out of sheer laziness. 
By failing to get their animals 
spayed or neutered, pet owners 
are contributing tothe petpopula- 
tion explosion. 
"We have too many animals. 
And there aren't enough homes 
People often get pets when to people. But unneuteredpetsare 
they're cute and cuddly, she distracted by sexual instincts. 
added. Roaming, over-aggressiveness, 
They soon grow up, and if the excessive barking, howling, and 
owners don't quickly take respon- destructive behaviours are often 
sibility, the inevitable happens, linked to sex drive. Neutered pets 
"It doesn't ake long," Higbic get along better with each other, 
says. "Cats, like dogs, can have and tend to be calmer, more con- 
two litters per year." 
The SPCA is helping offset he 
cost of spaying and neutering by 
male dogs experience a flow of 
blood that can cause unsightly 
staining of rugs and furnitirc. Un- 
neutered male eats mark territory 
by spraying with strong smelling 
urine. 
• You won't have to fight off 
tent, obedient and affectionate, suitors. When a female dog goes 
into heat, male animals for blocks 
. Your pet will be healthier, around know it. She will attract 
Neutered animals are less likely males for almost hree weeks. If for them," says SPCA volunteer offedng to pay half the cost of the 
Rose Higbie, "It's that simple." operation through the month of to develop breast cancer, uterine you don't want your petbred, yo u 
infections, prostate gland prob- are in for a very Uying time. Your 
Often a number of animals at July. " • Ictus, and are less likely to get : pc] s instincts Compel her to find 
die ~oJ lo~l animal[ shd'iiers ihusf I~i~cd more reasons to get your 
in traffic, ~. ~ 
be put down because a few of pet !payed or  i~etitcred? Try into fights, Or roam and be killed a mate.= Cats wall, rub and dart 
them h~i'~e becotne sick, these: • : out the door at lhc slightest opi ! 
Thtrteencats at~nesheltcr had , Your iJet will be more con- . You .won't have to put up portunity. Walking a female dog 
qo be put down recently, she said, tent, Dogs andcats fake naturally with stamtng ~or;: spraying/ Fe ~~, : In heat is like going into battle, 
Every loose dog in the neighbour- 
hood will follow and nothing will 
drive them away. Nor is a fenced 
yard sure protection. Dogs will 
achieve the impossible when 
motivated to mate. The number-of 
puppies conceived in safely 
fenced yards number in the 
hundreds of thousands. 
• You' wilI not have to find 
homes for the offspring, The 
problems are many m Screening 
buyers, advertising, vet bills, etc. " 
Worst of all is the heart-breaking 
decisi0n~about what rod0 With 
the leftover puppies and kittens 
you just can't find homes for. 
You can reach tlw St~TA at 
638-2002 or 638.8868. 
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,Road P, 
Sense 
acc idents  
IUSIC " THE SHOWCASE PERFORMANCE of the Aurora Sum. 
. mer School of the Arts takes place Saturday, July 31 at 8:00 p.m, at 
the ILE.M. Lee Theatre. Admission by donation, 
• TED AND BONNIE BURRILL bring their Latin-influenced 
music to the gardens of Northern Ltghts Studio Sunday, 1,3 p.m. [~A 
• PARADISE ALLEY will bi ;,a~ing ;; O;~;; un"i Jui; 24.1== : =-=lV[ ~__  V I E S 
A LAST ACTION HERO, with Arnold Sehwarzenegger, plays 
• LITTO will be playing easy listening and dancing music on at 7:i5 and 9:30 p.m. Wednesday and Thursday at the Tillicum 
his keyboards inAugies Lounge Wednesday.Saturday st rting at 7 TwinTheatres. Also playing is SON IN LAW at 9:15 and animated 
p.m. VARIOUS LOCAL TALENT will be playing at Augies Col. feature ONCE UPON A FOREST at 7:00. 
fee House Thursdays at 8:30 p.m. Starting Friday 
• SLEEPLESS IN SEA'IWLE with Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan • COUNTRY PRIDE, MOONSHINE, ROCKY TOP, . . . .  
JASON GIESBRECHT, BILL HUNT, 1/2 WAY HAIRY, plays July 23-29 at 7:00 and 9:15 p.m. Also playing is LAST AC- 
"lION HERO at 7:15 and WHAT'S LOVE GOT TO DO WITH GYPSY MOTH and KYLE VAUGHAN headline the Aug. 7 Wild 
Boar Roast and Music Fest at Lakelse Lake Lodge (formerly Oli's), IT? :at 9:30. 
Action starts at 2:00 p.m. Tix $15 ($7 adults and children) at Sight . : :  
ET CETERA : and Sound. "; ~: : : : : ! 
• KARAOKE NIGHT is every Thursday (9 p.m. to i a.m.)and • RIPPLES, a celebration of water, is the summer members' 
Sunday (8 p.m. to midnigh0 at George's Pub in the Northern Motor , 
Inn, every Friday night (7 p.m. to 1 a.m.) at the Thornhlll Neigh- . . . . . .  now on display at the Terrace Public Art Oa!lery. Oallery 
bourhood Pub, and every Sunday (8 p.m. to midnight) and Monday 
(10 p.m. to 2 a.m.) at Hanky Panky's in the Coast Inn of the WesL; 
T~4 I=A TDI::: " . . . . . .  
/ / /  L - I~ / I~ I~ 
hours are noon to 3 p.m. Tuesday to Saturday, 7 p,m. to 9 p.m. from 
Tuesday to Thursday, and i to 4 p.m. Sunday. 
Make the 'Scene/Call 638-7283 or fax to 638-8432 to add 
your event o the Standard's free entertainment listings. The 
deadline is 5p.m. Thursday for the following week's paper 
WE,, U,HER WATCH 
~'  ~ 
LAST Max. Min. 
WEEK 'Temp. Temp. 
Snow Rain Sun 
(era) (ram) (hrs) 
July 10 :19 .4  13.1 
Ju ly1!  .: ,:2512 : 10.9 
July12 : : i! 24.7," :: 11.1 
July 13  25.4 12.3 
July 14 i 19.3 11.i 
0 2.8 8.5 
0 : TRACE 11.2• 
0 ' 0 12.4 
0 0 : 2.4 
0 ,: '~: 6 .6 , . .  6;8 
Environment Canada's 
environmental citizenship 
messages courtesy of the 
Terrace Weather Office. 
• July 10, 1913 saw the 
warmest temperature in July 15 ~:  20.6 
July 16 : 24.8  
LAST ~,,,. Mi , . .  s,ow:: ~i" s.. 
YEAR :'remp. Temp, • (era) ( ram)(hrs )  
i ' 
July 10 / •: 24.2 13.0 : 0 ~ 1 .0 :11 ,6  
Julyl l  / 124.1 12.1 : 0 1 TRACE ~7,4 
o 23.6 : 
12,3 , 0 : ~,:::,:,3i4:::: 11.9  U.S. history when the 
9.8 ' . 0 : , : : : : :T rac~ 
: . .  . . . .  • thermometer reached 56.7 
degrees C, or 134 degrees 
FII This was in Death Val- 
ley at the unlikely location 
of Greenland Ranch. This 
is also the warmest 
temperature ever measured 
in the western hemisphere. 
July 12 ' -~i17.4.  12.9 
July 13 : 13.7 ; 10.3 0 , 3.2 ' 0.1 __  
. July 14 :17.9 11.0 0 ,  : Trace 47 yor recorded weather in- 
July 15-  :' :~, 10.6  ~: 0 ,  ' Trace n'~ formation from Environment 
i i  i i I I i f i i i i i ' i i 
"MAKE 
THE 
SCENE" 
0 0 
~ , . . ,  ~Oun,8 e
• : zn  ~ug~e:s  
,ALL - , /oL~ cAN ~ 
635-6630 ND TRY" 
e f ,SS .95  m. to ~-:'."" '-'Aa~ i~e  
From ~:aoa-~a~aron om , . , - ~  
The CityScene- 
Terrace's Guide to 
Fun& Ent~'"tainmeht 
AddYour Event To 
The Standards 
FREE LISTING of 
Featured 'Events 
It'seasy to get 
,your, eVent onthe 
"City Scene" " 
FAX 638-8432 . . . . . . . ,  
Phonei. .- ,.. 
638-7283 l 
• or0Pdf :!.'.. , 
4647 Lazelle 
Modem 
638,7247 " 
to m~e~elfollowlng .. 
, week, paper, your. - " 
event rnt~st reachthe, , ~, 
;. 8 t~dardby: : :  .~, 
' 5~OU pm'Th6irsdaz:, 
• , i ~ , 
Road Sense  i ~: 
• i- i i :  
wzll p reve 
and  save  lives:: :J, 
, ,  : 
Legion.Branch 13 i 
Presents ~ ; 
for your listening and dancing pleasure . . . . . . .  ! ...... 
THE MOTH BALLS ,:~ : 
Date: July 31, 1993 , ,, 
Time: 9:00 pm- 1:00 am . . . .  
Prizes will be awarded for best 
Riverboat Days Costumes 
For more information call 635'5825 
Members and Bona Fide Guests Welcome j 
J 
WINNERS 
The winners of $50 prizes in the 
ILE.M. Lee Hospital Founda- 
tion's Cash Calendar daily draws 
through June and July are: Louis 
Galr (Terrace), Dennis Hangland 
(Terrace), Tom Cockle (Hous- 
ton), Mr. and Mrs. G. Clarke 
(Clandonald, Alberta), Verd 
Holmes (Terrace), Horst and 
RIVERBOAT DAYS 
SPECIALS 
Kermodei Dining 
Room 
SHORT RIB 
DINNER 
7.95  
Augies 
Fridays 
STEAK 
SANDWICH 
4.95  
Enjoy The Slingers Race 
Sharon Ellerman ('Terrace), Doris 
and Doh Dominate (Whitcrock), 6:35 . .£ ;630  
W.E. Bond(Terrace), Stacey Ot- ' - - - - -  ~ --- - -"  
(Tenrace), Lyle Hallberg (Col- 
wood), Robert Davey ('Terrace), 
Josiane Cam (Burnahy), Gordon 
Hull (Terrace), David and Sylvia Terrace 01dtimers Farkvam (Saskatoon, Sask), Rena  The 
Roberts (Terrace), Bill Christy 
, Dillis Ludlow (Dease Lake), 
Theresa Laderoute (Terrace). 
,:- ,. ..... ,':.. -'v • ~, i~ ' 
% 
I 
O 
YOUR GUIDE 
TO FINE 
DINING IN 
TERRACEAND 
THORNHILL 
:~: :::i i': ¸:' " ~,;~ : ¸ . • : k 
_ , . , ' , ° • . , 
¢ 
: ~ Jot 
433~ t .,,._. Phone Restm,~. . . . .  ;. 
R( 
-"re f.~ O'the 
tX ln our "qenc 
~=.. 
3UGHT '~1 
~,~ "~ Throughout thesummer, enjoya [ I 
Fresh Habbut or Salmon dinner: 
I~% and have caesar Salad FREE 
qk" HO ~c~ 
0pen 7 DaysAWeek , i 
Monday. Fdday 11:30 am :2:00 pro- Dinner 4:30 pro- 11:00~r~ ;, 
4402 Lakesle Ave, Terrace 638-0644 -- 
r~ 'o0  
!Na 
~e 
' Lak# ~,- 
~t  
.,6, 
)Y~-~f,¢5 :'/., ... ~: m ~,  Lz ,  M . '  - ; 
A half-baked history 
"Here 'n 
There" 
by Yvonne Moen J /  
F=-IF=~ HIS WEEK I'd like 
I to give you a little in- formation on a few of Terrace's 
bakeries. 
.And maybe with your help you 
can ihelp me find some of the 
missing pieces. 
I will start back in 1921,27. 
George and Annie Powers had 
moved to Ten'ace from Hamilton, 
Ont..George planned to work in 
Mr. Little's awmill. 
Shortly after they arrived, the 
mill biirned own, 
George then.borrowed nough 
money to btiy an' oven and set up 
a bake shop. 
He bakcd bread and buns for 
sale to Prince Rupert, Terrace ,
Smithers and Hazelton. 
The bake shop:was apparently 
on Kalum St. near the tracks and 
across the street from a barber 
shop and a pie shop that special- 
ized in Bostoncream pie. 
Daughter Norma and son 
George recall many interesting 
occurrences and incidences from 
those:days. ~:
They remember when .... 
• Mr. Bishoi~ was fixing some 
lights onthe Outside of his theatre 
he fell from the ladder and broke 
both legs. 
Mr. Powers then had to carry 
him to the doctor-- Dr. Bleaker. 
• Mr. Sundal was in a car acci- 
dent and his head went through 
the windshield. Mr. Powers 
brought him to the bake shop and 
put flour on the cut, which was 
very serious. The flour stopped 
the fl0W of blood and possibly 
saved his life, 
At the time the Powers had 
lived here, Norma and George 
(both Vei'y young then) think they 
lived where the arena is now. 
NoW what,. I wonder, if Mr. 
Powers' bakc~.maybe started the 
chain of .bake shops .that opened 
i i~erraee..A. '  /~.--j_ !..._.-" 
B~id~ One's 
b~rth .  , f rom 
fimland ' "ice 
; Two/~oang writers have come 
~p ,.iO~h t l i~ir own legend of how he?bald eagle received its white 
lieacL Sarah Glen is 12 years old, 
ahd Alyssa Watt is 13. 
::~i:i ~ . By SARAH GLEN 
. AND ALYSSA WATT 
i ~ HE DAYS went by 
'.ii !~, slowly. I seemed to 
T be drifting aimlessly, 
~ ~ floating every direc- 
• tion*lhat the wind carried me. 
! Ruffling my golden feathers, I 
flew~:with determination, i to the 
setting sun. 
if,My feathers turned a charcoal 
black;!,ithe ones encircling my 
h-end started to fall, descending 
like rain, crackling, as ;' they 
toni:had ihe bumlng orb, 
i:.All 0f aisudden, Mother Earth 
• turned eold, the once burning orb 
iuming into a circular'mass of 
i!,snow began to fall, blanketing 
~e earthwith a thin layer of 
wh i te ,  ........ , .... 
i,Iis~o0pedinto the trees, trying 
to~'look for slaelter, searching, 
.~i~r~hlng. The world was now 
• b'ikrren, coveted inmasses of ice. 
~!The~,indcame up,tossing thin 
drystal.~ of <ice i~into my ices. 
iBlinded, I fell', •deeper and deeper 
i~to a: iiit of darkness. My head 
-was'coVered ~./~ wet mold of 
S I IOW.  "~: 
i:~!:I trled to shake it off, but I 
• ,~eemed iJe~,tinedl,-tp live ",Pith life 
iihd: deatfi~ s~nounding me 
~ternally, e~'el'~iemlndlng me of 
i hliW quickly the world can 
• ,~. WORLD 
~ ~ WRITENOW ,: ~ ,  ::~ 
: :C  O D E 
~l i - '  roU2 h literacy ~:~ .i uffi¢lency Ih 
• I ;" ~'! ' : ;  In the developing world 
!!" Fe;i~l;~tlon.e#ll.eOO.~f.cooe 
:L 
(appropriate) started a bake shop 
selling to Mr. Christy, who had 
his shop at the comer of Lazelle 
and Kalum. 
Mr. Christy sold to Mr. Wag- 
ner, who had his shop at the Ter- 
race'Drugs location. 
Mr. Wagner sold to Ann Sites. 
She then opened at 4617 
Lakelse Ave in 1945. 
The bakery then sold to Vans 
Bakery from Prince Rupert, 
which then dosed at that location 
in 1965. 
Now do you think that these 
bakeries a l l  started with Mr. 
Powers in 19217 
George and Norma now live in 
the Vancouver area. 
The picture is taken in front of 
their bakery. Does anyone know 
the location? 
Contact me, Yvonne, at 635- 
3503 if you do. 
EUROPEAN 
HAM,,. 
Sliced or Shaved, I(ohler's. 
19 
- .......... / .....................  00g . . . . . .  
.,vn,.,. 89  MEATLOAF 
Kohl=.',. 100 g 
,,O,,L,,,', 79  LIVER SAUSAGE 
~n~, Co=*,e or.erk 10g g 
,,,o,,,c,,, 79 COLESLAW 
Mode In-sto~,. 100'g 
c..,,., I;o9o BREAST ROAST Maple ~ge. ~iaxl ~' ~I .  g 
:i ¸  | 
,,:/~ i ~" ~ i  
GEORGE POWERS came to Terrace in 1921 with family to work 
• in a sawmill. They arrived, it burned down, and the couple went 
into the bakery business instead. Pictured here are George Sr., 
his son George Jr. and daughter Norma. 
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"L()~'F. IH.I)... 
;s ,tisti,,.,,i.4,ed l,y 
Pfe;/fi, t~ c,,pfi,.,,ti,,,, 
pt'rJortlllltlt't'," 
Dov'd 5~,ee~a- -  KNBC 
k l ,  c,t ~ 
~IICIIE LLE 
P I= ElF F E R 
Michelle Pie,fief ¢real 
lhe most affecting pod 
0{ her (oree~ as o shell 
woman who embalm, 
remarkable iouTney of
distovely during Inode 
AmericO's dalkesl houi 
" I k,r hfc l,c~a,, 
,,.h~,' her ,,,orl,I f~ll ,~l,,,,'t, 
o.o.. vE' ] 
HO~E V lo tO 
4721 Lake lse  Ave.  
VIDEO 
FREE KID'S MOVIES 
qNY OTHER RENTAL  
635-4333 
• :~ i  ~i~ 
H 
• " " ° "n .  Weo,herp '~7~, . .=~ 
rit 1. #ln9. 
99 
eQ 
s in. 
Whole. 
Average size 1.5 Ibs. 
From B.C. 
Dungeness 
4 
Advertised 
DIRECT 
hbourhood 
or,eg a or ri , f , /  
or Grape Punch, 9 9  
Scotch Buy. Frozen 
Concentrate. 
341 mL tin. 
hts reserved. 
FRESH CRAB 
,,78 
Pag Cash 
Without 
Carrglng 
Cashl 
PINK LEMONADE 
eadoa 98  Bane-In. 
Smoked. 
2.16/kg  Ib 
Seedless. 
Goldland Brand. 
Imported. 
1.72/ kg 
ea  
RGER 
ea 
B.B.Q. SAUCE 
Kraft. l,a 
Assorted 
Varieties. 
455 mL. 
Cragmont. 
Assorted Varieties. 
CASE OF 24-355 mL tins, 
plus deposit. 5 
in effect until closin 
WHOLE HAMS ORANGES 
Regular Quality. 10 IL 
Bag. Limit 1 bag. 
1 •941 kg 
GROUN 
BEEF 
or Hot Dog. 
Skylark. 
Pka. of 8 
BUNS 
........................................................... ON ITEMS WE 
WE HONOR ALL MAJOR FOOD COMPETITOR COUPONS % ~ "  
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SPORTS NEW S 
TERRACE STANDARD MALCOLM BAXTER 638-7283 
Coburn wins 
Ladies' 
Open, 
Page B5 
Skeena Ang ler  
Rob 
Brown 
"Politicians think with• the brains 
of bureaucrats"...:Peter Broomhall 
" ~ ' i :~ .~ TEELHEADERS, along 
with friends of fish and 
/3 the environment, .hope history will show that the 
symposium held in 
Smithois Nov. 9, 1991 -- at the end of 
the poorest return of Skeena steelbead 
and coho ever -- will prove a turning 
point in the battle to save Skeena's 
magnificent game fish. 
There, before an audience of all 
interested parties, Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) 
spokesmen, publicly acknowledged 
. Skccna summer fish were in serious 
So serious that Al LilI of the DFO 
committed his department to a 50 per 
.cent reduction in the harvest of 
Steelhead over a p0riod of three years. 
Last year was the first for this 
ambitious program. During that 
season the North Coast Advisory 
Board, dominated by commercial 
fishing interests, initiated itsSteelhead 
Conservatiqn progra m under DFO 
pressure. 
... The centerpiece of this program was 
a catch and release initiative whereby 
the few steelhead surviving capture in 
gill nets wereto be transported to a 
holding barge and eventually released 
atth0 end Of the.week's fishing. 
.Not surprisingly, compliance was 
less than overwhelming. 
By the end of the season 45 fish had. 
been "recovered upstream. The fishing 
indnstl~ .has ,  ..~..de, all sorts of 
served,:by~ the b@ge, but it remains 
~in~uli~ 'ob~i06S ~ ~eie'~ing ill net 
caught fish does not'even begin to 
approach the heart of the problem. 
A post m6rtem :of the 2992 season 
showed once again non-reporting of 
landed steelhead at fish processing 
plants and by fishermen was flagrant 
and porslstent,,conservation conccras 
were almost totally ignored, and 
nal~ve gillnctting proliferated. 
Predic .tably, Skeona sportsmen were 
forced into the non-retention mode yet 
• again;, rod day s, recreation, nnd 
/ovenue derived from them tumbled. 
,, ....... Througii: last winter and spring, 
sport~hing representatives pent 
hours, and hours meeting with the 
everyone from the deputy minister to 
DFO personnel inPrince Rupert. 
"DFO is fully committed to 
achieving its objective of a 50 per cent 
harv~t rate reduction," said former 
Fishefles minister Crosbie. 
AU the players were to be involved 
in achieving, this goal:, "I am 
pcrsonallycommitted ,tO ensuring the 
consultation process ~be allowed to 
function to the fullest extent possible," 
Said the Pacific region. ~director, Pat 
Chamuk 
" Howsver...if there is not an 
, aceeptabloagreament, my Department 
1 Willtake :appropriate action to ensure 
'. proteCtion of'the, fishefles resources in
.. question, ,he,warned.. ,. 
1 Wcwait~.Fimlly the long awaited 
i. fi/~ng plan arrived. To  the surprise 
: and,le~gdn:ofthe sportsmen nothing 
• i Im'.c~nged; if_anything, the fishing. 
'i : will be more intense tl~nlast year. 
:Faced with a large run of much 
coveted sockeye, • the DFO is 
apparently willing to do the bidding of 
" the!t: i~n~imettial fishing buddi~ at 
thee~/e6of  the other Stocks. " 
: ~lbh]~g ]ndust~ representatives like 
'to say  the Sheens problem is one of 
allocation ot conservation. 
: :I have news for them: the problem is 
one  of conservation and allocation. 
The commercial fishery is wiping out 
'stocks of churn, 0oho, steelhead and 
• even certain st~ns of sockeye with 
the blessing of the DFO, 
That's a - huge conservation 
Last year a ,  thousand or so 
commercial fishermen killed 11,000 
Sk im Stdellmad;=mtives~ harvested a 
few' thO~d ~nd~ yOll/"~iRi I: :brother 
angler, got none. 
:: "if noihtng else," says ,Wns~gton~* 
:. Steelhead 'Committee Chairman-Pete ' 
• Several, ~"~ 1~ s ' '  a basic-':issue of, 
: fairness:, which~:-,:+.in: a : : . :de~t ic  
society, cannot simply, be"~xplaimd 
Olympians' haul the best ever 
Local athletes helped Region 7 turn in 
its best ever B.C. Special Olympic 
Games performance, contributing nine of 
the team's 19 medals. 
Leading a strong challenge in the pool, 
Arlene Lindley grabbed gold in both the 
50m Free and 25m Breast, adding a 
bronze in the 25m Free. 
The performance was all the more 
noteworthy, team spokesman Joan Cox 
pointed out, because this was Lindley's 
frst major competition and only her sec- 
ond year swimming. 
Silas Clayton showed his versatility by 
picking up medals in three different 
strokes: gold in the 25m 'Fly, silver in 
the 50m Back and bronze in the 25m 
Breast. 
And John Reid proved equally adapt- 
able in carving his way to three more 
gongs with a silver ia the 25m Breast 
plus bronzes in the 50m Free and 25m 
'Fly. 
Although the three regional bowling 
~teams couldn't crack the medals, Cox 
said they did an excellent job picking up 
a 10th place finish in a field orS0. 
"It was good experience for them," 
she added. 
But the highlight of the Coquitlam 
Games for the team was the stunning 
track performance of Solomon Angus 
from Kitseguekla. 
Angus joined the team as something of 
an uuknown quantity. Given the distance 
of his home from Terrace, he hadn't 
practised with the team• 
The team had, however, been told he 
was something era "star", Cox said. 
Just how big a star became obvious not 
long after the gun went off for the 
3,000m. Angus steadily drew away from 
his opposition, lapping the entire field... 
then lapping them all againl 
Crossing the line more than two 
minutes clear of his nearest rival, Angus 
clocked a blistering 12:02.6 to obliterate 
the B.C. Special Olympics record. 
So fast was the time, Cox added, 
Games officials are now checking to see 
whether Angus broke the Cnm.,dian 
record as well. 
"He just blew everyone away," Cox 
said. "They kept asking where did you 
find this guy7" 
Angus went on to collect a second gold 
in the 200m. 
Other team medals came from Prince 
Rupert trio Donna Hcpworth (silver, 
bronze), France Pcllizzaro (gold) and 
Jamie Alexander (three bronze), all~ i~ 
the pool. 
Cox said the Games provided an ex- 
cellent finish to what has been a/'very 
good year" for local Special Olympians. 
"The athletes have improved in every 
way," she said, adding they had enjoyed 
the opportunity the Coquitlam events 
provided to meet other athletea"from 
across the province and make aq0t o[ 
new friends. 
The athletes will take a break for the 
rest of the summer then get back into the 
swing of things come fall. 
In the meantime, Cox said Special 
Olympics wanted to thank all the 
businesses, organizations and individuals 
in Terrace who had supported then over 
the past season and helped themgi:t;to 
the Games. " : 
Nelson, Bush take triathlon titles 
It took John Nelson just 10kin of the 
40kin bike leg to grab the lead in this 
year's Skeena Valley Triathlon and he 
never looked back from there. 
Coming off the opening 1.5kin swim in 
third spot, nearly a minute behind John 
Hodson, Nelson' pedal power propelled 
him quickly to the lead position. 
A 1:09:17 time for the cycle section 
had him more than three minutes clear of 
Michael Long going out on the final 
10kin running leg. 
From there the gap crept up steadily, 
Nelson crossing the line in 2 hours, 
12:20 minutes, nearly four minutes clear 
of brother Charles. 
Back in seventh after the swim, 
Charles had moved steadily through the 
pack from there, donning his running 
shoes in fourth and then overhauling 
Long and Masters division triathlete 
Brian Fuhr to take the runner-up spot. 
Fuhr held on to take third and in doing 
• so prevented a family sweep, Joe Nelson 
baying to settle for fourth just over a 
mInute back. 
The Ladies individual event was any- the fastest ime of the any competitor to
, .~. t~th'.m,g but,clear, cut.!,;~ !.,, i 2.7;:Yi" .'=~ . h~.¢.7~imt ~is tea~;h~t~:'-~e le~d~Z'-L.--.-~ i 
• .•' , t'z~. i, '£~nn'ai•/~id'erwo0d emerged.,from, the': ;.-4(:-Wi'th •Richard Haff~f i : t~e' :~'~esi 's  
lake ~v6 minutes Clear of Cheryl Steele top runner handling the:last leg, the 
I with Anita Bush more than six minutes result was never in ~doubt, Denise 
Galvin-Krause-Harrison coming ' .home 
more than five minutes clear of nearest 
:: :1 r 
SPEED AND ENDURANCE were the keys in the 
1993 Skeena Valley Triathlon held Ju ly  11. Competi- 
tors opened with a 1.Skin swim in Lakelse lake, 
headed out on to the highway for a 40kin bike ride, 
then leapt from their cycles (above) for the 10kin road 
race. And when it was all over, Charles Nelson (at 
rlg.ht) took a long pull of a soft drink to celebrate his 
overall victory. Anita Bush took the Women's title. 
Ready to head for mountain top? 
With the '93 Skeena Valley Trl- dent has returned each year, looking there to refresh participants for the 
athlon now In the books, attention forward again to the challenge of this trip down. 
turns to this weekend's King of the 
Mountain Footrace. 
The race takes place Sunday, July 
25j starting at the arena at 10 a.m. 
For the past 15 years runners and 
walkers have tested themselves over 
the rugged uature trail of Terrace 
Mountain. 
And gone home with a sense of ac- 
complishment in having successfully 
negotiated this windingpath. 
Whatever their personal struggles 
were, whatever personul goals had 
been set, many a determined nrea resi- 
unique event. And you don't have to live here to 
The Skeena Valley Runners club, take part. Anyone visiting the area is 
organizers of the race, is encouraging more than welcome to join in and take 
everybody to take part and find out away a special holiday memory. 
what the event is all about. Entry forms can be picked up at All 
Although those seeking the King (or Seasons Sports on Lakehe Ave. The 
Queen) of the Mounlain title 'will be fee is $18 which Includes u T-shirt, 
running the entire 8kin route, there refreshments and a chance at a num- 
will also be a good number who simply bar ofspot prizes to be drawn immedi- 
jog or walk the course, ately after the race. 
Walkers even have a special ad-. And even if you only make up your 
vantage: they can stop to enjoy the mind on the day to take part, registra- 
spectacular view from the top of.the tions will be accepted at the arena 
mountain. There's also a water station start line up to 9:45 a.m. 
adrift. 
She then doubled the gap over Stuck 
during the bike ride. while Bush coul~ 
only hold her ground• 
The 10kin road race changed all that, 
however, Steele taking over the lead at 
the half way point only to be herself 
caught by Bush. 
Bush broke the tape in 2:43:00, ascant 
54 seconds ahead Steele. 
The Women's team event also .pro- 
duced a see-saw battle. After Joelle 
Walker had carved out a more than three 
minute lead in the water, teammate 
Nicole Slatcr was out-pedalled by Esther 
Baker who handed over a minute and a 
half lead to Jenny Rournieu. 
However, Rournieu had no answer to 
the challenge mounted by Tefface's 
premier female runner, Sue Simpson. 
Simpson clocked 41:46 for the 10kin, 
the fastest of the day by a female, to give 
her team top spot by more than two 
minutes. • 
The Mixed team battle was settled on 
the bike portion, Petcr,Krause Clocking 
Brown carves way to five medals 
Practice makes perfect. 
And perfect swim~i are just what 
Tristan Brown produce d at the provincial 
'AAA' long course championships in 
Vancouver. 
Brown, 10; went into the championship 
rated number 4 in his age group with a 
Ten, as in years old was the magic 
number for the Terrace Blueback mem- 
bers of the regional Points North team. 
Audrey Erb chopped a couple of sec- 
onds of her 50m Breast ime for the local 
club's second gold of the championships 
and picked up a silver in the 100m 
Overall, the Points North squad had improvement of the swimi~e~ through-,. 
good reason to be l~roud of their per- out theseason, underlme~'~,, ~,, . the Vaii-~ 
formance, finishing a solid third in the couver esults . . . .  
team standings. The club had gone t~om~just " hree~i 
Also helping the team achieve that qualifiers for the short course provincials 
were Bluebacks Charlie Gait (10), to seven for the long course with four of, 
Randee Armstrong (10) and Chris those bringinghomemedals: . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; 
time of 1:16.08 in the 100m Free. Breast. Kerman (12), ' Noting the younger swimmers inpar-'~ i 
When he Climbed out the pool after the Bryan Palahicky went silver in the 50m Noting only the Island and Pacific Doi- ticular had come on steadily through the~ 
final, he was number 1 in B.C., havhlg Breast and then turne d it on for that leg phins dubs flnish~:d ahead of them, Car- year, "We have to continue:ifiat nbW," /~ ! 
'slashedanamazing fiveseconds plus off of-the 200m medley relay as  he and ~ lyle pointed out those teams fielded more he,said. ~ i ~I ..... ';'~' ii 
his prevlousbest time. Brown(Free) helped guide the Points than 50 swimmers each compared to the The Bluebacks nowtake' ~eir amiUal i 
"It was a perfect swim," said reach North team to another silver. Points' 20 competitors. •break, but it'll be a shod =one.. Carlyle!~ 
Mike Carlyle of  the gold medal •pe i -Not ing '  this i was' Palahtcky's first In a piece of  masterful understatement, said they'll be back in th¢~water bymid-i 
formancei ~.) • ~ provincial meet and also the fi~t time he.added, '*We held our own pretty : September, ttaveiilng tw!ce.~a~week.toi~ 
, It was that kind of weekend for Brown he'd swum inca 50m pool, Carlyle said well.,: " ". • Kitimat in preparation " " " ' 
t~ , )  I , who added silvers in the 50mEy :and 'picking up a medal was exceptional . • The AAA s marked the end of the 92- son . . . .  
Free and bronzes tn the  100m~ Fly at id~ Garilt ~ Coxford, : 12, one of the 93 season for the Bluebacks, onewhich '. The trip down the 
400m Freeto hb hardware haulas: he. Blueback's top sWimmers had a tough Carlyle described as "a really'positive plained, is necessary 
lowered • his personal bes~i,injeach~of meet, havingtosettleforabmnze lathe year." . . . . . . .  • po0i goes, down , fo r  maintenance~ ; /  
those vents, ~ • " ~ ~,~ ~ ' 200m Free and another in lhe Free relay. Particularly pleasing was the conshtent throughout Septelhbet. :. ~i:~::!:: ~ i - ; ,  
challengers Dayno Nelson-Eucey 
Jaakkula-Curtis Schreiber. , .... , 
The Men's team event was a start-to- 
finish affair, Lee Encinas giving his'team 
a solid lead in the swim, Mark Belsham 
(bike) and Christopher Huntei i(run )
ensuring they stayed in frout the rest of 
the way. .. 
Conditions were generally excellent for 
the Sunday, July 11 event. The waters of 
Lakelse ,Lake were welcomingly calm 
and while bikers had to pedal into the 
wind on the return leg, the breeze at least 
kept emperatures down. 
While pronouncing the 115-entry event 
a success, race organizer Ray' ~.varuer 
said he's already looking at a few 
changes for next year. : 
One of the most significant will be the 
introduction of an alternative, shorter 
course involving a 500m swim, 20km 
bike and 5km run. 
He hoped that would encourage more 
participants, particularly those new to tri- 
athlon, to take part. ' ' 
Suggesting many found ~' "the 
1.5km/40km/10km format oo daunt.lag , 
Warner added, "It's one of the reasons 
there were not as. many (entries) aswe 
would have liked. :~ : 
However, that regular format will con- 
tinue to be the main event, 
One of this year's inovations which 
will continue isholding a draw for prizes 
rather than simply giving them to the top 
finishers. 
That, he explained, gave cvcryoite a 
chance to go home with isomething and 
was a way of thanking all the entrants, 
• not just the winners, for their support. 
Sports 
Menu 
TONIGHT 
Youth Soccer 
UNDER 10s - 6:30 p.m. 
Skeena Cellulose v Copparstde 
AOK v Carlyle Shepherd 
Centennial Lions v Shoppers 
Wildwood V Surveyors 
GIRLS - 6:30 p.m. 
Richards v Pizza Hut 
Terrace Travel v Tide Lake 
Men's SIo-Pltch 
Rudon v Terrace Paving 
SKB Wreckers v Rudon 
(7 and 8:15 p.m., Riverside) 
FRIDAY, JULY 23 
Men's Sic .P i tch 
Back Eddy Pub y SKI] Wre.ckers 
Westpoint v Back Eddy Pub 
('/p.m. and 8:15 p.m., Riverside) 
'" SATURDAY) .JULY 2.4 
Youth Soccer 
UNDER 7s DMSION 
Philpots vNorthem Motor Inn 
Kinsmen v Vic Froe~ 
Safeway vAil Seasons 
Rotary v Tilden 
UNDER 8s DMSION 
Crarnptons v Terrace Chrysler 
Totem Ford v Dairy Queen 
Skeena Sawmills vMcAlpine 
Eastbnil 
Chewon Jm. v Moricetown 
NW Oldtimers v Modcetown 
Cole Petroleums v Hazelton 
Tymoschuck v Hazelton 
(all games at NWCC diamond) 
• . SUNDAY, JULY 25 
Rumdng 
KING OF THE MOUNTAIN race 
here, starts 10 a.m. from arena. 
Entry forms at All Seasons Sports. 
Hi ldng 
Local dub heads for Maroon Mr., 
20 miles north of Terrace. Meet at 
library 9 a.m. Vicld (635-2935) 
for information. 
MONDAY1 JULY 3.6 
Youth Soccer 
UNDER 19s - 6:30 p.m. 
Manuels vCouncillors 
Takhar v Northern Drugs 
TUESDAY) JULY 27 
Youth Soccer 
UNDER 15s - 6:30 p.m. 
Sanberry v.C ,United 
A & W v .Terrace Builders 
Ovetwaitea V Bavarian I n 
UNDER 13 GIRLS ~,6:30.p.~,:,,. l 
" ~:-' i,P, hi.~i, Ni~Y 3o " 
S~'cer ,Ji' ,, 
20"rH ANNUAL ~ T O N  
YPAA tourmment gets underway, 
ends Monday, Aug 2. Marjode 
MoRa¢ (842--6069) orKen/Arlene 
M0rrison (842-5499) for informa- 
tion. 
• RIVERBOAT DAYS tourney 
stsfls toalght at Riverside and 
Rotary parks. Ennis take place 
Monday afternoon atRiverside. 
SATURDAYt JULY 31 
Basketball 
3-0N-3 YOUTH TOURNA- 
MENT at Lakclse High court, 
organized by city recreation de- 
,partment. 
SUNDAY~ AUGUST 1 
Renning 
RIVERBOAT DAYS MILE, run 
down Lakelse Ave. from Legion 
to City Hail. 
sLo-P ITCHI :  EnUles are still 
being accepted for the Riveibcat 
Days Men's tournament, July 30- 
ug 2.' Contact Bob Dcmpater at 
635-7356; Graham Scott at 635- 
2514 (H) ot 635-4984 (W); Glenn 
Thomson at 635.1854 (H) or 635- 
2268 (w). 
YOUTH SOCCER can always use 
extra referees: phone Vat at 638- 
0116. 
• TERRACE TENNIS CLUB 
m~t".'ruo#Thut~a/Su~ at the Hal- 
llwoll coUrts, 6 p.m. to dusk. New 
~hiemebem welcom& For informa- 
• fidn, phone' Neff (638-8206) or 
Nancy (638-1514). 
(, ,. . ,.~=~-.- 
~ ( ~ I O X  VOLLEYS 
(10-18 ~arg)~ennis club meets 
Tumdays ~,Thu, rsdays 4 .~ 6 p.m. 
af<the H~!lw'.dl', comt~ starting 
May 4~~d '~o%'lhfo call Richard 
at 635-2347 o L Nancy at 638- 
,r I '~ r. I t :q '  
, ,V J  : ,~ i i F  
I I 
) " ;~ l  ~. i )  ,? 
t i~ ,  , ; i  
., To letan event on to the 
Sports Menu, bring the 
details into,the office at 
4647 .Lazelle Ave., phone 
Malcolm at ~ 638.7283 or 
fax them to 638.8432. 
To make next week's 
paper, submissions must be 
in by'S p.m, Friday. 
Coburn  on course  
Kim Cobum was a model of rival, clubmate Debbie Carruthcrs 
consistency in cruising to a corn- who took the low gross title in the 
forlabie win at this year's Skeena championship flight. 
Valley Ladies' golf open. Overall low not winner was 
Cobum tallied 38s beth out and Sarinder Dhami who grabbed the 
back Saturday, sinking birdies on load with a sparkling first day not 
the 8th and 15th . . . . . . . .  of 67 and followed up with a 72 
Having put together yet another for a three stroke victory. 
38 over the first nine of Sunday's : i In a close battle for the 
final round, she cased back On the championship flight low not 
home stretch for an 81 on the day crown, Brenda DeJong entered 
trouble early on the following 
day, giving Cooper a load size 
would not relinquish, 
Cooper finished with a 144 net 
total, four clear of DeJong and 
Fran Fowler of the Queen Char- 
lottes. 
There was another battle royal 
for the !B! fligh t low gross title. 
Starting the final round nine 
strokes adrift of Darlene Hunter, 
and tourney total of !57. .  the clubhouse Saturday a single Carol Kennedy mounted acharge 
That left the locai scratch golfer stroke ahead of Lynn Cooper. on Ihc way out Sunday, closing to 
21 strokes c lear  of her nearest However, DeJong j got =into =within a single stroke; . . . . . .  
Bu t problems on holes 15 to 17 
saw the challenge falter, Cooper Fat r way to go yet glvlng away four strokes and al- 
_ - -  lowing Cooper to hold on by two. 
: Prince Rupert entrants finished 
Last weekend's Juniors 
tournament may have been the 
final open of the season, but 
there's still lots of action to 
come at the Skeena Valley Golf 
and Country club• 
Instructional days organized 
through the city recreation de- 
partment began yesterday and 
will continue tomorrow, July 27 
and 29. 
On the Saturday, July 31, the 
Class of'93 will take to the fair- 
ways for their scramble. 
And charity is the ngme of the 
game in the case of three major 
events cheduled for August. 
Leading off is the Big 
Brothers, Big Sisters scramble 
on Sunday, August 8 followed a 
week later by the Coast Inn of 
the West charity scramble. 
And Saturday, Aug. 21 will 
see the usual large turnout to 
support the B.C. Heart and 
Stroke Foundation event. 
Then it's on to September and 
the club championships. 
one-two in the 'A' fiight gross 
m~, Hilma Pylot beating out 
Jaclde Arnic by seven strokes. 
Lynn Aploczer took 'C'  flight 
gross by four ~om Rhonda Fed- 
detson. 
Other low net re, suits saw Bon- 
nie I.~tawski come home seven 
clear in 'A'  flight with a 150, 
Queen Charlotter Ellen ScuUy 
lake 'B' by eight (142) and 
Theresa Brinkac scorn a comfort- 
able 10 stroke victory in 'C' 
flight. 
I ,'~GOAL GETTERS. Loca l .yb~~f~ '~fient last week honing their soccer skills at the Christy Park 
,; ',.q ~l(Is:.One =0f theexe~ciseS during the Credit Union soccer school was Wing to keep the coach's 
, shotsout of the net (above). They also got touse what they'd learned in actual game situations. 
()ldtimers 
get a kick 
cash 
"Senior" soccer teams from 
across the northwest will be tak- 
ing to the field at the Totem Pole 
park in Hazelton ext month. 
The occasion will be the fourth 
annual Hazelton YPAA Old= 
timers tounlament, Saturday and 
Sunday, Aug 14-15. 
The entry fee is $250 per team 
and that means the two finalists 
will be going home with a whack 
of cash. 
The competition follows a 
double-knockout format so the 
team coming the 'B'  side team 
will have to take two off the A 
side winner to Sew up the title. 
Top enter your team, or get 
morn information on the event, 
contact Ken-Arlene Mordson at 
842-5499 or 842-6511 or Nick 
Marshall at 842-6468. 
The draw for the tourney takes 
place Wednesday, Aug. 11. 
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Raegan 
McAllister 
For a clear record of 
delivery and a job well 
done you've earned a 
FREE McHAPPY 
MEAL! 
CARRIERS 
OFTHE 
WEEK 
The carrier of the 
week receives', 
- Quarter Cheese 
or Big Mac 
- Large Fries 
- Regular Softdrlnk 
- Sunday 
Compliments of' 
I I 
Girl Guides 
of Canada 
The girls and women of Tall Totem Division, Terrace, Girl 
Guides of Canada thank the following people/businesses 
for their contribution to us. Whether the contribution was 
money, time, skills,, knowledge, supplies, discount, or a 
kindness above and beyond, THANK YOU VERY 
MUCH. 
A&W 
BC Parks 
Braid Insurance 
ClBC, Terrace 
Rose Cruikshank 
Coca-Cola Bottling 
Grace Fell Florists 
KDM Forest Services Ltd 
Carol Lomas 
McAIpine and.Co, . . . . . . . . .  
Bank of Montreal 
Joan and Mike Brady 
Canada Safeway, Terrace 
City of Terrace 
Copperside I, II 
G-T-G Contracting Ltd. 
John Jackson Trucking 
Lussler Log Homes 
McDonald's, Terrace 
0y, e..nt~. ,!!ca., Terrace 
Omineca Medical Laboratories Pentecostal Church 
RCMP, Terrace RdA Forestry Ltd, 
Royal Bank, Terrace Scotia Bank, Terrace 
School District 88, and staff Skeena Broadcaster= 
Terrace & District Credit Union Terrace Standard 
Wallinda Craft Supplies Ltd. Tyee Transpod 
Fabricland Tim Horton,,Terrace 
Terrace Co-operative Association Skeena Mall 
Terrace Women's Resource Centre 
Terrace & District Teachers Association 
I 
r 
o,,. FACTORY DIRECT 
Summer Clearance Sale Starts July 21 
I I1  
% 
- - - - - - -  -_- -_ --- - - ; -- - ~ ~ ~i ~,-,,io I See~e relainlng wall units. Now. 
Full ~ ,~,,,u. i [ ]  I ~ [ ~ ~  I ~ ~ ~ 1  '~ ' ~  ~ ; I  ~ ' ]  Score l available at Skeena Concrete 
, ' .v. . . ; .  I" ~' "";i1" 't" 
- - - : -  - - " : - " __ - - -  " - - - ' -  - I products, ' 
- - - -  _-- - " --'_- ~ : -  - -  _ Half ~ o%~"~ "-~'3"~ ' . ~(.~'.;?.'.1 I . 
' ' " ~ ~,r {fi:'~...',.' . .. ~ ~ '. :. 
":. i~, '~ Score . ' D,SCOU,Ts o, ' I ~_~ ~,  Stone 
Bricks, Blocks, Masonry Chimneys, ~ / / .  D I U G K ' ~ Tr Pie [ ~ l J . " L I ~ ~  
~!~,.z'...~;~ I " cor ' - -  Reinforcing Steel, Cement, Lime, Grout, ,Knock : (~|  . ~ ' ~~[ .  s ~ I ~ ~ ~11~,~.~ 
Bond Beam ~ Corrugated ~"~1.'1 Sono Tubes, Bla§ting Sand and I '  -~  ~ 1~11 mi l ,  i i[,t "~ I 
aany Other Construction Supplies. ' \ I y p ~  / ~  I ~- .~L . . . .~~ , 
Also  Ava, lable Sand and Gravel  ~' : : : ' ;  Double~ " 1 / ~ , , t~ '~ - .. , I ~ ~ = , ~ , V l  
"=7i:~'" ;"' , uouole .. ' ' . ,, ,... 
~ ~  eo=Cl^LS ne^INROCK : \ ' -"~" . . .7  "~"~'" ' . . . . . . . . . .  
~'~. ' I  PatoBIocks ,99:50/LOAD SpIItX  ] ;°o,r' I ,0T,,,,o 
600 gal Septic Tank 
nowonl $ .9 SPECIAL PRICE ON PAVING STONES REENED 
I 
I 
i 
3 5Cram 
' . . . . .  114  In , )  " 
S ide  V iew 
Ooen Jo in ts  17 un i t s .per  1 m2 
.0R .N ,  
CEMENT DP$OIL ~ , ' 
$7.95/Bag .00/LOAD . I i~ , 
FULL 
L ITi  I ,o0,o0,0o CALL US FOR ASPEC1AL PRICE ON READY MIXED CONCRETE FOR ~ ~ ~ ~--]t~/r~---t. ~_. ANY PROJECT .-1 ~ ~.  ~r-A:3 r-=~.. ~: 
p,o,E 6 .38-8477 aaaE oR SMALL 
i l l i l |  " :' ' /  . '  ,~> % . " "  ~.  li~ t "  ' , "~ '  4 ,£ ,~- ' l t6 ' , , - ' J t tF  
I , - ~ / ,  ". ; ~ ;~ " ' .~ .  '.,w. ~ ' )  . . . . .  ' ' ":' ~'.'. ""~i?j ~'~'~;%;; 
I I I I I I I I I  I I I  I I|111 I I III III .1' I "'>L'" " 
k,4 . 
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Skeena Valley Triathlon 
INDWIDUAL ENTRY RESULTS 
Swim 
1- JOHN NELSON 24:43 
2- Charles Nelson 26:37 
3- Brian Fuhr 25:48 
4- Joe Nelson 27:M 
5- Michael Long 24:00 
6- Barry Domitruk 27:08 
7- Kelly Marsh 25:40 
8- Brh~n Kean 26:20 
9- Tony Sweet 27:36 
10; Dave LeBlanc 25:19 
11- Paul Elphick 29:39 
12- John Hodson 23:48 
___SCORE 
Total Bike Run 
1:09:17 38:20 
] :12:11 38:13 
1:12:14 39:10 2:17:12 July 18 
1:13:13 37 :34  2:18:21 Back Eddy Pub 0 Westpolnt Rentals 
1:13:11 41:32 2:1843 Westpoint Rentals 14 Terrace Paving 
1:14:04 40:39  2:21i51 
1:17:54- 45:34. " • 2:29:08 July 12 
Back Eddy Pub 4 SKB Wreckers 1:16:15 48:32 2:31:07 
1:26:52 42:55  .2:37~23 SKB Wreckers 15 Rudon 
1:21:16 50:59 2:37:34 
li20:52 48:09 2:38:39 Terrace Paving 2 Westp0tnt Rentals 
1:29:16 47:19 2:40:?,3 Back Eddy Pub 4 Rudon 
1:18:57 45:36 2:40:26 
1:28:56 46:10 2:42:20 
2:~2:~o Men's ale-Pitch Softball League 
2:16:01  
13- Andy Thompson 35:47 
14- Kevln Kelly 27:14 TEAM 
15- ANITA BUSH 31:32 1:25:39 45 49 2:43:00 Rudon Enterprises 
16-Cheryl Steele 27:42 1:27:19 48:53 2:43:54 WcstpointRcntals 
17- Alex Grant 32:00 1:25:29 47:48 2:45:17 SKB Molson Wreckers 
18- Todd Zabronsld 33:39 1:20:30 54:01 . 2:48:10 
19- Donna Underwood 25:23 1:25:53 57:15 2:48:31 Terrace Paving 
20- Daniel Bflx 34:17 1:24:37 49:56 2:48:50 Back Eddy Pub 
W L 
11 6 
10 6 
9 6 
6 10 
5 12 
MEN'S TEAM KESULTS 
1, ~.: Lee Eneinas/Mark BelshamjChHstopher Hunter 
:i.,:f,~:~!:~:',~¢~":'i: : : ~ :' ' 21:04 1:07:56 39:28 2:08:28 
:~": /S~n Moran/Graham MoEean/Sandy McLean ' ' 
;::i'~: .~:::~: L, :! ~2 :: . 24i45 1:07'.58 38:37 2:11:20 
3. :~:'i:~j~n;C, athets/Davld Wolf/Eric Dclong " 
4 - :  Ray Warndr/Chris Desjardlns/Murray Warner 
• -::-~:: ~,~:7):. 23:25 1:10:52 41:39 2:15:56 
5-i-'i~:Canip~H S'tewart/Martln VanLerde/Neil Flcischmann 
,~ : ~ ~,~:,:~-~; :~i 26:16 1:28:2.8 43:23 2:38:07 
6- " '~O~ge OoUgh/Ro. oeiiatly/~0b Sheasby 33 3 03 32 
....,,:: :bi~.-.: -  - 30:30 1:48:29 44: : : 
7- ' George Joseph/Norm Stack/Richard McMurrny 
. '- 27:30 1:47:40 54:08 3:09:18 
:. , , .  ~:,'~ . . . .  
WOMEN'S TEAM RESULTS 
I- :Joelle Walker/Nl¢ole Slate, r/Sue Slmpson 
• : . 25:35 1:23:09 41:46 : 2:30:30 
2- lfls Unger/F_,sther Baker/Jenny Roumleu r 
: ':-,.'~ :% :- . 30:16 - 1:17:01 " . : 45:11 . 2:32:28 
3- Cheryl Rumley/Joan Lewis/Josie Wakita 
• - . 31:01 1:27:36 52:37 2:51:14 
4-: ,' :Trish Ward/Pamola'Franson/Kerry Paulis 
36:11 1:28:37 50:19 2:55:07 
5-",." J~nnifer Kenney/Wendy nlme/c.arrie McLsod 
--;.i.. : - 34:26 1:30:32 50:16 2:55:14 
G :' :iVessna KahttcfLaura Tessard/Sherrie Hamer 
" "  29:06 1:35:21 51 :40  2:56:07 
7- Cindy wlsnlewaki/Sandy Kirby/Nicola Barton 
v : '  • 31:26 1:38:51 56 :31  3:06:48 
~eD:~RmULzs 
1-.. Denise Galvln/Peter Krause/Rlehard Harrison 
25:4-7 1:02:29 34:24.  2:02:40 
2-. ' Dayno Ndson/F_.ucey Jaakkula/Curtis Schreiber 
25:05 1:05:25 37:44 2:08:14 
3- Kylh ~strong/Drek Zimmerman/Frank Fdvo 
~ : ~ 26:23 1:05:25 37:30 2:09:18 
4- Nathalee PaolenolliflVliko Morris/Ryan Harris 
:":~:" :":- :  25:33 1:10:15 41:40' ~' : 2:17:25 
5- - Sandy Buohanan/Olen Buehanan/Lorne Buchanan 
30:21 1:10:07 41:03 2:21:37 
• 6- :AliSOn Lind.seth/Alan Neufeld/Amie Pelletier] 
28:50 1:13:00 40:35 2:22:25 
7-!:i: Aim~ Pe.fic0ck/R011e McCooey/Oary Petipas . ' ,  ' 
. ?-. 24'08 1:14 31 43:56 2:22:35 
8- '  ' E/in K~rley/Eno Durando/Joo Ordo 
. 26:11 1:20:07 40:38 2:27:45 
9- Bill Bovington/Perry Minaker/Danoita Sd~reiber 
. "  ' " 27:11  1:15:05 . 46:52 2:2,9:08 
10- C~lsty Wil~n~.¢!gme V~dez~ Zsa God or '
" U~: : "~: !~! . ' : :  i '.'"?" )L , '  ::7::~  ~ ,~ " ..........  ~25:1~. 1.17:36 , : 2:30:35 ':' 
To  get  your  resu l t s  on  SCOREBOARD 
FAX: 638-8432 
Golf 
Skeenn Valley Ladles Open 
OVBRAI2 ,  LOW GROSS 
Klm Cobum (157) 
OVERALL  LOW NET 
Sadndar Dhami (139) 16 
15 
Champlomhip fllg.h.t 
14 LOW GROSS: 
14 1- Debble Carruthers ......... (178) 
2- Lynn Price ..................... (195) 
9 3-Selma Standring ............ (19S) 
15 LOW NET;. 
1- Lynn Cooper ................. (144) 
GBL 2- Fran Fowler ................... (148) 
.0 3- Brenda DeJong .............. (148) 
0.5 
4.5 LOW GROSS: 
6 1- Hilma Pylot ................... (205) 
2- Jackie Arnie. ................. (212) 
3- Pare Biff'le ..................... (214) 
LOW NET: 
1- Bonnie Letawski ........... (150) 
2- Joy Stevenson ............... (157) 
3- Sharon Smith ................ (157) 
PHONE: 638-7283 
DROP OFF: 4647 LazeBe MODEM:  638-7247 aRer  6 p.m. 
To make the following week's paper, results must reach the 
Sports Desk by 5 p.m. the previous Friday. 
Spec ia l  O lympics  
B,C. Games (Coqu l t lam)  
SILAS CLAYTON 
Gold ...................................... 25rn 'Fly 
Silver .................................. 50m Back 
Bronze., ........................... 25m Breast 
ARLENE LINDLEY 
Gold ...................................... 25rn 'Fly 
Gold ........................ ........ .....'25m Free 
Bronze ............... ' ............... 25m Free 
JOHN REID 
'Silver ............. . .............. : . 25rn Breast 
Bronze ...................... .25rn 'Fly 
Bronze ........................ 50m Free 
DONNA HEPWORTH 
Silver.... ............................. 25m Free 
Bronze .................... ~ ........... 25 Bank 
FRANCe PELLIZZARO 
Gold ..................................... 50m Free 
- JAMIE ALEXANDER 
Bronze ....... , ........................... 25 Free 
Bronze ........ ~ ....................... 25m Free 
Bronze..,. ............................ 25m Back 
SOLOMON ANGUS 
Gold.; ....................................... 3000m 
Gold ........................................... 200m 
Youth Soccer 
Kids & Tobacco  
I t ' s  a c r ime.  
UNDER 19S BOYS DIVISION 
Takhar 2 Manu¢ls 4 
Couddllors 9 Northern DruBs 4 
UNDER 12s DIVISION 
Bnning 2 Cedaflend 8 
Brady's FC 1 Coop 8 
Bandstra 0 Sight & Sound 1 
~ Thankwu , . ,  
f0r your D iabetes  
suppodof = ~,,,,.,,^, ~^M.^ ,,~ a 
LOW GROSS: 
1- Darlene Hunter. . ......... ,(204) 
2- Carol Kennedy .............. (206) 
3- Anne Pruner .................. (213) 
LOW NET: 
1- Ellen Scully ................... (142) 
2- Pat Vanman ................... (150) 
3- Mash Mareli .................. (158) 
LOW GROSS: 
Z- Lynn Apolczer .............. (227) 
2- Rhonda Feddersen ........ (231) 
3- Maureen Ogawa ............ (240) 
LOW NET: 
1- Theresa Bdnkac ............ (144) 
2- Edith Oleselman ............ (154) 
• 3- Carol Ar i sen  ................. (166) 
tAnAGer" !  
DU DIABEI[ 
81 Great B.C.. 
f "  . Golf Courses.- 
Only $25 
• You'll save lots on greens fees with your 1993 
Pacific Northwest Golf  Privilege Card% 
• Including 12 High Country courses, 
• It's a great gift idea for any occasion. 
t BR IT ISH COLUMBIA  LUNG ASSOCIAT ION 
I 
Sport 
Scope 
Swede aces 
tennis title 
The Terrace Singles 
Tennis Open has obvious- 
ly achieved world stature. 
So much so that this year' s 
men's event attracted an entry 
all the way from Sweden. 
And Magnus Karlsson made 
sum the trip was worth it, 
ending Richard Ktiegl's five 
year winning streak by a 6-3, 
6-2 margin in the 'A '  event 
final. 
Karlsson and Kriegl have 
been duelling since the Swede 
arrived here earlier this sum- 
mer on holiday. 
The tournament win puts 
Karlsson 3-2 up in that battle, 
Kriegi said. 
The Ladies 'A '  side saw Fran 
Mann and Nancy Condon 
facing each other once again. 
Although Mann pulled off 
yet another title, Condon made 
sum it was anything but easy 
for the northwest's top female 
flayer, taking her to '7-5, 6-4. 
The Ladies 'B '  final saw 
tester Flewin beat out Melita 
Bracken in anotherwell fought 
match, 6-3, 6-4 while the 
Men's 'B '  went to another Ter- 
racite, Keith Axelson, who 
edged M.itch Sierecld of 
Kitimat 6-4,6-3. 
Next up on the local tennis 
tourney scene is the Terrace 
Closed (club members only) 
event, Aug 21-22. 
Games start 
up tomorrow 
Northwest athletes were 
among the thousands who con- 
verged on Chilliwack today for 
the B.C. Summer Games. 
The northwest team includes 
56 Tcrracites, the overwhelm- 
ing majority being female. 
They'll be vying for medals 
in a variety of spo~ including 
western style equestdan, boys 
and girls softball, girls soccer 
diving, parachuting, athletics, 
:waterskiing and , te~. . . . . .  ~: , . . ,  
I ] ( I  . . . . .  I 
Engagement, Wedding, and 
" Anniversary Announcements 
Jply24 
July 24 
Aug, 14 
Sept, 4 
" 'S Wedding,. 
Lorraine Schullz & Bruce Bennet 
Debbie Lamming & Dennis Hannam 
Cindy Koopmans &Terry Zaporzan 
Melanie Mayner & James Anderson 
o.f 
sponsors: - . 
Central 
Flowers 
. Plush Toys 
Anniversaries • 
July 11 Annette & Scotty McIImoyle. 31 years 
July 19 Yickey & Harry Brown - 25 years 
July 26 Melissa & Alfred Glawe - 3 years 
July27 Slelia & Boyd Mccann - 2 years 
J,!Y28 reeD== & Col0m O'Don=l- 9 year, 
',*,uL, mt 9::  Cathy & Dale Creek- 3 years 
Terry & Rick Mil ler- 5 years 
Patti & Brian Hone - 12 years 
Lonnie & Simone Aloisi0 - 12 years 
Moniea & Alan lppd- 2 years :  
Tina Homer & Kevia Legros - 2 years 
K.G. Clark 
Custom Designed 
Engagement Rings 
Wedding Bands 
4624 Grelg Ave, 
Terrace, BC 
Anniversary Rings 
635-2533 
II . Balloon Deliveries r ; 
. Worldwide Service .,': ' . ~ . . . .  ~ ~ ,  .. - 
, ,  r .  , ~'JI . • ' II 'YourCo='o' w, dd ng I Bridal. Grad. Evening 
Headquarters , ,~  ~ ' - " ' ' III . . . . . . . .  _,,_ , . .  I ~'.~, , ( , .  Seeus,for any occasion 
101 4 / ' lULaZe.eme,  ,.. ;¢  • " . . . .  I1[ " I ~\'~J~'r,-- 4605 Lazelle Ave, Terrace 
Terrace ~ , J . III : I ph, 63s.6966 F63s-4740 
III 635-5920or  
. ~ .  " ~I 
!11 638-19001 I! 
J 
I 
1 ;AL ES 
Bench  home on  acreage  
Avai lable for 
immediate occu- 
pancy, don't hesi- 
tate on this very 
comfortable, natu- 
ral gas heated, full 
basement home 
with a double 
carport. 
The,  •25'x18'6" 
patio overlooks the 
very private, park- 
like property that 
features an expan- 
sive lawn, a fenced 
off animal pen, and 
a 24'x17'  log 
building, 
For  your  
appo in tment  to 
view this rare gem 
at $1 34,500.00,  
call Joe Barbosa 
at Terrace Realty 
Ltd. 638-03'71 
days  or 635-5604 
evenings. MLS. 
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~DUC~ITIOI~ 
PHVFIQU~ 
QUOTDI~NN~ 
DC QU~IL T~ 
HOMEOEUVERY 
Pocifk Homes is the leading manufoclurer of quality homes 
in BE. We have complete home packages to go - d~vered Io
your ~e anywhere. Stock p~ans or custom design. You build or 
~'11 arroyo conslruclion. For details and a catalogue, call 
Darcy Dolorme, Pacific Homes Representative, 3700 
HewthorneSi, Terrace V8G 5E2 Phone 635-5794 
QUALITY 
DflIL~ 
IH~CAL 
JCATIOrl 
PACIF1C HOMES 
CFNR RADIO ( ~  
BINGO 
Played every Friday at 9:30 a.m, on g.90 AM Radio 
in Terrace and 96.1 FM Radio in the Nass Valley 
VARIABLE  GAME FORMAT - T ICKETS ONLY $1.00 
2 games with $1,000 3-up tickets 
Jackpot every week  for $2.00 
Every Friday Is your chance to win thousands of.dollars on CFNR 
Radlo Blngol Plck up your cards todayl In Terrace ~t: 
1~e House of Sirnolghets, Northern Drugs, Sheffield and Sons, Northern Health Care, 
West End Chevron, East End Chevron, B & G Grocery, Wayside Grocery, Terrace Shell 
Carwash, Hilltop Grocery, Copperslde three, Jems & Gold, as ~11 asl Sybtl Monten of. 
Terrace, Rhoda Seymour of Kltselas, andDe]la Scodarle at Northern N~tlve Broadc=tlng~ ! 
In New A~yansh at the New Aiyansh Co-op Store, in Klttmat froln Darelene Starr, In.. 
Kitirnaat Village from Roberts Grant, in Greenville from Ron Sampare, in Gltwinksihlkw 
from Merci Moore, 
Call 638 .8137 for more  info. 
RIC HAS MOVED 
• RIC WHITE 
Formerly with Realty World Lakelse, and thelr~TOP 
PRODUCER for 1992, Ric has joined Terrace Realty UdiiRic 
encourages his friends, clients, and acquaintances to make the 
move with him. ': 
Recognizing Ric's accomplishments, dedication and experience; 
Ralph Godlinski, president of Terrace Realty Ltd., would like to 
take this opportunity to welcome Ric aboard. ~ : ' 
For Your Real Estate Needs 
'TALK TO RIC' 
OF TERRACE 638-1400 
4125 Sk0glund tvlLS $128,900 
i '!1 
Creek MLS $198,500 5322 Mountain Vista $99,900 EXC 
B 
~ r  
EXC $149,900 
4605 ben tvILS $89,900 
Basement Suite 10.96 ac close to city $39,900 MLS 
)23~Scbtt MLS $114,900 
.14 years 
experience in 
¢~al~eState. 
635-7068 
dick evans 
4946 Cooper MLS $154,000 
7 years 
experience In 
real estate. 
635-4773 
erika langer 
4921 LamblyAve MLS $122,500 
1635"478 ! ~----" ,,, 
I gordle sheridan 
~9i8  Graham MLS $64,900 
=l 
1 635-=697 __ 
I joyce findiay 
3912 Simpson MLS $42,900 
',!!i! ~ 
163e.ee82 - - - - - - -  
I john evans  
EXCELLENT INVESTMENT 
3520 Hanson MLS $89 900 
I experlence In 
I real estato, 
I 638-0047 _ 
I steve cook 
J, 
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, : : , : 
' i :/i i i ' 
1 " '"  \ . . . . .  UVIHG OlHIHG "" BEDROOM ULN ~/UUT . . . . . . .  ~'~"~-~ L...J I ~  MASTER 0's, ~' ROOM ROOM , 
13' z 15' 12 I tO '  • " : _ , 
OAk-In dreslln "+''~r [~ I  . , ~ g"  12' x 12'6 
!~t~~~~:  ~"~" ~  2'""IN II gil - ' " "  c,",',.", ~ t r : FAMILY  
; '=[a-  s '~ , l= 'z !  , =".; .  I " '~"  i l '~ '="~ i LLLLJ-LLro~[,:~:r~,':t . . . .  : ' ; i  
I MAIN FLOOR PLAN I 
r-" I--" r -  r-- r-- - " 996 Sq. Ft. (92.5 M') ! TW0-C~R 
r-- r -  r -  : .i, " = , ,~A,,~ 
UPPER FLOOR PLAN ........ ............ ] " " 
o 
W E I N M A S T E R  H O M E  DESIGN 
sPECIAL FEATURES: 
855 Sq. Ft. (79.4 M=) [ r ''~ ' ' 
........................... ~-~=- - - - - - -~"  't ' ~  
! IPLAN O. 9105 1 
• : ' 'House  P lans  Ava i lab le  Through 
two,storey home is suitable for a narrow lot. ,I railedstaii~case leads to upperfamilyrooml . . . . .  .- .... 
" ~ = mastersu i teboasts  dress ing  room wi th  " " : 
L.shapedliving and dining roomfeature/ - - largewalk-in closet and jetted tub. - " Ter race  
fireplace and access to covered pat io . : :  ,t. thishome includes an unfinished basement ~ ~ ~  
handy main floor den., . plan' TOTAL: 1851 Sq. Ft. (171.9 M2) 
• ' " ~ " - :  ' WIDTH:  37 '0"111.3M)  ~ 3207 Munroe, Terrace 
: • DEPTH: 52'0"(15.9M) 635-6273 MEMBER OF TIM.BR.MARTS LTO 
Scouts.,,ourgoalsare as 
limitless as 
~.I:, J 
: j :  
BURN 
. . . . . . . .  SMART 
t TO MINIMIZE AIR 
POLLUTION FROH 
Burn only small 
~""~{i"iii ' "briohtflres. Start 
the fire using small 
pieces of wood 
~ i  kindling, and keep the fire moderately 
hot, adding larger 
pieces of split wood 
asrequired. Do not 
damper down the 
fire too much, as 
this willproduce a 
I . !B  .sm0ky, oxYo an- 
starved fire. 
• A m~ssage from tho 
:~ BRITISH COLUMBIA  
.LUNG ASSOCIATION 
~ : ,  Diabetes [ 
Jil  iltiP..!ease...Volunteer i 
J] :Ca!1732-t33t or 
H '~:~:: ~,/,l/1:800-665-6526 J 
Stan Parker 
635.4031 
/ 
i • 
• 4614Souc ie  $89,900 EXC 
4937 L~belle $209,500 MLS 
4838 Tuck $187,500 ML$ 
w.g,toan.smth,ea.,L.O 
3227 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. 
635-6361 
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED 
JUST LISTED 
A lovely 4 bedroom home located 
In the horseshoe just minutes from 
dewntowr~ Furl basement, a large 
lot, and large garage are just a few 
of the good features for this home 
For more information and to view 
~1 Ted mwl 635-5619, Usted at 
$119,900 ML$ 
,- ~,< .... :~. ,iOn; /':~:'~"'~'i"{'~:'~: ' ~: ~!:~%~!" 
• 1200 sq. ft. .3 bedrooms 
. Natural gas heat - 1 1/2 acres 
Asking $119,000 MLS 
STARTER HOME 
For the couple looldng at just 
starting ou~ we have thls 1293 sq, 
ft. basement home that has lots of 
potential for your nced~ Three 
bedrooms, natural gas heat, large 
83 x 142 lot. Located on the Bench, 
dose to elementa,"/ school Make 
your appointment to view this home 
priced at $88,000 MLS 
- 1900 sq, ft. .3bedrooms 
-Basement -Rreplace 
Asking $119,900 MLS 
HANDYMAN SPECIAL 
Check out thi.. 92a SOl. f,., 2 
bedroom loungalew located on a 
53~376' lot in town If you are 
prepared for some work ~s could 
be for you Call Gordie Olsoo for 
more lnformaff~n end your 
appointment to view, Reduced to 
$37=000. EXCLUSIVE 
I JACK PINE FLAT ESTATES 
EXECUTIVE HOME I 2+ acres on #9 Sockeye Creek 
A new executive home with 3103 | Road, 70 ft. drilled well, piping in, REDUCEDII 
eq. ~ of super quality finishing, 5 I Vendor etatm just needs purnp, ~ 12 x 68 mobile home on its 
b~irooms, 3 baths, double garage.i Power pole hooked up to meter box. own lot. Renovated throughout. 
/and,many more fine features. Call I Nice acreage ln fast devaloping rural Now ONLY $44,000 MLS, Call 
Shaunce for more [nform~on MLS ~ Shaunee for viewing, 
Jim Duffy Gordon 01son 
635.6686 638.1945 
Laurie Forbes 
635.5382 
Excellent medulax home with full 
addition sitting on cement posts 
Patio flower garden 2 vegetable 
gardens, barn, greenhouses, 
chicken coup, new oil fu~e and 
septic tank included, Set In a ntce 
park-like setting minutes ~m town. 
C~I John` MLS 
SMALL ACREAGE 
Located just outside the town 
bou~es  Is this level 1.5 acre 
parcel. N=ural gas available. ~. 
convenient place to build your new 
home or possibly set up your mobile 
home Call Jim a~ut this listing 
priced at $24,900 MLS 
BUILDING LOT SPECIAL 
Attractive 72'x115' deared and level 
building lot located in new 
eubdMsion in town, C~l Gordie 
Olson for more Information. No 
G.S,T,I Priced at $28,900 EXC, 
1 
Hans Stach 
635.5739 
CONTRACTORS "~ 
5 bay shop, 2 twelve ft. and 2 ten ft. 
doors, All cement floors, grease pit, 
2800 sq. ft. 'office, storage and parts 
room. Can be run as various home 
business while livin 9 in attached 
1200 sq. ft. residence. Call John to 
view IVILS 
RETREAT! RETREAT! 
Get away for the weekend. Check 
out ~s beautiful cottage on 10,52 
acres, A short distance from town, 
makes it a terrific home away from 
home. Call Shaunce for more 
Information, $25,900 MLS 
Shaunce Kruisselbrink Ted Garner 
635.5382 635-5619 
NO QUESTION ABOUT IT. 
- -  MEMBER 
4112 Anderson $146,500 MLS 
Kilby Rd, $84,900 MLS 
JUST MINUTES FROM TOWN 
2 year dd 3 bedroom home with 1300 sq. ft. on 
the main level, Fully landscaped and fenced 
with double garage Oak kitchen, dining area 
with double doors to patio• and walk-in bay 
window In living room Full 4 piece eneulte off 
master bedroom plus 4 piece main, Listed at 
$139,900 MLS VendOrs motivated, 
Sylvia Griffin 
638-0484 
•N 
Rusty Ljungh Christel Godlinski 
635-5754 635-5397 
lalph Godllnski Usa Godllnski 
: MOBILEIN TOWN; i 
mobile set up in town has. new 
natural gas furnace and hot water 
tank. Vendor is open to offers. To. 
view call John MLS 
LAKESHORE ACREAGE 
Located on Kalum.Lake, 9 acres of 
vacant land. Approx. 700 ft. of ,, 
lakeshore frontage. Ideal for an#~ 
dream home or can be used for a 
summer retreaL Maps available, For. 
more information, giv e us a oofl. 
Asking $34,900 MLS 
GOOD STARTER HOME 
Co W 2 bedroom home located on 
75x100 fenced IoL Large open 
kitchen and livingroom. Double 
detached garage with 9 foot ceiling 
for the handyman, Priced at 
$79,800. MLS. Call Gordia Olson for 
your appointment to vie w , 
John Nagy 
635-9312 
D . :¢~i4 m i 
635-6508 I 
Joe Barbosa Run Redden Lynda Royce 
: 665-5604 638-1915 638:1073 
Lyle Baker 
635-1277 
; +: : t : : - - - • . . . .  , • 
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+Luxur ious  
family 
home 
By M. Tynan 
An elegant stucco ex- 
ter lor  boasts feature 
window,and a multi-level 
roof design. 
Enter Into a spacious 
foyer open to the second 
storey. To the right, 
french doors lead Into a 
stylish living/dining room 
and a coffered ceiling in 
the dining room. A french 
door separates guests In 
this area from the noisy 
hustle bustle of the more 
Informal kitchen/family 
room area. 
• The cook in the family 
will appreciate a gourmet 
kitchen complete with 
plenty of cupboard and- 
counterspace, a handy 
work Island, and a pantry. 
We leave the recreation 
room up to your  
Imagination; for the 
fitness minded, a home 
gym might be in order, or 
perhaps a music room or 
a home office might fit 
the bill. 
Upstairs, three sec- 
ondary bedrooms share 
two full isized bathrooms. 
A large utility room is 
convenient ly  situated 
where most of thel 
laundry will be generated. I 
The games room could 
also be used as a guest 
bedroom. The Master 
bedroom Is particularly 
grand featuring a private 
balcony, a large walk-in 
closet, and a five piece 
ensure with double sinks 
and a raised swirl tub set 
Into a bay. 
Plans for U-834 may be 
obtained for $595.00 for 
:package of five complete 
~ets o f  working prints 
and, ,$59.00. for each 
~d.d i !  goa l  ,, lSet,,,,:of~:: t'~le 
same plan. Al low $15.'00 
extra to Dover the cost of 
postage• and handlinagd( 
B.C, res idents  
applicable sales tax to 
plan total) (All Canadian 
O residents add 7~ GST to 
plan total plus postage 
and handling). 
This Is one of our new 
designs. Many innovative 
plans are now available In 
our NEW Two Storey plan 
catalogue for $13.85 
Including postage and 
handling and 7% GST. 
P lease  make all 
cheques, money order, 
and Visa or MasterCard 
authorizations payable 
to: 
The  Terrace Standard 
Plan of the Week 
13659. 108th Avenue 
• Surrey B.C., Tyrian 
Weekly Features/Surrey • 
V3T  2K4 
• Copyright 1993 
: . . . .  ScoUts.,.0ur goals are as | 
] limitless as space~ 
?, 
' t ,  
,+ 
: 
i j 
,), 
+NEED To KNOW 
: 8oMETHINO ABOUT 
Call COMMUNITY? 
+ + P l lone  D lana  638-8576 
: "  : +1 : Phone Ollllan 635-3?44 
. i~l  :our hostess will bring 8if6 and 
: along with helpful J 
• : : i:~i ~i!ico~mull ty information, J 
TYNAN DES IGN LTD.  
13659-108th Avenue, Surrey, B.C, 
Phone: 581-fi722 Fax: r~81-4822 
PLAN NO. U-834 
All plane copyright 
3232 SQ.FT. 
~.  511"YINO 
...... , : , , , L , ,~ ' : I  :~: "+ : ~ .  r-r" .-" • + E-~ 
UPPER FLC~:3F~ PLAN 15¢~1 ,~.  FT. 
. + • 
I '. +.-',×~.+ ~ ' I 
,! .C ;" '~-C . . ~ m , .  
I - ~ " l  . . . . . .  ~+- 
I " _•__•/•.. _~ ~'~ !+ ~. 
. . . .  ~ DININ~ RC~M 
I "+- ~ I  '+"+"'++  _.II 
I / +.:::°F 
'+°+:+ I=+::L. . J  
MAIN FLO<::::)F~ PLAN IE,~5 ,bCL FT. ..v.=,,.,,= ~-c  
• ~i'(! 
|ii:i! ~ 
II 635.3389 
V~+"/ . . : :  •/. :ki:L 
Brenda Ericks0n 
638-1721 
Olga Power 
635.3833 
Verne Ferguson, president of REALTY WORLD- Lakelse Realty would like to announce the _ 
Realty World office inthe Skeena Mall will be closed as of July 23, 1993. 
Verne and the staff of REALTY WORLD- Lakelse Realty would like to thank all their clients ' ~  
~..~d, ~LS,.tp. ~.e,rs,fpr their,D~tro na~e,i n th~ hast. ......... "~ +~ ....... ~,,~,~ +~~!  . . . . . . .  , ..... ., .......... , ,,,,,.+,..,.,.., +r  ..,, u+:+ , 3 ~+,. Ci;,V, :.~;:/i:;,-.+ .i C+~.:,': 4 ,J ",'~.~+,i, .~ [ ~ I~  j +~t l~n is  Lzsmmorp 
+' ~, if':',..="+:r~ 'j:t++h'.:',~ "+"" . . . . . . .  "." :'+q'~!~ • " ': " ' :"  - ~ - + -, + :+, ~ ' +- + "+ " +' .'. +,' :'.c,+,q.'.'.'.', +: ~,+++'+!.+ A ~ + 
• . . . . . .  . . . . .  " . . . . . . . .  ' 638-8093 
Brenda Eriokson Olga Power, D,ana Wood and Verne Fe on wgl,be joinin :Re/Max of: +: 
Terrace and may be reached there at 4654 Lazelle Ave, 638-1400, ::: 
Ric White has joined Terrace Realty and can be reached at 4635 LazelleAvei,638-0371, 
Dennis Lissimore is joining Centuv 21 Wightman & Smith at 3227 Kalum St, 635:6361) " 
: 
We are leaving the Mall, but not leaving Terrace. Please visit us in our new locations or call 
if we can assist you in any Real Estate needs. 
Diana Wood 
;35.6236 
ic White 
635.6508 
k 
976) LTD. 
kitch;n-ancl bright llvln~]room 
decorated in todays modem coloum. 
LocC.ed on I/2 acre In a park like. 
setting wlth over 23 fruit trees and 
various fJowers and shrubs, This 
home won't last long. Call Susanne 
anytime on this exclusive listing 
todayl 
4927 "I'WEDLE $126,000 
Brand new 3 bedroom home. Tasteful 
decor ceramic tiled entrance white 
colonial features. Price includes 
landdceplng and concrete slab in 
carport. See Sheila for your 
appointment to view, 
and hot water, renovated bedrooms. 
Priced to selllll Call Sheila 
RETAIL BUSINESS 
In the m~ll Induding fixtures and 
equipment. $37,500 - See Derlck for 
details ML.S 
REDUCED TO SELL 
$51,900 MLS This mobile has recently 
been set up on a nice size lot inthe 
Thomhalghts area, and is ready for 
Immediate occupancy, Large addition 
has a foyer and a second bedroom 
while the rest of the mobile offers a 
bdght open kitchen, family room with 
:patio doors, formal living room end 
master bedroom. COJI Susanne to view 
or for more Info, 
4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635-6142 
JUST USTED 
Country log house. This self contained 
log home is perfect for arV one who 
en Dye country living. The property has 
been beautifu ly andscaped wi h a 
terraced lawn and stone barbeque 
bench. Two generators, root house, 
green house, fruit trees, barry patch 
and garden area. Plus a beautiful 
mountain view. See Derick for an 
appointment toview MLS 
4706 HAMER AVENUE. $87,500 
Choice location, 3 bedrooms, new 
natural gas heat and hot w~ter, paved 
ddveway, carport. Phone for your 
appointment to view, Call Sheifa 
PROPERLY WITH VIEW 
Treed 10t on .36 acre nice view from 
the property. Only $16,000 - Call 
Wanda for more I~o MLS 
GREATSTART 
2 bedroom mobile on large lot in ROSSWOOD 
ACREAGE IN TOWN 
This 2 acre parcel is located on south 
side at the end of Cromer Street. A 
great area to build your dream home. 
Property is mostly cleared end has 
several mature fruit trees. For more 
information caJl Dave. Asking $56,000 
~LS 
COUNTRYUVINGCLOSETO+= 
Thornhill. Vinyl siding, natural gas 
furnace ~ new electrical are a few of 
the renovations. Priced at only $36,900 
• Call Joy MLS 
"KERMODE PARK" 
Watch for the new arrival • It's a 
beautfll As low as 5% down payment. 
Ceil Joy or Sheila for details. 
COMMERCIAL VACANT LOT 
Located on the 4600 block of Park 
Avenue; over 49 fed of frontage. Call 
Dave for exact location • Asking 
$31 900 MLS 
R.3ZONED 
62 x 120 In the horseshoe. Vendor 
motivated, m~e an offer. C~II Dedck 
MLS 
A.frame home situated on 150 acres, TOWN ON 2 ACRES ......... ; i 
One and a half miles off the Recent ien0va~om to this 5be,:Jroom 
pavement, at the end of Cedar River home are attra~ve and hom~t. 
Road. Good fishing and hunting area. Beautiful tile floor throughout he 
For more Information • Call Dave • kitchen arxJ living room. Situated on2 
~klng $49,500 MLS acres in the Gossen* su~sldn.,  
Possible in.law sute down,; $110,000. 
YOUR DREAM HOME c¢ Joy MLS : ,: 
Every Inch of this large custom built ' LOTSILOTSI L07SI ' ~: : 
family home h pleasing to the eye *A,=,,==~,.,;,;i/oA*,,, ~ ~O=r.nh 
from the bdght spacious kitchen and ,~,3'x ;O0"onG're;g'A"ve ~ + ~,0 :~ 
dining room area to the family room ve n ,  4~=~ ,so,,,~,~s,,,. ¢o-y ot~ ; 
off kitchen which has patio doom to a ;~;~,',.:,,;~=mT~,=,'"~',~',,3 ~.;~,'~-,~ 
bdcked patio only 4 1/2 years new. It , . . . . . .  v~'~t'l';:,:,"~=h~ir, . . . . .  
has 3 bedrooms up end luxurious I "="~I ' ,  .... . . .  : . .  
main bath v~h oval Jacuzzl tub. I JUSTUSTED$17~OOMLS i, 
Beautifully landscaped, yard back on I Well ma .._inedd= mobile set-ue',. In Pl'r~ 
to a park. Dnve by 4710 McCo.nnel [ Park close to echooe Offem nat gas' 
and give Joy a call to view. Asmng I heat, fddge, stove, washer(alP/at ~Ca]l 
$179,500 MLS I Susanne for app't;to vieW today. ;:: 
NR~ I - 'ROMI$1 ' :  Ot  4" ~t , :RV ICF , :  
John Curde :: cloy Dover , • 
835,9698 : 635-7070 
J ~_, .  . . . .  
Dave Reynolds Susanne Oleason ::.: :?:: anda Walberg 
635-3126 638-8198 : B35-3734 :
I I I 
Sheila Love 
635-3004 
I i 
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1. Real Estate 3. For Rent 
A C T I O N  A D  R A T E S  , ~0~00,  HOME ON 1/2 acre in FOR L E A S E  
Tnornhill, 4 appliances, n/g wood heat, 
new vinyl siding 16x24 work shop with OFFICE- RETAIL-CLINIC SPACE 638 SAVE cement floor, Information 635-7495 3p14 Central location, off street parking, 
m THREE BEDROOM HOUSE 1500 sq, ft, 1,400 sq, ft. ground floor 
family and spare rooms, in basement, 
DEADL INE:  FR IDAY 5 P .M,  wood/electric forced air heat. 6 1/2 acres, AVAI  LABLE  
large deck, carport $76,500, South 
Classified and Classified Display Hazeiton 842-6675 4p13 IMMEDIATELY  
~.DVERTISING DEADUNES: When s slat holiday falls on a Saturday, BY OWNER 1400 sq, It. 3 bedroom 1 1/:Y bathroom, modular home on 1/2 acre fully CALL:  
Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 5 p.m. for all display and landscaped lot, outbuildings. Include 635-2252 (days) 
classified ads. 20x24 garage. 10x12 storage building, no 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.c.vgG 168 vendors please 89,900 to view phone 635-5531 (evenings) 
NI classified end classified isplay ads must be prepaid by either cash, Visa or iaatercard, 635-2753 and leave message, tfn ~ R  
When phoning in eds please have your Vis~ or Masterc~'d nurnber ready. REVENUE HOUSE New roof and WOODLAND 
20 words (first insertion) $5,62 plus 13¢ for additional words. =(Additional insertions) $3.68 painted, nice view, large fenced back. 
,Is 10¢ for additional words, $12.00 for 3 weeks (not exceeding 20 words, n0n-commercial), yard, furnished $120,000 without furniture APARTM E NTS 
Prices Include 7% G,S.T, Birthday end Anniversary $21,40 up to 3 col. inch (additJoneJ inches make an offer, 2703 South Eby street, ................................. 
at $8.8g each). Cla.ified Display $8,89 per inch (,635¢ per line), phone 635-9305 3p13 CORNER OF KN_UM & SCOff ~! i~ i iO :~ i  
FOR SALE: Three bedroom home, 1,050 Close To Town And Schools i~ : i~: i~  ~ :i~.!~.ii~!i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
OVER 30 CLASS IF ICAT IONS!  sq. ft. in Granisle; ~sking $27,000, Fridge, stove, heat and hot water Z91~!i~ 
Included, Carpeting, storage space. ~i;~i::~i::iiiio~V:E;:#~i~ E~ti~ 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24. Notices includes fledge, stove and buiit in dish- References required. 
Z Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business washer, cat1697.2745 4p13 1 Bedroom Apt. $460.O0 ~ _ _  ! .--_ ,, -,. I : :O_ 3. For Rent 14, Boats & Marine Opportunities HOUSE FOR SALE in Houston, 1056 sq. 2 Bedroom Apt SSSO.O0 ! 
3 Bedroom Apt. $65o.oo 4. Wantedto Rent 15. M~ch[nery • 26. Personate ~t., finished garage, sh0p and carport, f]s, 
5. For Sale Misc. 16, Farm Produce 27. Announcements w/d, dishwasher, 4-bedrooms, lots of No Pets. (When Available) ~)~ 
6. Wanted Misc, 17, Garage Sales 28, Card of "rhmks. parking, $90,000, call 845-3420 4p13 PHONE OFFICE 635.5224 | D L A N L A N D  M O B I L E  I~An lO I _ JUUL JUU 
7. For Rent Misc. 18. Business Services 29. In Memoriam DUPLEX FOR SALE, 2 bedrooms up and CAN~O^ Lr=) 
8. Cars for Sale 19, Lost'& Found 30. Obituaries fireplace n/g heat, dose to schools in 
9. Trucks fer Sale ~0, Pets & Livestock 31.Auc~onS¢es Horseshoe area. one side rented 635. FOR RENT NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
10.Nrcrafl 21. Help Wanted 32, Legal Notices 7383 days 638.1344 eves. 3p13 ° Autotel Rental 
11. Recreational 22. Careers 33.Travel ~00 sq, ft. retail or office space - 
Vehides 23, WorkWar~ted 5 BEDROOM HOUSE, 3 bedroom ~vailable, 9000 Park Ave location. / ~ • Marine Security 
upstairs, 2 bedroom suite downstairs, Reasonable r nt, ground level, ample 
• n~ T,.==, Star~,,e ,.,rve, m, ,==,t to newly renovated in 1991 fully landscaped parking, space has excellent window '. ~ . Home Automation/Security 
da"l ly =dl under appropriate headlr~= and to lot, fruit trees, greenhouse. No agents front,~ge & good lighting end is 
let ,a t .  themtom and to determine page 1. Real Estate 635-4642 anytime. 2p14 NO. 4 - 5002 Pohle 638-0261 ~.=~on. t~slefully decorated. Currently 
The Terrace Standard lernlndl ,,dvertleere 
th~tt, ltagalmttheprovk'¢lalHurnenRIghblAct HOUSE IN THORNHEIGHIS, 3 bed- FOR SALE LARGE Fully serviced le t ,  operational for beauty salon but can 
to discriminate on the batll ol children, rnanm= Itatu~ end employment when pLacing "For Rent' rooms, 2 baths, fireplace, 5 appliances in 75'x122' in good area, Top soil placed, be changed, 
=de. L=ndlotd= can ttate = no-smoking kitchen, full basement, partially furnished, will consider framing house 635- To View Call 
with hot spa, $125.000 635.6928 or 635- RAMUS 635-5020 ~'e,eren~. 7556 3p14 BROTHERS The Terrace Standard reservee the right to revl=e, edit, dazz~orrelectanyadvertl~ement 7657 3p12 Z ACRE LOT, Jack Pine Flats, well "' to"°'"-"' "-"° ='"°" RV ES Reply emvl¢e, ,,nd to repay Ihe cu=~me~ BRAND NEW IN THE Horseshoe, 3 bed. treeds, 635-2274 3p14. MAINTENANCE & REPAI  R SE IC r~ 
the sum paid tot the advertisement an,,, sex ,=*,L room bungalow, attractive interior finish. 140 ACRES Riverfront with year rouncl ~ '~- 'E  
Box m~=e= on "Hoe" =newcuo~= r~p=¢k~ ing, 2 bathrooms, large kitchen, european creek 831-9900 leave message. 3p14 For Lease .~ Total Renovation & Maintenance ' N:~, 
up.~t~n to d,,y= ol expiry o~ an ~'ve~l=.ment • ,/Cladding & Sheet Meta Specialist I ~ome ~udd'~r~ .== be ~ ==.  rr=~,~ t,~or~ =ne style cabinets, formal dining,, room, BEAUTIFUL LOG HOME; 3000 square 
mcetved. ThozelnewlfflngBoxNumeerlam natural gas fireplace, large lot, quality feet, 117 acres, 3/4 rnile lakeshore, zoned or Rent ~ ~,,~ao,,o, requett=d not to =end odalmd docu~ent~ to / '  Residential & Commercial [ Britl~h Coh.nbia I 
=vo~d~o., censtruction,$109,50Oinduding G.S.T, for subdivision $250,000, 694-3317 4p14 638- -0878 
.¢~,rn=of..r=.=~ve~..ner~m,,.t. rebate assigned tovendor 638-1350 2p13 APPRO× 1/3 Acre, bottom Lanfear hili Large  Warehouse  Space  ph  638-8822 f~x  received by the publ~,hor wlldn 30 da  Iftol the 
~t~ut~=uo~ 33 ACRES 1/2 North lot 1712 off the $35,000 firm, 638-2091 or 1.874- good location, good zoning. , . It b sgneed by the idve~th=er requelt!ng ~p~methetthe It..bll]ty of the Terre¢e.Sta?daro in Nasa River asldng $19,000 call (313) 8709 3p14 Formerly Copper Mountatn . * Certified Tradesman 
u~ ~,~nt of ~=,=, to p,~,=n =n =,,ve,~,=men= 725.6363 (M chigan U.S,A.), 3p13 STARTER HOME OR RETIREMEN/. Electronics 
~B 
by the =lvertl|er fotonlyoneln¢ornectlr,=ort.]o, n IF ANYONE IS INTERESTED In selling New carpets & floors throughout, new Also I|]=lll~j=(;~'~',]:;I;z,~j[e,] 
~o, ~ po~on,,~ u~ ,,dve~,=ng .~=~ oc=up~ Office/Warehouse Space d by the Incorrect or ornlbed Item only, end that 3-4 bedroom under 100,000 home in Ter. drywall & paint. Well insulated econ. 
there ihell be no liability In iny event greater (prefer in town) that would heating costs, detached garage, big formerly Nisga'a School Board Office When you gotta' have it, We'll eliver !it! than the amount paid for euch advertk=Ing, race area 
agree to rental/purchase call 635.7820 fenced yard. Close to schools, $79,900. Good for Store front on Grieg 
1. Real Estate eves and weekends, 2p13 Must be seen to be appreciated. 635- Call  638.8398 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING WORKS' FOUR BEDROOM HOME In the Horse- ' 5761 3pi I F °R I 
You're reading this aren't you? 638- shoe area cul de sac, 1087 s~ . . . .  
T/SAVE. tfn basement, 1 1/2 baths, n/g hem 
~AMS LAKE STORE LOCATED A i $105,900 ceil after 6:30 635-499( 
, Adan~ Lake, B.O. l~r!~Oqr flomSal,mon ~ 4;BEDRQOM,HCIUSEEor sale [ ' ' ~ " ' ' 
: " i /en/athactive living ¢lualters. Show- 2 STOREY DUPLEX. 3 Bedroor 146,8 Hwy. 1SWeet I U 
Ing excellent return in an area of growth baths, 1150 sq, It. units, n/g 5 ap 
and tenifi¢.dimete, Start the New Year on landscaped, 2 years old $149,. =
a posittve note. Phone1-679.8904, tfn37 9008aiter5pm. I Service/.Lt. 
REDUCED 6 BEDROOM, 2 BATH'- / MA¢:KP-¥ 'S  F U N E R A L  
ROOM, Ranch style, h°use in Th°mhill I ~ I I 880t° 7200 sq''ft" ' w/garage, natural gas heat, 6re place In Re]Max I Industna l  | SERVICES LTD.  living room, futl finished basement, has of  Terraoe Near new executive home. Bays 
lerge tee room with pool table (optional) Joyce Flndlay Near schools. Many excellent | TetraceCrematorium 4626 Davis Ave. Terrace ' 
al situated on alare lot with ~it  trees W: 638-1400 i / Directors :  , 
includes fddge end stove $120,000,or will H: 635-2697 features, $189,900 EXCL, I JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
consider I~utlal trade for mobile home. Call John Evans 638-1400 JEANETTE SCHULMEISTER ' - 
638-8348 6p9 I 3S21 coTroNWOOD MLS L / 7 I ' 24  HOUR /'A : 
2BEDROOM HOUSE iN Town, n/g hea*, $119,900 Phone 635- 459 ,. ,,,oo ~nswer,,, ~ ~a~e~ Ser~,ee /~ 
garage, new carpet and cushion floor, fur- I *Est4nldtchen*PlusDiningArea*Wrap 1 2. MobileHomes - - ,~..~. ~,,,mo,.sm,,,~,, ~=~ ~n~.a  , ........ ~ ..... 
nishlng, freehly painted, $65,000obo, call I Around Covered Petlo • 12 Yeats ' 4 LOCATED PAD #35, Stewart B,G., 1972 / Progressive Ventures | ~ p,,,,~ ~opo. ~ -  . . . .  ,,,~ .... 
635-7710 6p10 
3 BEDROOM, 2700 eq. ft. house en 8 1/2 
acres, 3 km from Srnithers on Boyle 
Road, gravity fed spdng water, spectacu. 
ler view. monthly income from trailer pad, 
$149.000, for appointment 847-4704 4pll 
RVE ACRES WITH 12 x 68 mobile 
home, 14km from Houston, existing water 
contains iron, needs well drilled $16,000, 
open to offers, call 842.6936 4pll 
DEEDED PROPERTY, Dendleton Bey, 2 
bedroom house & cabin° woodshed 
tool,shed, fenced, generator, water, fire. 
place,hot house, garden, tv dish, dock, 
propance $50,000, phone 662,7605 or 
room 6 CarTel Cottage, 4pll 
Bedrooms * 2 Baths * Hardwood Floors * 
NG Onty 3 Years Old * Fireplace* 
3604 EBY STREET $124,900 
• Close to all Amenities ' Privacy in a 
completely fenced back yard * 
12x68, Capewood trailer with 8x38 addi- 
tion, includes fridge, range, dishwasher, 
snow roof, over trailer, good shape, ask- 
ing $13,000 obo, or trede 1-785-5525, 1- 
787-7954 4p12 
PAD #35 in Stewart B,C; 1972 12x68 
Capewood tmger, with 8x38 addition, 
includes fddge, range and dishwasher, a 
snow roof over trailer, good shape asking 
$13000 obo or trade (604).785.5525 or 
(604) 787-7954 3p12 
Under New 
Mana qement 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
One/Two Bedroom 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace. B.C. 
638-0241 
bedroom mobile home with large addi- TOLL FREE -- 1-800-661-2676 
tJon? N/G and wood heat, well maintained Units 
and c ean for only $12,000 638-8482 3pl 3 
1970 AMBASSADOR Mobile home ask" Quiet & Clean F 'OONBU F  ' O" I Inn'100-- acres with 14 It, wide mobile with 16 x 40 'CREECH STREET MLS $119,900 Racquetball Courts ~ 
addition, large fenced yard, prope~y is , If you ward s Chamcter Home wit~ soma 3.For Rent i . ~IWe~ ! 0 D 
fenced and cross.fenced, new 20x30 history, check t~s one out *Tho origlr~ 3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES festur: Gymnas ium 0 r , . 
barn, year mend creek, excellent water, bullding was the Copper City Store '~ inn 1150.1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 y Warn OPFOMETHIST 
asking $62,900; must see, ceil 845. ~ baths, private yard carport and satellite 635-5968 ' 3445 4pll TV Houston. Phone 645-3161. 3i,, Ca l IRa  er  . . . . .  
STILLLOOKING? Completely linished 4 ROOMS FOR RENT, includes furniture, _ 
bedroom home in Grenisle, sundeck, mf hydro, gas, cable, washer/dryer, parking, 
heater, new paint Inside and out, over. about 10 minutes from town. Singles only ~1 • 4748 cakelse Ave Apple 630.8055 
looking Babine lake, a must see, $28,000 $4001month, 635.5537, 2 references Terrace. B.C Fox 638-8087' 
firm, 697-2309 4p1; 4403 BIRCH EXC $194,900 required. ~ 2607 Pear St. vgG ,R6 ~o,,n G38 86o, 
3 bedroom 12 x 68 mobile ' Very nicely upgraded * Two decks off the 1BEDROOM APARTMENT dght down _ _ - _ --_ | 
rear of the house afford e spectacular town, fridge/stove, security entrance, 
with European kitchen, built, vlewoftheSkeenaRiver*3LevelSplit '= paved parking, on site management 635- BEDROOM FOR RENT, $187.50 
• ;~::~:,~i; i ,~  7957 fin month utilities separate, call 638 . . . . .  
R ~  8238 2p13 
in dishwasher & china i ]Z j NEW 3 BEDROOM Executive duplex,__ 2 B.DI: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  R(3C}M DIIP/I=X t".nmnlr=t~r . . . . . . . . .  tuith' 
cabinet. Newer flooring, oak .~ ~, , includes arm e 5 Imnces, 2 balm ~ ~ ! ~ ~  g g ,  app' " fddge/stove, washer/dryer, wail to wall 
• .~ . .~a , . . .  ess  li hts car et, dra es, snow ~eNsO cabinets in bath, 6 ni , ky g P P =u'petlng dose to hospital no pets, 635- 
• removal end landscaping, $g50/mo.n~, 3796 2p13 
appliances included. Asking ptus uti ities, no pets, references requlrea, "OR RENT ONE Bedroom da li ht n 0 p Jc l [Jes 
. . . .  12 r , Y g $26,500. Call Lisa Godlinski 633z MOUNTAIN VISTA EXC call 635.4840 , 3p . basement suite located in bowl area 
at Terrace Realty Ltd, 638- $184,9oo FOR RENT',ONE BEDROOM Tl'ra~ o, dose to town, references required $400 Same Day Serv ice  On Most  Prescr ip t ions  
Don't wait too Ion9 to take advantage of includes washer, dryer, rece tly. . " month,63e.6345 .~ . 3pi3 Box744. 203.5oo 2rid Ave. West • ' Box'681~ 
0371 for more ]nfo. the Extremely well-built custom horns ITS rated, car eta , available 'Aug 1st, for . . . .  ;.,. . . . . . .  4~, Lakelso Avg. Pdnce  nuped,  equ ine  - 3384 I ]owser .S t .  
• " P"  " - '  " " . . . . . . .  56 APAI't/MI:H/ 1 ueoroom near gown To rGce, B.C. VBG 4C3 Pdnco Rupo . B C VOJ 3TO Now Hazollon B.C. V0J 2JO 
SO NICE.THEY MAY DECIDE TO KEEP a tntrnent to weW pnone ~o=-uq . , , ppo. . . . . . . . . . .  town, no pets and non.smoker, (GO4) S36-O~4, 627-4635 (604)8:42-6~12 r 
' ITI Thornnill area, no:pets re[em.~u. - .  - . . . .  : _ _  
: . ~ : ~ , r . ~ ~  '~ :::: ") . . . . .  ... .. ' ::., ?•.!!~ required . . . .  ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r , 4825, . ' " •:: ; '  lp14 , , , , -  , 
:OPEN OUSE ! :/::U wind~iiieid aerairReplacemen.ts.  / 
. . . . . . . . . . .  ~:~;~ : " Sunday ,  J ~¢J~..~....~,/f~'~.. • ICBO Replacernent.,=j . . . .  ..(. 
...... 4504 GRAHAM AYE MLS $99.SO0 ' , :  1:O0 pm 4.30 pin . --: :- i,::::::ll - ~ , ~ ' ~  • Windows " ' " '  N 
WATERFRONT Pride of ownership is reflected in the r3513 Cottonwood Ci'escent :!il : :: / i i :!¢| , j , . . . .~"~y '~ .Sealed Units .~ "..., ,.,.~ i "' :~  
bungalow.Interior and yard ofth,s perfect 3bedroOrnNEEO,  T  BE S NI, • C'S G LA SrS LT D 
! i Well construoted home featuring ,undeck 0ff dir~lng room:, ~pad,a, iy,| : ~ ~  -'" 372° R'ver Dr' e T •':'!:'~"~': ' " 
fin shed basement with spa and fatal y loom,3 bedrooms, 2waslitooms::: l .."~. :~  .632;4800;:In Terrace,:638.800~l'-: :~.~ 
LyndaBoyCe inattend~nce ' :".  ~ ; :  is~):!:::"'(~c0•6~ei037:1::"-"!:~i I 
forTen'aceRealtyLtd: : :/• ::1: Re~iclen~•638.1073| 
, PROPERTY 
Large lot (.85 a~e) on the Skeena 
I River, Ready.to build. Cleared lot 
wlthp~orsmicView Of the Skeena 
IR Ive f :and  ~,leeping Beauty 
I Mountain. ,$35,000. EXCL. Carl 
I J0hn~EVlulI,:NOW St  Re/Max of 
ITerrJoe 638. i400 or 638-6862, ~ , 
~I II I I I " II . . . .  I I  I 
I 
CALL 
638-SAY1B 
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CTION 
iV' BUY V SELL RENT V' TRADE 
3. For Rent 
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE on acreage, 
el appliances includes, $700/month, 635. 
9634 eva]lable Aug I st. lp 14 
VERY SPACIOUS 3 Bedroom apartment 
with ensuite, comes with washer, dryer, 
fddge and stove, very close to school and 
lmapital rent Includes lights, heat and 
utilities $900, month, references requ red, 
eo. pets please 638.8978 er 635. 
4940 lp14 
2 BEDROOM Duplex, .complete with 
fddge, stove, washer/d~/er, wall to wail 
cmpeting, dose to hospital, no pets, 635. 
3796 3p14 
SMALL ONE BEDROOM Suite, no pets, 
references $400 month, indudes utilities, 
638.8482 2p14 
1we BEDROOM DUPLEX $600 month, 
natural gas heat, washer and dryer 
included, 635-9416 after 6 pro. 1 p14 
CENTRALLY LOCATED 3 Bedroom 
townhouse, w/w carpet, fridge, stove, 
fenced yard, 2 bedroom basement suite, 
fridge, etove, washer, dryer, 638- 
1505 3o16 
4. •Wanted ,To Rent 
(ZIIET F,NVIILYSEEK 3 bedroom house, 
prefenably in Thomhill area, n/s, n/d, no 
pets needed immediatly, 638-0152 3p12 
~BEDROOM HOUSE, Non.drinker, stu- 
dent at N.W.C.C phone collect 627. 
7300 3p13 
MATURE MAN (49 years)needs 
sooomations for 10 months, while attend- 
bg college, staring Sept 1, call 846- 
9751 3p13 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE OR Apartment 
with few stairs, will care for house on 
egreamenL Will share house or' ap~- 
ment with mature woman, reply to Box 
39, 4647 Lazege ave, Terrace B.C, VSG 
3Z9 - -. lp14 
WANTED 2-3 BEDROOM House or 
apartment o rent Sept 1/93 for responsi- 
bb couple with 2 children, n/s, no pets, 
collect 557j4610 lp14 
5.. Misc. For Sale, 
C, ASH & CARRY Cabinet Warehouse. 
Huge savinge, warehouse pricing cabi- 
nets by Kitchen Craft of Canada. 3566 
Massey Dr. PdnCe George 561.2240. Fax 
5. Misc. For Sale 
FOt~ SALE HORSE Hay: $2.00 a bail, 
Mount Layton Hotsprings, phone 635- 
6818 lp14 
CANADIN, I MADE PIANO For sale 
$1500,635.9634 3p14 
ROOM FOR RENT, Share 2 bedroom 
rent negotiable, phone 635.7611 after 
8. Cars for Sale 
1987 NISSAN SENTRA, 4 door sedan 
automatic, p/s, pro, am/fro cassette, good 
condition $4700,632-6265 3p13 
1963 CADILLAC FLEETWOOD 
Broughm, fully leaded, well maintained, 
very good running condition, must be 
seen$4500, or best offer635.3697 3p13 
561.2250. tfn 
DOUBLE. BED, BOX SPRING, MatVess 
and night table all In good condition, 
250.00 cab 635.2753 and leave mes- 
sage;., fin 
UTIUW, STORAGE Trailer for sale, 
6xSx12 good rubber single axle, wired, hd 
suspension; phone 638-8692 leave mes- 
=rage. fin 
ANTIQLIE OAK SIDE Board circa, 1880- 
1685; verygood condition $7~ Orm,; ..... 
635..6376 ,:;..;'-: '~,. '-"''" ' .''i:'~3p12~.,'~ 
18:FT SATEWTE.'DISH Withfull remote,- " 
video cipher I decoder, complete pack- 
age $900 obo 635-6376 3p12 
FOR Bht.E 26" Colour magnasonic t,v., 
new $525, electrome console stere0, 
radio and turntable St00, obo, call 635- 
6205 3p12 
FOR SALE, RENT OR LEASE, River 
drive 2250 sq ft.block building plus office 
and 16x20 addition, two 18x18 doors, 3 
phase power with compressor, ~1 635. 
2334. 3p12 
WlNDSURFER, RIG, HARNESS and 6.4 
~1 $556 obo, brother portable typwriter 
with word preview, $100 obo, call Alex at 
635-5268 3p12 
PASTURE AND GR/~JNG Land avail- 
able .6 ac~es, exchange for fence repairs, 
near town 635.37"/2 3012 
JVC ~CORDER Carrying caset bat- 
tery charger $550,635.3772 3012 
PRE.FABBED UTIUTY Sheds, garages, 
workshops, also trailer skirting joey 
shacks, anowroofs, deck and fences, Dirk 
5:30 p,m. 2p14 90 TOYOTA TERCEL, 4 speed, excellent 
ONE QUEEN SIZE Se~ posturpedic condition, 70,000 km, $6400, 638- 
mattress and box spring, mint condition 
$350 635,7465 3p14 
ASSORTED BAND EQUIPMENT for sale 
JBL speaker, TeA 16 channel board, 
1500 watt amp, lighting system and morel 
635-5674 3p14 
ADVANCED ULTRALIGHT Aircraft kits, 
rans high performance aircraft, build your. 
self from 75 hrs assembling time, contact 
ultra Aero Ltd. 695-6607 4p14 
ANTIQUE SPOOL BED (mid 18006) 
$750, or offers, also new double box 
spdng and matlzess, $250 phone 646- 
937O lp14 
FULL SIZE GRIZZLY Bear rug with 
mounted head, asking $3500 to view 
635-2151 3p14 
~ND SURFER With sail, mans medium 
wetsuit and above ground carport storage 
unit, $750 obo, pool table, best offer 635- 
6717 3p14 
1/2 PRICE SALE NORMA May's collect- 
~les, Telkwa 846.9751 July 15, to August 
31 clearing out my craft things, 
handpainted xmas card, old buttons 
etc. 4p14 
SPEED QUEEN DRYER For sale, good 
condition, $150.00,635.5954 lp14 
NATUFL~L GAS FURNACE Used only 2 
years $700,635-7674 or 1.874-8709 3pl 4 
PARADIGM 7SE MARK II Speakers. Lit'- 
tie used, Like new $100.00. Luman 
DIO5U tube~ansitor, CD player, Lots of 
features. Uke new $600. NAD 1300 men. 
itor series preamplifier. Uke new, $450. 
638-7287 3p14 
Discovery 
Toys 
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call 
"- ..... 638.1311 
I 
6, Wanted Misc. 
IF YOU ARE BUYING or seging chil. 
dren's fornitum, check with the Product 
Safety Branch of consumer & Corporate 
Affairs Canada (604) 666.5003 tO ensure 
it meets current Safety Standards. The 
sale of non compliant products not only 
could result In a tragic accident but also is 
e violation of the Hazardous Products 
AcL tfn 
USED AUTO PARTS Chev ford and o~. 
era, truck, vans you ask, we may have 
638-1977 6¢12 
HAVE TRADERS FOR Mickey mouee, 
ronald McDonald burger king 
memorsblela 546.9751, will also I~le 
billie glass things for these. 4p14 
7. For Rent Misc, 
12' RIVER RAFTS Avagable for drift fish. 
ing In the Skeena River or wherever, 635- 
Bakker 638-1766 evenings. 6013 2368 after 5pm or before 8 am, or 624. 
5 PIECE PEARL Drum set 3 cymbals, hi 4444 3p13 
mat, throne indudes soft cases, silver 
and chrome in colour, $1000 firm, 638- 
0157 .. 3p13 
FOR SALE NEW POTATOES, 25 cents a 
pound, beets 40 cents a pound, Amies 
Meat Market, Dutch Valley 635-2774 3p14 
ROOM MATE WANTED TO Share 2 bed. 
room apartment female preferred. Leave 
message or call after 6pro, 635-71253p14 
Kermode Park Mini 
Storage 
4310 Marsh Crescent 
635-5350 
8. Cars for Sale 
FOR SALE 1981 Ohev Capdce dassie, 
a/c, p/w, p/s, pro, in very good condition 
phone636.8692 leave message, 6pll 
1988 PONTIAC 6000 in e.c., lots of. 
extras, new brakes, fuel pump, recent 
tune.up, s~cdfice at $5700 obo, 636- 
0364: • " 3p12 
1986 HYUNDAI F.XCEL, gls, e.c, air coff 
ditl0ning, ~ Cassette, pew= rsunroof, 
cruise; automatic great grad g ~, $3000, 
638-O364 ' 3p12 
1987 PLYMOUTH VOYAGER Auto pb, 
I~, pw, tilt, a~ cassette stereo, roof 
racks, asking $900,697.2720 4p12 
1987 HYUNDAI F..X(~.L GSL. 4 door 
sedan; auto, #c, sun roof, luggage re k, 
nose bra, new transmission, much more 
$4,750, call 635-6429 3p12 
1981 MAZDA MINT Condition $2500 obo~ 
635-4949 3¢12 
CEDAR SIDING 
• OUR SPECIALTY 
~ , Rough 
~x~ • Plain 
, Timbers 
tX lk  lx lk  lx10  * Beams 
• -:-J CHANNEL ~J "Round / Fence.  
• ~x~,xa poste 
VT&G ~-3 .Other 
• IX4,  IX(I fencing 
-.' ..... :.: , materiel 
Top,qualitY right Knot- 
: Interi~r&Exterior 
• Cedar":.:  ~ " ..... 
• P I -ne  :: 2X4 or  
• Cottonwood x6 or  x8  
• Cedar  & SPF  
Compare Our Prices 
DEPENDABLE 
LUMBER 
Box 7 
Hazelton, B.C. 842-5660 
BAILIFF SALE,,I 
sa les  a re  on  S"SS  le-  
where Is" bas is ,  110 
warranUes of guarantees 
are Implied or given. 
I 
1988 Camaro  (Iroo) 
Automotive 168,000 
~km. ~ T-Roof, Cru i le  
Control 
For en appointment to 
: view, csll 635.7649. All . :. J. Harvey 
T [ III II 
1511 3p13 
1987 VW Jetta $5650, good condition 
638-8257 3p13 
1986 IROC Z Carnaro. Excellent condi- 
tion, no rust, $7,900 635-6945 3p14 
1985 CHEV CELEBRITY Station wagon 
80,000 kin, very good condition $4200, 
635.3893 3p14 
1990 MUSTANG GT, Red, loaded, 
30,000 krns, excellent condition, asking 
$14,900, 1986 Volkswagen Scirrocco, 
very good shape,asking $6000, ceil 635- 
1367 3p14 
1984 FORD ESCORT, Recent tune.up 
newbrakas, $1200 obo, 635.5674 3p14 
1989 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN auto 
air cruise, power window and locks and 
lots of other extrss $13,000 638- 
0818 3p14 
1985 FORD ESCORT 5 speed manual 
b'ans, good condition, $2000 obo, 638- 
0818 3p14 
1979 VOLKSWAGEN CONVERTABLE~ 
Excellent condition, collectors item, 
$10,000 638.0694, serious inquiries 
only. 3p14 
1968 MUSTANG, Excellent condition one 
owner, serous enquires only, ~1 635. 
5490 3p14 
1987 NISSAN MULTI (smafl mini.van), 
excellent ¢ond~on, 47,000 miles, asking 
$5695, call 638.O109 3p14 
1981 C, AMARO Z28. 350 engine, mildly 
modified. Runswell, high performance 
tires, 141,(300 kin. $3500,638.7287.2p14 
Jan Lol~, CMA 635-7795 
9. TRUCKS for SALE 
1991 JEEP VJ Islander, turqoise, hard. 
soft tops; v-6; 5 speed; loaded; 36,000 
kin; bike and ski rack, $13,000, call 845. 
3377 4pl 1 
1986 FORD AEROSTAR, 7.seater, ask- 
ing $4500 obo, 638-1678 3p12 
1979 TOYOTA PICKUP, Long bed, can- 
opy, 2 wheel drive, gin, $1500 obo, call 
635-4319 3p12 
1966 BRONCO, 3 speed, 6 cyl, mostly 
original, restorable, a few dents, runs 
good, comes with 4 extra tires, $1,500 
firm, call 567-9846 after 6 pm 4p13 
FAMILY EXPANDED 1986 Ford Bronco 
II, excellent condition, $5500 call 849. 
5811 (No call friday night to Saturday 
night please) 3p13 
1990 SUBURBAN SLE 1500 3/4 ton, 8 
passenger, 350 cu in automatic 48,000 
kin, fully loaded including dual air, delux 
cloth intedor, captains chairs, stainless 
steel running boards, all terrain radials, 
list pdce new $36,000 asking $26,000, 
private 635-2509 2p13 
1989 JEEP CHEROKEE 4X4, 4 door 
wagon, 6 cyl, 5 speed, 3 yr. warranty left. 
$t2,500. OBO, 635-3557 3p14 
11. Recreational Vehicles 
1985 TRIPLE E Class C motorhome 28', 
rear bedroom, sleeps 6, 2 aircondition- 
ers, generator, low mileage, ford chassis. 
460 motor, price reduced 847.9409 4pll 
1976 . 26 FT, Itahasca Class a 
motorhome, 454 power; cusion floor, 
good runner; 10.5 mpg; $t0,500, call 
845.3730 4pll 
1977 FORD 3/4 Ton F250 pickup with 
1981 Bonavista 9' camper both in good 
condition, $4200 obo, 635-5487 3p13 
1986 VOLKSWAGONE WESTFAUA (van 
camper), water cooled EFI engine; auto. 
m~o transn~ssien. Like new condition 
throughout, many extras, has had very lit. 
tie use for camping $16,500, phone 635- 
7842 after 6pro 3p13 
HOURS 
Tues. to Sat 
2pm-lpm 
Now Everyone Can Brew 
Commercial Quality Beer & 
Wine For 1/2 The Cost 
~ Brewing  Co.  
4450A ( :3 re ig  Ave .  
Terrace, BC  
635-5757 . 
CAM-TOWN CONTRACTING 
GENERAL CONTRACTOR 
"'- '~'~'~"~<~"- -~'~"-'~, "HOMES BY REQUEST" 
• . , CALL BOB FOR AN ESTIMATE 
• Phone 638-1011 
Fax 635-5810 
~., - - -~.~.~=~.~ 30 Years Experience 
Construction and Inspection 
30 Years Experience - Construction & Inspection 
• Renovations . Home Repairs 
• Sundecks o Finishing Carpentry 
Construction 
Quality Workmanship at Reasonable Bates 
Phone 
GEORGE PAULITSCHKE 635-9063 
Bor nite Mountain " " 
Enterpr=ses 
'Residential Carpen~ Contracting" I ~  
Let Us Bui ld  Your 
Summer  Pro ject  
Henry A. Doherty 
(604) 635-7119 
Stuff 'n' Such CRAFT SUPPLIES 
4611 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace; B.C. VSG ]$3 
(604) 635,4324 Suzanne T~r~er; owner 
• . . :  , [ ;  : :  : . . : : .  : : 
Let  A S tudent  
Do Your  Home 
Work . . .  
Need your windows 
washed, lawn mowed, 
house painted? 
We have the right 
student for the job. 
Contact the Canada Employment 
Centre for Students at 
635-7134 
4630 Lazelle, Terrace_ . . . . .  
/, :;' . ~: 
HIRE '  e, 
 ASTUDENT - .. ~..  
(. uiad i ,;,,, , . .  
;.., ............... ,,~,, :,.,.,.,,~ /)0.,(0,0 
CABIECH ,.o 
~libll{I] FJ[~;1:1 I}1 q I ; i '  - -  ;i :h~j[e] m]:! I l l l~ [e ~ • 
. COMPUTERIZED DES IGN . ACCESSOBIES .!!.  
' KITCHENS ."~' NT 'ERt~'~E~ '~R'g::~ 
, BATHROOMS . . . .  REMODELI~ING'" . . . . . .  :~i'~ ......... 
COZY CORNER ........ - -  
FIREPLACE 
SPECIALTIES LTD. 
R~al & Barb LaFrance 
3756 R iver  Dr ive  
Ter race ,  B.C. VBC 3N9 
(604) 635-6477 
el.,. 
DRIFTWOOD VENTURES o 
SCOTT S. SCHIELKE c-~/,=,,===,~='~. 
,,,~ 3354 River Drive ~;~__ . . . ,~f . .  " 
-.~ "~-~.~'-. Terrace, B.C, V8G 3P1 - "~ " -  
Phone/Fax (604) 638-8 3j..,,= 
" : - . .~ l lml l~ 1-800-663-1288 . ~ . ~  
YS +; HANDY GU 
,~e',, No Job Too Big or Small Oon?~. "~r 
~,~%q Handy Guys Does It All ~]~'e~ ~='e 
Call 638-1282 Seniors Rates 
ADVENTURES 
• Hunting • Fishing • Camping Supplies 
S keena Mall 635-1175 
TATTOO STUDI O % All Styles of.Tattoos - Black Art - Traditional - Tribal Art - Oriental : : Custom Designs Health Inspected 4650C LAKELSE AVE. : i ,': 
TERRACE, B.C; .... . 
PHONE 638,0852 
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11. Recreational Vehicles 
WANTED: CAMPERIZED Van will pay up 
to $10,000, depending on condition, 1980 
or newer, call 632.7480 3p13 
1989 ROAD RANGER 5th wheel 35' 
wired for generator and microwave, 
washer and dryer, winter package large 
windows and 2 skylights, 10 gel electric 
and propane hot water tank, tub and 
shower queen size walk around bed 
$22,000 635.7364 or 635.6636 3p13 
1989 LYNX PROWLER 5th wheel,' 18.~ 
ft. 4 burner stove, oven, shower, queen 
size bed. Uke new asking $10,000 842. 
5246 evenings. 4p14 
FOR SALE 1992 Corsair fi~ wheel 25.5 
ft. brand new condition. $25,000 632- 
4253 after 5pm 3p14 
14. Boats & Marine 
GUIDED FLOAT, Tube fly fishing hand- 
crafted, fishing tackle catalogue write: 
Boyce Fishin Works, box 1347 Burns 
Lake, B,C. VOJ lEO 4p12 
1ST JET BOAT, A]mar Jet life, 3 stage, 
Hamilton let( 351 engine, 10 hours •on 
reguilt removeable cabin, 20 bursa 
power, kicker, dual axle, 80 gallon, fuel 
tanker, $24,500,632-7310 6p12 
24 FT, REINELL Express cruiser; 186 
marc; on 1980 roadrunner tandem trailer, 
anchor, trim tabs, searchlight, more 
extras, good condition, $9500, call 845. 
7224 4p12 
1987 BAYLINER 19 Foot capri cuddy 
cabin 4 cylinder 185 hp, 3 tops, cb, 
marine radio, flail/depth sounder, fully 
loaded calkins trailer $15,700, 635. 
9121 3p12 
FOR PARTS: A 1969 Evinrude 85 hp 
motor without leg, engine running, call 
845-2690 (workdays) 4pl3 
1968 30' CHRIS CRAI:T, gm diesel, all 
the extras, head electdcs, 9' dingy, 2 sta- 
fion steering stove, bbq, lots of stainless 
down riggers $21,000 obo, 647- 
4312 4p13 
1978 18' GUll:STREAm 165 hp mer, 
some water skiing equipment, hull in 
excellent shape,with trailer $6000 847- 
4312 4p13 
1980 26' REINELL On trailer, twin 470' 
marc cruisers, rebuilt engines and leg, 
new canvas top, VHS CB Lorsn depth 
sounder, sea sport, lish finder, $25,000 
17. GarBge Sales 
LOOKING TO MAKE ROOM in your 
garage? Advertise your garage sale in the 
Classifieds 638-SAVE. tfn 
18. Business Services 
REBUILT AUTOMATIC TRANSMIS- 
SIONS & parts, We rebuild standard 
t~ansmissions, transfer cases and rear 
ends Bel-air Automotive Auto Parts and 
Service. Ph. 846-5101, Telkwa B.C, 16tfn 
TERRA BOBCAT Services - backhoe, 
levelling, sweeper angle broom, earth 
auger, back filling (residential) commer- 
cial, 638.8638, mobile 638.3808 12p5 
PILOT CAR, Fuliy licensed, insured, 
bonded, available one hour notice. Expe. 
rienced drivers call 638.8398 lctfn 
ATTENTION SMALL BUSINESSES, Why 
pay high accounting fees for your book- 
keeping needs? For confiden- 
fial,professlonal bookkeeping service, 
Manual or Computer call 635-9592 4pll 
PAINT ING 
Fast- Cheap - Fast 
Residential- Commercial 
Kevin Turner- 849-5888 
r NO DIET MAGIC 
/ Lose 20 Ibs in 30 days / 
- -  ~a l l  Melodie 638.1671 ~ " 
I discovered an easy way. l lost Jl 
inches, weight, feel great and have Ill 
tons of energy. Naturally. J l  
You can start today by telephoning Ill 
Dianne Rowe 638.1349 
~ General Carpentry~ and Plumbing -I1 30 Years Experience JJ 
• Terrace, BC I~ 
~__.~ 635-3937 
obo, 842-6261 eves. 4p13 
1980 HC)NDO HUff 19 ft, freshened LS 7 _ . ,~ i/111~ e .~ .  nli./, 0
• j/.¢..~; ; 
high performance, 454 jet drive, 75 mph, #~at~.W-l~ .~i', ~ 
cht tandem trailer, 10,000 firm, 1.695- ~/ .~O/L I= !~,~ 
6653 evenings. 4p13 (LICENCED) :' ' "  
1981 20' K&C Fiber glass, deep v, hard 
PRESCHOOL & DAYCARE fop with cuddy, 302. in board 185 hp, 4 
galen h.r merc leg just rebuilt, heater, vhf For children 21,/= to 5 
radio depth sounder, toilet 2 scotty long  6388890 ;,i 
., arm down dggers, 2 new batterige~,~;.4...Si .,~.~ , ,  
!~ marc kicker, charts, 2 crab tr~s, on 81 
high liner tandem, axle trailer, ~ i~ ' 
2p13 Smrra Tanning $7500 635-2323 
26' CAMPION Inboard, outboard, cabin 
=uiser, e/cnewengine, leg, many extras, 
for inquiries and viewing 627-1213 days 
or 624-3952 .3p14 
16 FOOT Mirror craft aluminum boat with 
30 h.p. m~ner' and trailer, great shape 
635-7852 after 7pro $3500 lp14 
15, Machinery : 
1982 JOHN DEERE 310 A backhoe in 
good ~condition,..$13,000 obo, call 627- 
4996 (Prince Rupert) after 4:30 week- 
days, ask for Mark.: 3p12 
450 TtMBERJACK Skidder, a.1 shape, 
two new tires, other two tires are 50 60% 
new b~eHes; spare ~0kers, parts and 
filters One set of chains, $11,5o0 plus 
GST, call 846.5600 4p13 
1981 INTERNATIONAL 5 ton true, 20 ft, 
box, 5-speed, 2axle .everything works, 
good condition, 344 cu. in. industrial 
motor $6000, 846.5983 if no answer 
leave message. 4p13 
• 50 HP Tractor with front end loader, 3.pt 
hitch, chains 6' rototiller, good shape, 
$6500 847-4312 4p13 
SERVICE TRUCK: Ford diesel, .welder, 
compressor, radio, etc. Call 635- 
7447 4c13 
742 BOBCATWlTH Backhoe a~d tan. 
dem trailer alsogravely walking tractor in 
need of repairs phone 624-5964 3p13 
SQUARE BAILERS 330 New Holland, 
336-J John Deers 831.9900 leave mes- 
sage. ....... 3p14 
D6 9V CAT NEEDS Some work, can be 
r=ed on my property, come s~.~. and 
make me en offer, 694.3456 4p14 
95HP:3 PHASE GORMAN Rupp Sub- 
mersible water pump C/W control panel 
and 100 It cable, suitable for Irrigation or 
pond dewatedng0 new value $25,000 ask. 
ing $5000 obo, also honda portable for- 
e~(~pump:c/w lOOfl, new hose $450 
695~'2  ~::.. ~, " *~ ;@14 
J,D,I~,0 CRAWLER With blade .and 
wiiidl, $12,500 J.D. 450 crawler loader 
~JW 1 518 yardbucket; .$i5,500 both in 
exceilent:condition low hours 695.6562 
Bums Lake: 4p14 
16.Farm Produce 
I 
NOW OPEN 
7 Days/~,Week 
lOam-  1Opm 
For more information call 
Lorraine Morgan at 
849-5849 
Coastal Mounta/n 
Flight Centre 
*Aircraft Charter 
* Flight Seeing Trips 
* recreational and career training 
Start anytime and finish at 
your own pace 
* four seat aircraft for rent 
Ph: 635-1355 
DRYTOP 
GUTTERS 
Specializing in 5" continuouS 
steel or aluminum gutters, 
Installation, repairs & 
cleaning. 
SERVING TERRACE 
& KITIMAT 
Roofing and Siding 
Installation and Repairs 
Call Steve 638-0838 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a 
Lost andFound Classified..Phone636- 
SAVE Friday 5pro. • . . . . . .  
LOST LADLES WATCH with black face & 
HAY FOR 'SALE NeW cmn Brome- black s~'ap with gold color hight]tee near 
-.. ! : -  : .- ' .  . . . . . . . . .  ~-' ,, ...... co.op or cibc parking lots, sentimental AIt~a,. Ilmotny, P~BIKe- l - tO l ] l r~ ,  ~ ,duYu i -  . " . . . . .  • 
~me~y; Cumn~ins Ranch, H~ 16 West; value, contact N le l  or Allison 638, 
South Hazeton .Delive~j Avall~le, 842- 1767 ' ~ ~ 3p12 
5316 : .  9p9 "LOST BLACK, Grey, white :small temer 
i WI~YHAVE 'sQUARE Bales 1rein tlie i "icr0ss dog/ied C0ll~,E~Wlth ~Th0rnhill 
11eld f0t~ Sale, Cdet; now, bier I. can ' liCenSe; 24 knt t0wards:i'ed sand lake on 
deliver694,3456 ~ 4p14 . old nass road; please cai1635-6539 3p13 
19. Lost & Found 
CKC REGISTERED Po.,'r,~anians, $425, 
846-5878 4p12 
FOUND ONE SET OF Honda keys at 
Lakelse lake on Sunday June 27, 1993, if 
your call 638-0151 2pl 3 
LOST 4 fl ball python in Thornhill area, 
call 635-6873 if found reward 
offered. 2p13 
LOST: 1.5 year old sheppard husky 
c~oss, golden tan color, dark brown back, 
short black nose, has daws left in on 
back of hind legs, last seen in upper 
Thornhill on Miller street, Thurs July 8, 
1993 answer to Be, call Laura at 638- 
1885 (H) 638-6489 (W) 3p13 
LOST: BLACK Leather wallet with all ID 
reward offered $50, 635-5758 eve- 
nings, 2p14 
20. Pets & Livestock 
3 YR, OLD RED. Q/H Mare 15 h.h. red 
dunn out of Peters lucky and Princess 
Lee bars in process of being trained 
$2000 847.9554 or 647-9803 4p11 
ANGLO MARE; Three years old; 15.1 
hands high, well started, under saddle, 
$2500 (obo) will consider pony mare as 
part payment, phone 845-7565 4pll 
CKC REGISTERED LABRADOR Pup- 
pies, chocolate, gold and black, born 
June 14th, ready August 14th $400, non- 
breeding shots, tattooed, Smithers 847- 
4203 4pll 
WANTED TO BUY: A gentle small riding 
horse for beginning 9 year old alder, and 
a]so a larger horse for adult rider, ca]{ 
845-3771 (Houston) 4pll 
DOG AND CAT Grooming, all breeds, 
home or pick up and delivery, call Usa at 
635-5764 6c12 
WELL TRNNED Q.H. Gelding 12 years; 
4 year old mare started under•saddle, 4 
year old appaloosa mare, very pretty, 
847-8968 or see Linda at the lair- 
grounds 4p14 
I I 
If you're reliable, then we have an 
excellent opportunity to make 
additional raceme m your spare 
time. 
if you or someone you know is 
interested, then give us a call 
TODAY! 
BACK UP CARRIERS 
NEEDED: 
v' 170. Cedar Cres. Peddni, 
Johnstons, Birch Hill 
V' 4000.4600 Oueensway 
.Area 
V Kitmmkalum Reserve 
v '  Ko foed ,  Wren ,  
De Jard ina  area .  
BACK UP 
CARRIERS ARE 
NEEDED FOR ALL 
OF THE UPLANDS 
AND THORNHILL 
¢ Copper River Estates . AREAS. 
Terrace Standard 
638-7283 
, I1' 
$225 ODLUMelA  ANOYUKON These ads appear In more than 100 community newspapers in B.C. and Yukon COMMUNrW and reach more than 3 million readers, woRb i 
NEWSPAPERS ^SSocwnoN TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR THE BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222. $4.00eechadditlnlw0rd 
I III I 
AUT-O" - -~ -- BUSINESS OPPORTUNmES EMPLOYMENT OPP. HELP WANTED PERSONAL 
ENGINES FROM $995. for ASclentifl¢ BreakThroughin One of the Fastest Growing I Sawyer Wanted for Truss Know your Candidates and 
cars and trucks. Complete metal wear technology, ComPanleslnthe.woddneeds J.Plant. ,.Expeflenca,requlred. vote fo~the Chflstian on your 
~,i~.~b.utLdswithr)ewl~,, ),6:L:y:_#A N.~rtwE.~.R-hSavesMone..y. :{sales,~p~r~on~al_.~.Oom .l~.any-,l,.~Yrwlth.-4 ,/h,eezl,_= .Co~po~e.~~p,  ppry~,,~l mon '=P.rm theN~tlohwhb'=si~GOdliiTHEBell°tbesause:BLESSEDIs i= 
I "  120,O00KMWarradty. 20% Unpreoeoented.90,% metal ~naso~.y~=pn,p~a~=~m:l~mw. 
Down-Paymentslatar, Bond Wear protection; Sales poe- j~in'6~'~.~ Phone  Ren~/rUssuystsmeLta.uoxuzu, LORD(Psalm33:12). Right- 
Mechanical 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. 7 pie required. Inventory so- (604)682-1122 for Interview. Salmon Arm, B.C. VIE'4PI. eouanese exalts a nat]on. 
Days. 872-0641. cured with Investment. Re- RNANCE 832-8238. (ProverbsFoR CHRIST14:34)CRUSADE.CANADA 
BEFORE YOU BUY a rebuilt 
engine, compare quality and 
service. CANADA ENGINES 
ARE THE BEST. Cars/light 
Trucks from $995. 6/Yr. 
120,000 Km warranty. 580- 
1050 (24 Hrs/7 Days. 1-800- 
665-3570. 
F-250, 4X4's, Cummins Die- 
sel, Explorers, Rangers, 
Trucks. Up to $1500. cash 
rebate. 'O' down O.A.C. 
Payments from $189/month. 
Phone Grant collect 538- 
9778. Dealer #8367. 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
DOORSIWINDOWSI Interior 
and extedor wood, metal and 
French Dooi's, wood win- 
dows, skylights. MOREl Call 
collect to WALKER DOOR 
and WINDOW In Vancouver 
at (604)266-1101. 
HARDWOOD FLOORING 
**WAREHOUSE DIRECT** 
Mirsge prefinlshed with 5 
coats polyurethane. 3/4" Oak, 
Maple, Ash, Birch. Easy to 
Install tongue &groove. Tools 
and video supplied. 270- 
7750. Vancouver 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
Choose to be successful to- 
day. Canada's largest group 
of licensed vinyl decking deal- 
ers still has a few dealerships 
available in B.C. and Alberta, 
No business experience nec- 
essary. We will teach you 
everythlng you need to know 
plus we supply an extensive 
after market back up service. 
There are only a few dealer- 
ship areas left, so act quickly 
and join the more than 60 
other dealers who made the 
dght choice. Total start up 
c~st Is $3,500; For more info, 
contact 1.800-667-2596 or 
(604)860-1200. 
$$$ OPPORTUNITY ~ Hot 
tub rental business. Starting 
at $1,996. i Recover Invest. 
mentwith 10 rentals, Full. 
time or supplement current 
Income. Ca]l 1:800-665-3132 
for Information. ~ • 
OKANAGAN HOTEL 165 
. Seat Pub. Ten rentals, suite 
showing $603,000 gross, 
L sted $975,000/$400,000 
down. Call Henry Desnoyer, 
Tredeland Realty, Vermon. 
545-5325, Eves 542-8712. 
Fax: 545-4873, Collula|':549- 
0356. 
fundable. 1.493-9336AftEr 5 
p.m. 
Business Opportunities 
Parksvllle Vancouver Island 
VIdeo Rental Store showing 
excellent returns. All equip 
•ment In store, except movies, 
Included. Only $85,000. 
Dave, Golden West Realty 
(604)248-8371. 
ANYONE INTERESTED in 
Vinyl Flooring for sundecks 
with the Idea of starting thelr 
own dealership please call: 
420-9876. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
Intlm=.~y fortho 90's. Pretty 
ladles share their X-citing 
photos and private fantasies. 
For discreet Info write: 
KAREN, Box 670-GB, 
Kelowna, B.C. VIY 7P4. 
Adults On!y Pleasal 
EDUCATION 
OUT OF WORK? Need s 
Job? Apartment/Condo- 
minium Managers needed 
throughout B.C. Wewill train 
you at hemal Start today. 
R.M.T.I. 661-5456 or 1.800- 
665-8339, 
HOW TO PLAY POPULAR 
PIANO. New home study 
course. Fast easy method. 
Guaranteedl FREE Informa- 
tion. Call 1-800-667-0050 
Extension 770. Reference#5. 
BE AN INTERIOR 
DECORATOR...with our re- 
markable new home study 
course. You'll get Individual 
tuition from professionals on 
altaspscts of Interior decorat- 
lag - colour schemes, space 
planning, furniture selection, 
lighting, and much more, 
Wdte, call or fax today for our 
FREE colour book. Tbll.free'. 
1-800-267-1629, Fax 
1(613)749-9551. The Shef- 
field School, 38 McArthUr 
Avenue, Suite 892, Ottawa, 
ON. K1L 6R2. 
EMPLOYMENT OPP. 
Needed - Great Salesmen 
Mechanics, Office Personae. 
Come work for the hottest 
new Ford/Mercury Dealership 
in The Peace. If you are 
honest, enthusiastic and will- 
ing to provide every customer 
you talk to,with the best serv~ 
ice In the wodd, contact Kevln 
Guderyan 11309-101 Ave, 
Fairyew, Alberta or Call 
1(403)835-34OO. 
GOvernment Grants & Loans. 
Billions of dollars are made 
available to new and existing 
B.C. businesses. The Brad 
Book can-show you how to 
get your share. COl now 
(604)756-272~. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
FOR SALE - Commercial 
Freezer. Copeland low tamp 
10 ton. All Fan's Controls etc. 
Phone: 295.7438 or leave 
message. 
WATER] WATERI WATERI 
It's going to be a dry summerl 
Ask for colour brochure. 
B.C, s mr( est manufacturer 
of I; alvetn ~ene water stor- 
age ano~ eptlc tanks. Pre- 
role'. PIEslich 107-917 
Cllveden, Delta. V3M 6E8. 
1-800-661-4473. 
SEPTIC TANKS D-Boxes 
pumpout chambers 
polyethylene water tanks, 
pumps, fittings. Any water 
related products manufsc- 
tua ] by Canwest Plastics, 
St avToll-freePager 1-977- 
5~ h I-or Dealer 596-0608. 
BURGLAR BARS. Attractive 
white window grilles, patio 
door bars., Rrsbreek-away. 
Sizes to fit all windows. Easy 
to install. Economical. Fully 
guaranteed. Lltero =re. 
Dealer Inquldes welcome. 1- 
800-661-7855. 
NORITAKE CHINA SALE! 
Final call on Spellbinder, 
Randolph, Buanavlsta Gold 
& Platlnumetcl Also pdce 
lists on current patterns. Al- 
exander's Toll-frse 1-600- 
263.5896 (clip and save). 
Required Immediately In the 
Fort Nelson area cut to length 
processors or stump to truck 
contractors with processors. 
Contact: 774-2275 or 774- 
2161. 
ACTING FOR FILM and T.V. 
on-camera workshops. 
Preteen and teens with cast- 
Ing dlrectorSandi Nielsen and 
teen and adults with director 
Carol Munro. Real Kids Tal. 
ent 465-8144. 
MACHINESHOPFOREMAN 
to supervise unionized mod- 
erato acNning centre, with 25 
machinists on 2 shlfts. Re- 
nSlble for scheduling, as- 
Ingwork, controlling prod- 
uct quality and timely flow of 
materials. Must be Journey- 
man Machinist with CNC 
knowlege and have 5 years 
supervisory expedance. Re- 
ply to: Newnes Machine Ltd., 
P.O, Box8,SalmonArm, B.C. 
VIE 4N2 File MF93-O02. 
CFSA/Canskate Proffeslonal 
Coach for 90 skater club In 
small rookies community. 
Resume and salary expecta- 
tion to: M;F.S.C. Box 585, 
Mcadde V0J 2E0. 
KITCHEN CABINETS 
CABINETS 1/2 PRICE. In 
stock, countertops/vanlties 
also. Kitchen Craft Factory 
outlet. Cash and Carry Cabi- 
net Warehouse, 4278 
Lougheed, Burnaby 298- 
9277. 1868 Spell Rd., 
Kelowna 860-6638. 600 
Cloverdale, Victoria 389- 
1114. 
KANSA 2-INTO-1 Newspa- MACHINERY 
per Inserter. Factory r ~JIIL 
Spare parts. $21,000. f one Exceptionally Clean Ha]n- 
Mark 695-7840, Werner CI4B excavator, 
STEEL BUILDINGS - Even (50,O00), one owner, low 
wl~ Dofasco raising pdces hour, long stick, V6-GM die- 
we re maintaining ours unUl sol land deadng, lake build- 
Inventorydapletea. Q25'~(30' Ing, Trades considered. 
$4,962.; $30'X40' $6,454.;[ $22,500 O,B,O. Bill, 
Including Doors, Endwalls, Kamloops 573-5733. 
GST, Frelght to Vancouver. 
Future 1-600-668-6111. MOBILE HOME$ 
HEALTH 
HERPES CURE - Money 
back guarantee. For infor- 
mation send S.A.S.E. to: Per- 
feet Health Sales, Box 1539, 
1139 Lonsdale Ave. North 
Vancouver, B.C. VTM 2H4. 
1993 REGENT 1~' wide 3 
bedroom, 2 bath, $45,900. 
Including delivery to Central 
B.C. Also, used 14' wide 
mobiles starting $10,000. 
Homes Canada (403)286- 
2488, 
REAL ESTATE 
NEW HOMES C.M.H.C. 
Standards. $55 Sq.ft. Real 
houses factory-built, your rite .... 
Urban/Rural, 2X6 walls. R40/ 
R2OInsulatlon. Showhomes- 
De-Mac Home Sales, Surrey 
(604)597-2181. .~  : : 
Nine 5 Acre lots, 10 KM Norlh 
of Qualloum Beach. Paddlke, 
useable land. Water, power, 
driveways. $125,000 + G.S.T, 
Call Robot (604)748-8088. 
BY OWNER: Spectacular; 
Okanagan lakevlew 10ts, 
Pavement and underground 
services. Areaofnewhome¢ 
Quick Sale $49,900 and 
$57,900. Phone 1(604)767, 
9611 or 1(604)767-2465, 
B,C. LAND. For Sale by 
Owner, 100 Properties; = 
Oceanfront, Lakefront, 
Streams, Ranchl~¢l ocated 
throughout B.C. 112 Acre to 
800 Acre paresis. Terms 
available. Free brochure; 
NIho Land & Cattle Company 
433.8545. . 
$17,9001 The Grandelales .... 
Resort ovedooldng thema- 
dnaon beautiful Beblna Lake 
has residential/resort oor¢lo- 
mlnlums, pdces istarti~ at  
$17,900 (titled),' Chef.OUt " 
our 2:1 holiday s pedalS'and 
don t miss out on this oppor- 
tunity. THE GRANDE ISLES 
RESORT, Res/Info: •1-800- 
661-6577. " 
SERVIOEB 
Major ICBC motor vehldel~ " 
jury claims. Joel A. W~wr,  
trial lawyer for 24 years. Call 
free: 1-800-665-113e.. Con= . 
tlngenoy fees avallable~: 
Simon, Wenet & A d..Ipr3~::~, '' . . . . .  
TRAVEL !j "~' 
**A GETAWAY AT WHI8- 1 
TLER °* Weekends& Hell-: 
days stay with "*Sea bBky 
Condo Rentals**, ~ lm~l~l  
Pool, Jaouzzl & Sauna; ONE 
NIGHT FREE 1-600-86'.; 
5529. ',. 
i ~ 1 ! I ,  , I  • 
..wo.K 
  v.r ,ng'Be,t=yr 
EVERY WEEKEND IT 'S  SOMETHING NEW!  CHECK 
J  TheCoast : 
inn of theWest 
OUT J OUR •ONGOING WEEKEND PROMOTIONS 
• ' e 
With  a locat ion  and  a se lec t ion  that  zs  second to  none ,  
why  wou ld  you  go  anywhere  e l se?  
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS AT 9 A,M,I 
635-6300 
I I 
' -  | " 
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21.He!p :Wanted 
; THE!':TERRACE STANDARD reminds 
ed~'ertise~ that the human rights code in 
: Bdt~l~ lumbia.forbids publication of 
7! any,:.adv~ffisernent ,i  connection with 
l" ~ employn~e'ht,"which Aiscrimiates against 
~'! 'any i~erson b'ecause of origin, or requires 
.,:; a jqbl .ap~llo~ht tOfurnish any nforrnati0n 
• c0nce~t'i~,r~ce, r ligion, colour, ances- 
. W~ pl~,~ "of odgin or political belief. 
' Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred 
to, please read also as lemale' and 
where 'female' is used, read also as 
.. 'male'. 
WOOLWORTHS ACCEPTS APPUCA- 
:i': TIONS for employment every Wednesday 
!;i for an application & interview please 
.:. apply to Personal Office ctfn 
.':: EARN EXTJ~,INCOME, full or parttime 
~11635-3066 tfn 
- EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS For 
':~' Discove~T0ys needed in your area edu- 
;'i cational:t~, books and games call Jan 
': in Smi~he=:s~-for urther details, 847- 
i, 2949 '!i:'~; i~i::- 4p13 
:,.~ STAY H~'EBOME MOMS want to have 
:: fun, earn' ~i~a 'money and earnfree edu- 
',' cational tq~ books and games home 
! demonstradon~ or'care 0ge phone orders, 
:: discovery toys wants you, low start up 
~; cost, call Jan 847-2949 (Smithers) 4p13 
.: ELECTROLUX Canada seeking mechan. 
',; icaily inclined person tO Cepair and service 
!:ii products!~lit~entory control, public con- 
tact, ~d~,er~Lt~e'Counter sal s. Salary plus 
bonus~and !iicenti~/es, company benefits, 
..! call Mr. ~,Bel1635-3066 2c13 
WHY WORK .FOR SOMEONE ELSE... 
1 ~l  When avon ~.an'work for you! Your profits 
~;?;::your hours, from your own cosmetics 
': ~d fashion business; free training, excit- 
' ing incentives, and incredible discounts 
.~:.: call nowJ Willy 635.381o 3p13 
[ii! WORKING .MAN WITH 2 school aged 
~ children, requi[es live in housekeeper, 20 
il minutes from:.town,l.reply to file #75 c/o 
:i~ Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Terrace 
' :  VgG 1S8 3p13 
i~: ENTHUSIASTIC, ENERGETIC People 
,~:. required immediately to sell tickets for the 
Paul • Royter Hypnotic Comedy Show. 
Sp0nso!ed by the Big Brothers of Ter- 
ra~,'Oeli~e~d~er also needed, phone 
635-4573 for interview, lp14 
THE NORTHERN SENTINEL Press in 
KJtimat has anlimmed!ate opening for a 
Web Pressman, for furthur information 
call 632.6144 1 p14 
_JANITOR 
":NEEDED IN l ~ 
.Requires!7 days a week. 
~" '::-':."Contract Basis. 
Call Margaret 
• '635-6630 
23; Work Wanted 
REPLYING TO A FILE NUMBER? Please 
be Suie ~,~)U have the correct box number 
as given in the ad. Address to: File , The 
Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazeite, Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. VgG 1S8. Please do not 
include bulk goods or money to Box 
replies. 
WORK WANTED- I will work for any Ter- 
race.and • area business. I am a tireless 
sales representative. I work 7 days a 
week days and evenings, I will present 
your sales or service message to 18000 
potential customers every week. My past 
hi;story proves I spent an average of 31/2 
days w th each consumer In your market. 
I am TheTerrace Standard, Call me, I will 
wo~ for you. Standard Advertising 638- 
7283: tfn 
• WILE BABYSIT IN my home.'Edl-time, 
days,evenings or weekends in Thornhlll 
reliablecan also provide references 638- 
8526 ..... ~ " 3p13 
CARPE~TEB WITH Trade, quit 16.5 yrs 
expedenc:e will do cazpenW phone 638- 
0136. .  3p14 
WILL DO, RENOVATIONS and housing 
" framing 635-7556 3p14: 
ARE YOU SLEEKING SOMEONE Reliable 
to provide quality housecleaning? Ca]] 
• Kataiyna 638-8904 3p14 
MOTHER OF 2 .(1 1/2 and 3) in the 
Hordesfioe~'area, requires perma- 
• nent/part.Jime, house babysitter with own 
:vehicle, salary negotiable, contact 635. 
: 6717. ",,: ,  ~: ,. :, 3p14 
, DEPENDABLE; EXPERIENCED Handy- 
man available for small jobs, painting, 
drywall, ::spraying, renovations, reason. 
able mtes,:senlor dtizens spedai rate call 
• Donovan 635.3442, 3p14 
~ J0ui'iieyman Carpenter 
V~I do f~kd~g, renovallon~ I ¢1 cablmls, 
- pello, pelntl~l. Also will buUd lumltum,. 
l [ preflnlshed Hardwood Flooring 
. 2V~or3t4" 
CALL 63..~6277 (leave e me-sage) 
' ==xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx: 
I] Looking for 
~], ChildCare? 
F] Skeena Child Care Support 
[~[ Program can help you make 
~J the right choice for youl" child. 
• o. For irfformatlon on choosing 
' || care and:available op~ons, call 
' 4 l " ' ' ~ 0  0 at638.1113. 
[] Aftee sef~provkl~l by IheTecrace 
I~ Women's Resource Centre and funded 
H ~  i~ M~W of Women e~qu~. 
txxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx~. 
24. Notices 
PRO-UFE EDUCATION available to gen- 
eral public; videos, pamphlets, lending 
library, deaJing with human life issues 
such as abortion and euthanasia. Student 
enquiries welcome. Call 635.3646. 5tfn 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, 
excitement, perhaps a tropical island? 
C,a]l Elan Travel at 635.6181 and catch 
the spirit! . 5tfn 
EASY WAY TO CURB Huner, increase 
energy, and vitality, Sue Dirnback Box 
1228 Burns Lake B.C. VOJ lEO 692- 
410B, Kitimat non Macualay, 632.2805 
limited istributorship available, 4pll 
I /~NIRVANA METAPHYSIC  & 
HEALING CENTRE 
The Centre will be closed for holiday 
July 23 to August 3. Summer drop in 
meditation continues August 3 to 
August 14 at  7:30 Monday to 
Thursday. Everyone Welcome. 
Program available, 
3611 Cot tonwood 635-7776 
ZION BAPTIST CHURCH 
2911 S. Sparks St, 638-1336 
9:4.5 Sunday School (all ages) 
10:SS Worship Service 
Pastor: Ron J. Orr 
~NSUMMER DOUBLE~ 
HOSTESS CREDITS  
Book a Summer Fashion Jewelry | 
Show - New to area - lifetime I 
guarantee (since 1955). New items | 
every month. C,,II today for a I 
catalogue and a mini view. | 
D ianne  638-1349 ] 
~, , .oz lene  638-1  1 6~/  
Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
will be dosed for two weeks beginning 
July 19- 31. School will re-open on 
August 3, 1993. Hours will be: 
Weekdays 8:30 - 12:00 and 
1:00 -3:00 
Any student who has not picked up 
their June report card may do so 
during regular working hours - they 
will not be mailed. 
Thank you 
: : ;  " ~ ' ~ . . . . .  I . . . . . . .  i . . . .  ~ . , ~ l [ [ r ' i 
/ll ~ - -  
/7"/-/ 
14- i ,  i -  ~ J= ' t - I  
SUNDAY 
AM- Worship Services 
10:00 (July &August) 
Child care and Sunday School 
through grade three 
Family Bible School will be 
• cancelled until September 
WEEKLY 
Pioneer Girls, Youth Ministries, Home 
Bible Studies & Ladies Time Out 
i: 
ALLIANCE CHURCH 
4923 Agar Ave. 
For more information 
Phone 635-7727 or 635-7725 
25. Business Opportunities 
PILOT CAR Fully licensed, insured, 
bonded, available one hour notice, expe. 
• rienced ddvem, call 638-8398 lcfn 
SOUVENIR, GIFT, SMOKE Shop with 
lottery retail in very busy mall located in 
Terrace B.C., phone 635.9661 (days) m 
635-7644 (evenings), serious inquid~ 
only please. 10p9 
25. Business Opportunities 
PIANO LESSONS Royal conservatory or 
just for fun, experienced teacher eason- 
able rates, call 638-2067 3p12 
PRIME VENDING Business available in 
Terrace, high returns guaranteed, invest. 
ment $10,000, call Mr, Bracken, 1-800- 
387-Cash. 3p12 
Multi.Level Marketing Is the 
Business Opportunity of the 
'go'e. 
if you ere Interested In starting 
your own paxl.time home b~sed 
business. Visit the m~l on 
Saturday the 24th of July and 
check out the display, and talk to 
Leo and J~net. 
Or for more Information call 
632-506e or 632-2291. 
25. Business Opportunities 
GHOSI"FIELDS WOOD DESIGNS, Con- 
tractJng for log, conventional nd alterna- 
tive homes, roofs, restorations, kitchens 
stairs an furnishings, offers innovative 
weather proof door and window installa- 
tion for log homes computer video model- 
ing call soon for 1994 Frank PosseR 1- 
694-3763 fax 1-694.3704 4p13 
WILDERNESS HORSEBACK TRAIL 
Rididng and camping, stikine spatsizi, 
edziza, cassiar mountains, for details 
phone Eric Havmd 1-234.3051 evenings, 
and weekends or weekdays 1-234- 
3331 4p13 
ESTABLISHED VENDING Business, 
.affordable, good returns, minimal time, 
:.ideal for college students, retirees tay at 
'home moms, 638-1393 3p13 
MACHINE SHOP FOREMAN 
~ S  M~CI-IINE LTD. is a leading manufacturer of state- 
of-the-art Automated Sawmill equipment. Newnes employs 
300 PeOple and has been in business for over 80 years, 
The MACI-]DISIE SHOP FOREMAN supervises a unionized, 
modern machining centre which employs 25 machinists on 2 
shifts, Responsibilities include scheduling and assigning 
work, and controlling product quality and timely flow of 
materials. 
The candidate must be a journeyn~an machinist with CNC 
knowledge. More than 5 years of supervisory experience ,s a 
must. 
Applicants with the required skills are invited to submit a 
resume to: 
NEWNES MACHIN'E LTD. 
P.O. Box 8 
Salmon .,~'m, B.C. 
Attention: Human Resources 
File MF93-O02 
i I 
NEWNES 
MA~I~E L /O1 
Largest Import Dealer in the Northwest 
requires 
SALES 
REPRESENTATIVE 
Must  be neat in appearance,  reliable, must  have 
~in imum grade 12 education and able to deal 
effectively with the public: 
:We offer 'a "c jood  ~beneflts package ,  and excel lent  
earnings poTenTial.. ' ..'.-, - - :' - "~ '~,-,,,-"; - ' 
Resume required. For appointment  contact.,.  
THORNHILL MOTORS 
3040 Hwy. 16 E. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7286 635-7288 
NORTHERN 
MOTOR INN LTD. 
MAINTENANCE PERSON 
Required on a full time basis, must be outgoing, well organized 
with a basic knowledge of carpenbT, plumbing and electrical. The 
successful applicant must be In good physical condition as some 
heavy lifting is required. Salary based on qualifications, and full 
benefits package. 
Resumes or applications can be mailed or dropped off at the front 
desk, 
Northern Motor Inn 
3086 Highway 16 East 
Terrace, BC 
VBG 3N5 
i i i u 
Social Service, Services to the mentally Handicapped 
The Ministry of Social SeMces b presently looking for qualified 
applicants for an auxiliary position in Social Work. 
Duties. Assist mentally handicapped children develop the[r 
potential for independent functioning. Assess request for sentlces; 
provide counseling and make referrals. Complete sssessments; 
home studies for children's resources and develop/monitor service 
plans, Llalse with involved professionals. 
Qualifications - Prefer BSW with one year expedenca s Social Worker or BA In 
social sciences with two years as Social Worker, Experience workIng with se~ces to 
the mentally handicapped is a plus. Lesser quaiil~d applicants with a minimum of a 
BA may be considered. Appointment subject o satisfactory references end police 
record review. Certain police records may preclude appoinlment In this vacancy. 
Transportation arrangements must meet operational requirements of the Ministry. 
Extensive travel between Terrace and Kit(mat, 
Send resumes Io: #400 -4545 Lazolle Ave. 
Terrace, BC VgG 4E1 
A'I-I'N: District Supervisor 
Closlng Date: July 30,1993 
Sales Consultant 
Canada's oldest Toyota dealership has an 
immediate opening for a full time 
salesperson. Must have a grade 12 
education, good communication skills and 
be able to deal effectively with the public. 
Some computer skills would be an asset, 
SEND RESUME TO: 
SALES MANAGER 
TERRACE MOTORS TOYOTA 
4912 HIGHWAY 16 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1L8 
Position Open 
Temporary part-time office clerk. Requirements, 
1 - 2 years office experience, effective telephone 
sales skills and computer data entry experience. 
Applyin personto , :-: = " 
Dairyland Foods 
,,~:,:,~ 309.8 Kofoed ,::,,~ :~ ;:~!:.: ,: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , • . . . ~,. ,~:1 : , ; . , . . : . . ;~ :  :" 
Job Descdp~on 
Researcher, Child Care Survey 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre has immediate opening for a 
Researcher. This position Is 25 hours a week for 3 months. 
Under the direction of the Skeena Child Care Support Program, the resemcher 
will 
* survey parents, child care providers, government and community 
organizations 
* analyze the results to evaluate the existing level of child care sauces In the 
community 
* Identify current gaps and future needs 
* preparea report based on the results 
* assist in the planning and implementation fImproving 
Terrace -.,. i..,: !:i. 
The successful applicant will have: 
* the ability to work independently and cooperatively 
* excellent orgsnizabonai nd communication skills : : :; " : :~. : 
* some computer experience 
* a thorough knowledge of Terrace 
* the ability to participate in or conduct publ~ meetings 
* a flexible schedule 
A background in ECE is an asset. 
Some local travel will be required " • " 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre offers competitive wages In a union 
atmosphere. Resumes with covering letter will be accepted at the Canada 
Employment Centre until 12:00 noon July 80,1993. 
Think about it .... Here is a test ~ ~ ~  
Can you afford to advertise on Sit down right now and list the last five , . ? ~ '  
the hope that someone will be commercials that aired on the red o. Can t do it . .  
listening? ,~: Now call the "l'errace Standard and have one of ~ : 
Even if their radio is on, thele our adreps place your ad in print, It's therein i : :: i~: '" 
is still a very good chanie they black& white to be read and referred backtoi' ~i ~ !
were involved In something : : Forimpresslve, believable ~ 
else and simply didn,tcatch ii advertising call 638.7283. ~ i  ~J Plr.~ ~D A lC' _jL E j .~d~L/ . tCE  STANDA  
your ad at the precise time it ~~: -  " sE~,  T ~  
was aired, ~ :~ . . . .  ' ~ 
i : :~i!:iii!:i i!i!!ii ~i i ~ ~! 
Your Window on the Northwest i I : 
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2S. Business Opportunities 
$16.20 PER HOUR, Assemble electronic 
circuit bo~'ds from your home. Easy! No 
selling, no experience necessary, for P, ee 
N0rmation send SASA Homeworkers 
Network of Canada 6021 Yonge Street, 
Suite 1012 Dept Cll, Toronto Ontario, 
M2M 3W2 3p14 
26. Personals 
MALE 32, seeks a female companion to 
share a 20'x50' house trailer, still in 
repairs, In time l wil ha.ve much comfort o 
offer you, rm romantic, loyal and a good 
listener and a gentle man, rm also look- 
ing for a female preferred who like to go 
to Ontario for a holiday, I have to go 
because my mother is sick, you can call 
638.1224 for an appointment. 2p13 
27 Announcements 
.~- .- ~ ,- a';~ ~;  
Philip and /amara Webb 
would like to announce the 
birth of 
Karlee Colleen 
July3/93 Bibs, liDs 
',,~'~ Thank,you , , ,  
i .+ foryour D iabetes  
, i supporto fJ ' • E$1DENTIALCAMPAIC ~J O+&BEIES  CAN~DI~HN[  ~SSC~=&t~O. u D**81:'I: 
(/llil////lllliIIllillllllllllllllflillllllillllllllill 
FOR SALE 
One fully equipped restaurant location on Lakelse 
Avenue ifi Terrace. 
This is a turn key operation. Purchasing price and 
28. Card of Thanks 
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES, for your free 
copy of Crisis of Conscience by Raymond 
Franz, leave your name and number at 1- 
,847-5758, 29tfn 
]'HANK YOU Sacred Heart for prayers 
answered. G.F.B. lp14 
PEGGY MCKEOWN and family wish to 
thank their many friends for kind support 
and good wishes at the death of James 
Norman McKeown, also thanks to the 
staff of Mills Memcrial Hospital and spe. 
cial thanks to Drs Manji, Phillips and 
Geller. lp14 
• :g The Zilinski Fami ly  
would like to thank  
the Doctors, Nurses 
and Housekeep ing  
Sta f f  o f  M i l l s  
Memorial Hospital for 
their  kind and loving 
care that was given to 
Verna dur ing  her  
illness. , 
HELPING THE WORLD 
WRITE NOW 
CODE 
Self-sufficiency through literacy 
in the developing world 
For lnformatlon call 1.800-661.CODE 
rent are negotiable. For information call 635-5449 or 32. Le~lal Notices 
1-800-663"6396. I , ,~ ,a ,,.,+..o.H..=..,, 
I II i~ l l~ l~.~ l Minlsuy Re=pondble fo~ $enlo¢| 
l I l l l I~`Lr l l l l I I i l l l l ` j  I ~ ~J , l~  ~ DIVISION OF 
I ~ vr~AL STATISTI~ 
I PUBLmAT~ONREGUEST 
I RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
I NOTICE is hereby given that an 
I application will be made to the Director 
I of Vital Statistics for a change of 
I name, pursuant o the provisions of 
I the "Name Act" by me: 
/I RuthNAMEDub~OF APPLICANT IN FULL: 
I OF : 5208 McConnellAve. 
/ IN; Terrace,BC 
/ TO CHANGE MYNAME FROM: 
/ SURNAME: Dub~ 
/ GIVEN NAMES: Ruth 
TO: 
J SURNAME: Dub~ 
/ GIVEN NAMES: Ruth Simone 
lt DATED THIS;26th DAY OF June A.D. 
[.~ 1993~ ' +.. 
Kids & Tobacco 
It's a clime. 
30. Obituaries 
Patti Mortimer and family and Jennifer Dilley would like to thank 
the folbwing businesses for their help during Guy's illness and 
untimely death. NeD a heartfelt thank-you to the many friends, 
family and supporters, toe numerous to mention who helped 
make the journey much easier with their financial and emotiona! 
support. God Bless you each and everyone. 
Skeena Cellulose Inc. and all staff and employees 
Canadian Cancer Society 
Dr. Redpath and staff 
The Staff at Mills iemodal Hospital 
Northem Mountain Helicopters 
Central Flowers 
Central Gifts 
Lunch Box Dell 
- " Terrace Soccer Association 
Jon's Photography 
Valley Oxygen 
Shoppers Drug Mart Pharmacists 
Skeena Valley Kennel Club 
• Canadian Wpmen in'timber ; . . . . .  • ....... .. 
~ ~:q  Ff)'llt2+5 r'~!'-. ~tlV ~;~m+~i0..., 3" ~ . . . . . .  " ' ";";-. 
30. Obituaries 
rna May Zilinski ~ 
Dec, 5, 1929 ~ 
Passed away sunday July ~ 
1/93 after a courage battle A 
with cancer. ' :~ 
~Lov ing ly  remembered by ~-~ 
her husband Waily, her sons, ~ 
daughter-in-laws, grand ~.~, 
children, great grand children ~; 
and her brothers and sisters. ~ 
Vema resided in Terrace for ~ ~' 
43 years and was well loved ~ 
by many. She will be missed ~,~ 
terribly by all who knew her 
33. Travel 
ADVENTURE SAIUNG, unique opportu, 
nity to learn to sail & Cruise west coast of 
Mexico aboard a 48ft. Mapleleaf Sloop no 
sailing experience needed, leaving 
Kitimat October 1, 1993, April 1994. Thls 
trip is divided in v~ous legs on a cost 
sharing basis, 4 berths available, for more 
information contact Spring Fever, P.O 
Box 474, Kitimat B.C., VSC 2R9 14p8 
T R .4~/E-- L 
PUERTO VALLARTA - August Air only 
from $399 with hotel from $499. Try a two 
package holiday - 7 nights LOS CABOS 7 
nights PUERTO VALL~R'rA - from $799, 
Cruise from VANCOUVER to HAWAII. 10 
days from ~863 USD per parson 
September 17/93. Semors fare across 
Canada - call and ask about he $218 from 
TERRACE to VANCOUVER. 
24 HRS. 635"61811 
i 
@ 635-7868 
Enjoy Ihe mystique of the QUEER 
CHARLOTTE ISLANDS with 5 days and 
4 nights of relaxation. Deport from 
Terrace Wednesday, July 28 or 
Wednesday, August 25. Includes all 
transpodation, shared accommodations, 
sightseeing. $664.50 per person. 
Also booking day Irips: Tseax Lava 
Beds, Shames Mountain, Stewart, 
Prince Rupert, Hazelton,, Kitwancool, 
Kltlmat and customized tours of your 
.... chblce. ' .(., , 
~" !:635!61"4~" ~; ,  . . . . .  OI  4'I¢'T~.~T.. .::lira; 
r .T , .3 -, = 
Find a room with a few, ' :~iiii/ 
bicy Ie b iIt]'ort~ :~++ Or  a c u ,:~
:':L . Even romance  '::++ '  ) " :,;y¢ 
.... g lance /  "~ Can be found at ..... 
Sear&out  really good& ,~++':.+,++, 
On a new set c ~:':':: 
Change.your career....:<. ~.:.~'/~;:~: ~ 
Buy som ~a t :* i : 
RememL . . . ,k ~ ' 
Is another man's treasure, 
So ~r~ to the Classifieds 
Fo? }es'ults yo u can~mdasure/ ' 
CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM 
Fill Out  & Drop  Of f  Or  Mai l  To Ter race  S tandard  
Penny Saver 
*12 00 6 i nser t ions  • 
(3 insertions in the Terrace Standard, 3 insertions in the Skeena Marketplace) 
Name - Address 
Phone Start Date 
[] VISA Q MASTERCARD 
NO. Expiry Date 
PLEASE CLEARLY PRINT YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
• 6.40 
CLASSIFIEDAD RATES 
(includes GST) 
Single Insertion $5.62 ea 
(maximum 20 words/over 20 words ad 13¢ per 
word) 
Additional insertions $3.68 ea 
(maximum 20 words/over 20 words ad 10¢ per 
word) 
Penny Saver $12.00 
*NI word ads appear in the Terrace Standard 
and the Skeena Marketplace 
Birthday/Anniversary 
3' with a photo $21.40 
(additional inches at $8.89 ea) 
Business Directory 
2 col. x 2" Business Card 
(minimum of 13 week insertions) 
Terrace Standard 
Skeena Marketplace 
Bo~ Papers 
• • 6.53 6.66' : 6.79 
$23.88 per Week 
$27.88 per week 
$35.82 per week 
6.92 
• ~ ~ ' W "  ~ I ,  ~ A , ,~  ~ For longer ad, please 
A I I r I 1 | I I IL I ,4- ~ i L 1 use a separate shee~t 
638-8A~/]~ .,-.==. - , . . . .  
I ~ V' BUY V' SELL V RENT v'TF~DE I 
Clip-& Mail This Form To: or  Phone 
Action Ads c/o Terrace Standard and The  Skeena Marketplace =r JDO "Tr )Or~ ''L 
4647 Lazelle Ave ,  Terrace, BC V8G 168 U~I~'#L I J~ ,# , " "  
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32, Legal Notices 
~ Province o~ Bd~lil Colmdda 
Minl~=y ofI~h U~d 
MlnlcP/R~lpon~le for S~-dotll 
DMSION OF 
VITAL STATISTIC~ 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE Is heroby given that an application 
will be made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of name, pursuant to 
the provisions of the 'Name Act' by me: 
NAME OF APPUCANT IN FULL: 
Jeanne Elaine Weber 
ADDRESS : 4902 Hall~ellAve. 
CITY: Terrace, B,0. 
POSTAL CODE: VSG 2J6 
PHONE NO,: 638-8028 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY NAME FROM: 
SURNAME: Weber 
GIVEN NAMES: Jeanne Elaine 
TO: 
6URNAME: Weber 
• GIVEN NAME6: Jehane Elaine 
DATED THIS 12th DAY OF July, 1903 
A.D. 1993. 
BULKLEY VALLEY MAINTENANCE LTD. 
~AFRC CONTROL SERVICES 
~NTF~CT 
1993 
Hazelton: Contracl No. BVM.8O 
K i twangs: Contract No, BVM.8t 
Twe: The provision of qualified labour 
with necessary equipment for traffic 
control duties on a =as and when 
required" basis. 
Contract Area #25, Bulkley 
Nass Highway District, as listed 
above. 
Duration of Contract: As and when 
required between the dates of August 
9,1993 and Odober 31, 1993, 
Closlno Date: August 5,1993 at 2:00 p.m. 
Can be obtained at Bulkley 
Valley Maintenance Ltd. 
Administration Office at #204 - 3842 
Third Ave., Smithers, B.C., between 
8:00 a,m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday to 
Friday. 
Bdan i~ka]dy, 
Planning and Duality 
Control Manager 
( ~  Province of Ministry of 
British Columbia Forests 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed Tenders for the following Manual Brushing and Weeding Contracts will be 
received by the District Manager. MinistP/of Forests. Ktsplox Forest District, P.O. Box 
215, Hazelton, B.C., VOJ lYe, as shown below. 
Contract FWDP93RO4-012C - APl~oximately 56.4 ha. 
located on the Halfway Lake area. 
Contract FWDP93RO4-013C .Approximately S7.8 ha. 
located on the Nans River area. 
Contract FWDP93RO4-014C - AplXoXlmately 56.1 ha. 
located on the Cranberry River area. 
Contract FWDP93RO4-015C -Aplxoxirnataly63.2 ha. 
located on the Cranberry River area. 
Viewing of the contract sites is mandatory pdor to submnnng a bid. A conducted 
- viewing of thesecontract areas will eave the KIsp]ox Forest Disb'ict Office (Hwy. 62 
W.] Hazelton a~ 9:00A.M. on July26, 1993. 
- Tenders musl be submitted on the form and in the envelopes upplies which, with 
particulars, may be obtained from the MInistp/of Forests District manager Indicated 
above. ALL TENDERS MUST BE ACCOMPANIED WITH REFERENCES 
INDICATING EITHER THE SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF, OR THE 
ADMINISTRATION OF, CONTRACTS OFAMINIMUM OF 100 HECTARES WITHIN 
THE PAST TWO (2) YEARS. Tenders not accompanied by the required reference(e) 
will be rejected. 
Deadline for receipt of tendms is 10:30 A.M. July 30, 1993, at which time ~11 tenders 
:" will be opened. Fax tenders will not be sccepted, and the lowest or any tender w~l not 
necessarily be accepted, 
Work must commence by August 5.1993 and be oompleted to ministry Standards by 
September 10, 1993. 
COURT BAILIFF SALE 
The Court Bailiff will offer for,sale by way of sealed bids the 
interests of the following;:jul ;ime~ t debtor, Dan Hillert in ~,the .... 
~: following g0ods:afi'd~l~a~tb'l~l: ~rpor~ed to.be: . . . .  . . . . . . . .  *:  
"On'e Po aroid miniportrait Camera, Model 203 
: Serial No, 580293B 
One Asahi Pentax 6 x 7 
Serial No, 4133199 
One SMC Pentax 6 x 7 1:4 55MM 
Serial No. 8476203 
One Super Multi Coated Macro Takumar 6 x 7 1:4/135 ' 
Serial no. 8485640 
All bids are on an 'As is - Where is" basis, No warranties of 
fitness are given or implied. Location: #3-4554 Lazelle Avenue, 
• Terrace, BC VSG 1S2 
TERMS OF SALE; 
: 10% bid deposit must be received at the time of bid for bid to be 
,accepted. Deposit of successful bidder will be forfeited if balance 
of bid is not paid when stated time, 
For further information or appointment to view, phone 635-7649. 
CALEDONIA COURT BAILIFF SERVICES 
N. Perry Phone 635-7649 
Court Bailiff Fax 638-B633 
September 11-12, 1993 
J~in us for two incredibk, days  of cycle touring. 
o . . . 
Explore the scenic Fraser Valley. ~:  
Earn great prizes raising rnoney for  ; !~,!: 7::!  
BRITISH COI.UMBI:~ I IlN(i ASSOCIAI"IC)N . : i:: :' :~ . ,  .. ~!-
It'S the best time you'll ever'/rave.o., .r .. ii; '~- 
Cal l  731-4961 or 1 -800-665-LUNG 
: i  
NOTICE OF SUBSTANTIAL 
PERFORMANCE 
PROJEC~ 
10 Unit Apartment, 4501 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
OWNER: 
Muks-Kum.OI Housing Society 
302 - 4622 Greig Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1M9 
CONTRACTOR: 
Progressive Ventures (1990) Ltd. 
Box 393 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 4B1 
Notice is hereby given that as named 
Architects for the above-noted 
property, we declare the project o be 
substantially performed as of July 15, 
1993. 
Lutz Associates 
214 - 545 Clyde Avenue 
West Vancouver, B.C. V7T 1C5 
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
BUILDERS' UEN ACT 
( ~  Province f blinld~t d
British Oolumhla Forests 
NOTICE INVITING APPUCATION 
FOR TIMBER SALE 
LICENCE A45471 
Pursuant o Section 16 of the Forest Act, 
sealed tender eppliaztiors will be 
accepted by the District Manager, Kalurn 
Forest DisSict, Terrace, British Columbia, 
up to 10:30 a.m., on the 29th day of July 
1993, to be opened at 11:30 a-m., on the 
29th day of July 1993, for s "limber Sale 
Llcence to authorize the harvesting of 
44,129 cubic rnetre~, more or less, of 
timber located in the vldntty of Diskangleq 
Creek No,east of Greenville in the 
~orthcoast Timber Supply Area.. 
TOTAL VOLUME: 44,129 cubic mob'es, 
more or less 
SPECIES: Hemlock: 75%, Balsam: 12%, 
Spruce: 13% 
TERM: One (1) Year 
UPSET S1UMPAGE: $2,73 
31dding Is restricted to persons registered 
In the Small Business Forest Enterprise 
Program1 CategoP/One (1) and/or Two 
(~). 
~a~culars may be obtained from the 
D~ct Manager, Ka~um Forest Distdot, at 
•//200 - 5200 Keith Avenue, Terrace, 6ritish 
'C'olt~bla' VOG 1L1 AHD/OR District 
"M~ger, Northcoast Forest'Oistd~ :125"' 
Market Place, Pdnce Rupert, British 
Columbia, VSJ 169. 
INVITATION TO 
TENDER 
VILLAGE CORE SEWAGE 
COLLECTION TENDER 
NO. 412-1160-2 
The corporation of the Village of 
Telkwa Invites tenders fen 
, Installation of approximately 
1900 metres of 2OOmm to 3O0mm 
sanitary sewer 
, Installation of approximately 60 - 
100mm sarvlces complete with 
service wyes, caps, etc. 
, Installation of 40 pretest 
manholes Including bases,, lids, 
frames and covers 
Sealed Tenders will be received by 
Mr. George Koopmans 
Clerk-Treasurer 
Village of Telkwa 
P.O. Box 220 
Telkwe~ British Columbia 
VOJ 2XO 
Tel 846.5212 
Fax 846-9572 
up to 2:00 p.m. local time, 9 
August 1993, and will be opened 
In public Immediately thereafter. 
Tender documents may bs 
obtained beginning Friday 23 July 
1993 at the offices of the Owner, 
the Village of Telkwa, or =it the 
office of McEIhanney Engineering 
Services Lid, In Prince George for 
a non.refundable amount of 
$50,00 plus G,s.'r. 
Plans may be Viewed at 
Construction Assodatlon offices In 
Prince George, Smithers, Prince 
Rupert, and Terrace~ltimaL 
The lowest orany tender will not 
necessarily bs accepted. Local 
bidders within the boundaries of 
School District 54 may be given 
preference over the lowest tender 
If their bid Is within five percent of 
low bid, A site visit Is mandatory 
and al~rangementsshould be 
made through Mr. Bob Kaiyn, 
'Maintenance Supervisor at 846- 
5212. A formal site visit le not 
scheduled, 
~ All tender enquiries shall be 
i: dirscted to: 
i 
i !i! 'William Cheung, P, Eng. 
! McEIhanney Engineering 
• Services Ltd, 
• 1584 Swenth Avenue 
Pri~e George, British Columbia 
' V2L 3P4 
Tel 661.2229 
Fax 563.1941 
McEIhanneY 
i n . • 
( ~  Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Environment 
AFPLICA'rION FOR AN APPROVAL 
UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE 
WASTE MANAGEMENTACT 
The purpose of this application is to 
receive suthorization to burn stockpiled 
land deadng debris, 
1. I/We Takh~ Trucking Ltd, of 4823 
Twedle Avenue, Terrace, B,C., V8G 
4R4 hereby apply for an approval to 
discharge contaminants tothe air from 
the open burning of 2,500 m ~ of land 
clearing debds located at. Lot 4, D.L 
979 Range 5, Coast District, Plan 
1097, which is in the Bench area of 
Terrace. 
2. The discharge period will occur 
between July 26, 1993 and August 11, 
1993, The discharge will only ocour 
during favourable weatt~er conditions 
and will be discontinued when 
condi~ons are not favoureble or when 
contaminants Impact neighboudng 
areas. 
3. The land clearing debris will be burned 
using a forced air system. The debris 
will be dried and dirt removed prior to 
burning. 
Any I~rson who may be adversely 
affected by the discharge of the waste 
may contact he Waste Manager in 
6mithers stating how he is affected. 
( ~  Psovla©a of MInidffd ¢ 
British Columbia Fmusls 
NOTICE INVITING APPUCATION 
FOR TIMBER SALE 
UCENCE A45S32 
Pursuant o Section 16 of the Forest Act, 
sealed tender applications will be 
accepted by the District Manager, Kalum 
Forest District, Terrace, British Columbia, 
up to 8:30 ELm., on the 29th day of July 
1933, to be opened at 9:30 =m., on the 
29th day of July 1993, for a "nmber Sale 
Ucance to authorize the harvesting of 
7,729 cubic m~es, more or less, of 
timber located In the vicinity of 6 km 
Brown Bear Forest Service Road in the 
Kalurn "limber SupplyArea- 
TOTAL VOLUME: 7,729 cubic metres, 
more or less 
SPECIES: Hemlock: 82%, BaJs~m: 7%, 
Spruce: 9%, Pine: 2% 
TERM: One (1) Year 
UPSETSTUMPAGE: $tl.03. 
B[ddin 9 is restricted to persom registeied' 
In the Small Business Forest Enterprise 
Program, Category One (1) axxl/or Two 
(2). 
If there is no interest from Category One 
(1) and/or Category Two (2), registrants on 
the audion dosing date, then the sale 
may be re.edvedised for offer under beth 
categories. 
Particulars may be obt~ned from the 
Dist~ct Manager, Kalum Feted District, at 
//200 - 5200 KeithAver~e, Tenace, British 
Columbia VSG 1L1 
INVITATION TO 
TENDER 
BENCH AREA SEWAGE 
COLLECTION MATERIAL 
SUPPLY 
TENDER NO, 412-180-1-A 
The corpor~lon of the Village of 
Te.lkwa invites tenders for 
Supply of Construction 
Materials as listed in the 
Schedule of Quantities 
(Schedule 1A) 
Sealed Tenders will be received 
by: 
Mr, George Koopmans 
Clerk-Treasursr 
Village of Telkwa 
P.O. Box 220 
Telkwa, British Columbia 
VOJ 2XO 
Tel, 846-6212 
Fax 846-9572 
UP to 2:00 pm local time, 26 
July 1993, and will be opened to 
public Immediately thereafter. 
Tender documents may be 
obtained at the office of the 
Owner, the Village of Telkwa, or 
at the office of McEIhanney 
Engineering Service Ltd,, Prince 
George. 
Plans may be viewed at 
Construction Association offices 
In Prince George, Smlthers, 
Pr ince Rupert  and 
Terrace/KitimaL 
The Village of Telkwa reserves 
the right to reject any or all 
tenders or accept parts of a 
tender, The lowest tender will 
not necessarily be =ccepted. 
All tender enquiries shall be 
directed to: 
William Cheung, R Eng. 
McEIhanney Engineering 
Services Ltd. 
1584 SeVenth Avenue 
Prince George, British Columbia 
V2L 3P4 
Tel 561-2229 
Fax 563-1941 
McEIhanney  
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATE OF EDITH MARIA TRELENBERG, 
Formerly of Terrace, Bdtish Columbia 
Creditors and others having claims against he above estate are required 
to send full particulars of such claims to Crampton, Brown & Arndt, #3. 
4623 Park Avenue, V8G 1V5, Terrace, British Columbia, on or before the 
26th day of August, 1993, after which date the assets of the said estate will 
be distributed having regard only to the claims that have been received. 
Jack Talstra, Executor 
CRAMPTON, BROWN &ARNDT 
Solicitors for the Estate 
LAND TITLE ACT 
IN THE MATrER of Duplicate Ce~Jficate of Title No, B8901 to 
Lot 4 Distdct Lot 5125 Range 5 Coast Distdct Plan 6349 
WHEREAS, proof of loss of Duplicate Certificate of Title No. B8901 to the above 
described land, Issued in tile name(s) of 
Alan a Vwian Frances Cameron 
has been filed in this office, notice is hereby given that I shall, at the expiration 
date of two weeks from the date of first publication hereof, issue a Provisional 
Cedificata of the Titla in lieu of the said Duplicate, unless in the meantime valid 
objection be made to rne in writing. 
DATED this 18th day of June 1993. 
Kenneth Jacques 
Regisb'ar 
DATE OF RRST PUBUCATION July 14.1993 
SUBSTANTIAL COMPLE'i;ION 
In the matter of Subgrade Road Construction located at Devil 
Creek. 
Owner: Ministry of Forests 
Take notice that substantial completion has been given as of 
July 6, 1993 
Contractor: Tahltan Nation Development Corporation 
Box 149 
Dease Lake, Bdtish Co!umbia. 
V0C 1L0 
File: RC93R09-02 
(4) - Deputy Minister [se24-42808] 
DISTRICT OF STEWART 
N DETENDER INV ITAT IC)  
1993 FINANCIALAUDIT 
Tenders will be received by the District of'Stewart for the 1993 
audited financial statements. 
This contract will involve the following: 
1. Audit services for the District of Stewart for the year ended 
December 31, 1993. 
2, Preparation and presentation of the required financial 
statements and forms with the District Treasurer, 
3. Review of year end general ledger, cash receipting, 
subsidiary ledger reviews, journal entries and copies of the 
working papers. 
Your Quota for appointment must include the following: 
1. A resume of your firm's experience in :audits of 
municipalities. 
2, A description of the manpower to be employed for the  
audit. 
3, An  estimate of the cost of  audit, preparation of the.: 
statements, and cost of fees for additional time. 
Tenders are to be addressed to: B.M. Woodward 
Administrator, 
District "of Stewart, 
: L ? ' BOX460,  
;i~ =i Stewart; B.C. 
• VeT 1we 
(Phone 636-2251; 
Fax 636-2417) 
Tenders will be received up to 4:00 p;m; August 6, 1993, 
Inv i tat ion to Tender 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transpodatlon and Highways Act, 
Section 49(1), sealed tenders are Invited for the following: 
Project No. 1.0105.5265 
Location: Nasa Valley Area 
Description: To provide ?ersonnel and equipment,to safely and 
effectively control traffic, with or without first'aid.certificates,from the 
time of award to March 31, 1994, The tender sum for this contraot Is to 
include applicable federal and provincial sales taxes. AWARDING OF 
THIS CONTRACT IS SUBJECT TO APPROPRIATE FUNDING. 
Sealed tenders, corn plated in accordance with the Conditions of Tender 
on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways at 300.4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, BC VTG 1V4 until 
2:00 p.m. (local time) on July 28, 1993, when tenders will be opened In 
public 
A security deposit/surety bid bond will not be required (in accordance 
with the conditions of the tender.) 
A pre-tender masting,is not scheduled.. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are available at no cost, only from the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways, 300-4546 Park Avenue, Terrace VTG 
1V4, Phons 638-3360 between the hours of 8:30 Lm, and 5:00 p.m, 
Monday to Friday, except holidays. 
For fudher information contact the Operations Assistant at (604) 638. 
6028, or fax (604) 638.3316. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
, •  Province of British Columbia • o • • • • • m • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Ministry of Transportat ion 
and Highways 
. . . . . ....................................... 
. . . . . .  ~ I I t • " 
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OBITUARY 
In memory of 
Ted Wells 
Contributed building many of the fine educa- 
Former Terrace school board 
secretary-treasurer Edward 
(Ted) Wells died Saturday, July 
3rd at his home in Kent, England 
at the age of 78.  
Wells worked at the school 
board office from 1956 until 
1982. 
He was born in Philadelphia, on 
April 4th, 1915. He served hi the 
British army from tho outbreak of 
war in 1939 until he resigned his 
commission in 1953 with the rank 
of captain. 
Ted Wells was a strong per- 
sonality, and as a capable admln- 
istrator was instrumental in guid- 
ing the school board towards 
tional facilities in the districL 
Ted is survived by his wife Jan, 
son Christopher, daughter-in-law 
Rainhild, two grand children Im- 
ogen and Carl in England, and in 
Canada Mrs. Heimke Haldane, 
Richard and Jason. 
Over the last four years Ted has 
put up a courageous fight against 
cancer which finally claimed his 
life. 
Cremation took place on July 
7th near Canterbury, Kent. 
Former mayor of Terrace Vic 
Jolliffe and his wife KJm attended 
the funeral and conveyed to those 
assembled the appreciation of 
Ted's community achievements 
for the Terrace area. 
French immersion sign-up soon 
Con tributed 
Many distinguished and famous Canadians have attested to the im- 
portance of bilingual ism. 
As journalist Mary Lou Finlay says, "In Canada, parents who want 
their children to be educated for the future will try to see that they have 
the opportUnitY to learn English and French." 
"Bilingualism is essential for those who wish to experience and en- 
joy everything Canada has to offer," says internationally accalimed 
heart surgeonrDr. Wilbert Keon. "A knowledge of both languages ex- 
tends one's li0riz0ns into every corner of  our country." 
Acoe2s to bilingualism is available here in Terrace through the public 
school Frenchimmersion program. 
The program currently has classes hi place for Year 1 to Graduate 2
(kindergarten toGrade 12). 
The un@alified s'uccess of the program is evidence of the growing 
awareness parents have of the importance ofbilingualism. 
If you are: interested in emolling your child, you are welcome to call 
Sue at 635-4691 or Brian at 635-3115. 
A second registration will take place at Kiti K'Shan Primary School 
approximately one Week prior to Sept. 7 - -  the start of school. 
City seeks '95 Arts Fest 
The City of Terrace will be one of the municipalities that will vie to 
host he BiCi Festival of the Arts hi either 1995 or 1996. 
The annual arts'festival is held the third week in May every year, for 
five days. 
. ." . . 
Children's Haven raffle wins big 
Chi ldren's  Haven Project organizers here raised $1,900 hi a recent 
raffle for a schoolhouse being constructed for street kids in Olinda, 
Brazil;, : ~' , , 
lDennt~ .Tupmmt,.,of70 Mile.House, won the cedar pzcmc table built 
b~'C.~l[ed0nla students. " , 
The coconut fibre tsblc cloth went to Betty Anderson of Terrace, the 
hematiie necida~ went to Eric Durazido, of  Kitimat, while three tropi. 
~1 T-shirts went o Peggy Shreeves, of Terrace, of Lakelse Lake, and J. 
.Anderson of Pdnce Rupert. 
Organizer Bob Bussanich says the schoolhouse is nearing comple- 
tion. 
' He;also says the street kids l ook  forward to Saturdays when they meet 
there to make bead necklaces ~ Which are sold up here to support the 
children and the project. 
The 3rd  Annua l  
SALMON 
VALLEY 
MUSIC 
FESTIVAL 
Salmon Va'lley, B.C. 
(20 Minutes  Nor th  of P r ince  George  on H ighway 97) 
JULY 30, 31 & AUGUST 1 
.. , Featur ing  
MICHELLE WRIGHT 
~/~i . t )  :.:.I.12~ ~ , . , ,  ... " '.I ..... .. -:.:....:. ,. .~ 
THE NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND 
THE CHARLIE OANIELS BAND 
PRAIRIE OYSTER 
; . . - -  GARY FJELLGAARD 
CASSANDRA VASIK 
,'." ,TRACEY PRESCOTT'& 
": LONESOME DADDY' 
ONE HORSE BLUE 
MARK KO'ENIG 
ANITA PERRAS 
ALEX BOWIE 
THE DESERT ROSE BAND 
MURRAY McLAUGHLAN 
GEORGE FOX 
HEATHER MYLES 
COLETTE WISE 
(TRIBUTE TO PATSY CLINE) 
PATRICIA CONROY 
LISA BROKOP 
UARRY EVANS BAND 
TOM RUSSELL 
. . . .  ... PLUS MANY MOREl 
~i:: ~1 DAY PASS-  $38 (Advance) :  $40  (At the gate) 
: 3 DAY PASS - $75 (Advance)- $85.'(At the g,~te) 
' . , inCludes'Get .,Inefud'es Free RVICampsite with tickets 
:~" : '  ~i:": .':.~i'-.:'! :,~- O na  f rst ~pme' first'served basis " 
:" ! ",'hcKETS AVAILABLE THRouGH: .' .~ 
!,-:1. ,,.," qv~~a!tea Foods (ThroughOut Norlh central B.C.) 
! ,  ~' '"i: :!i,Western =Horseman -(604) 564.,45'i 4: : 
. !  ": .salmon Valley.Hotline- (604) 971,2220 - 
i :  . = 
Ovirwaltea Foods  
" j .  
i t , l l t  | t  |*1 ~.'1 
mJ I I I I I I 
~MPROWNG Terrace, B.C. 
YOUR ' 
HE,,W~D ODDS ..... ;, "V8G 4A2 
SmOKe AGAINST Majorle Park 
rouN~no, ~ CANADA'S 638-1167 
B.CA YUKON ~11 K ILLER 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send your 
donation to the address above, along with the name and 
address and the name and address of the next.of-kin, for an 
acknowledgement card. 
Major Credit Cards 
Accepted 
Your donation Is 
tax deductible 
Gir l  Guides 
of  Canada 
Thank you for your donation to Girl Guides of 
Canada, Tall Totem Division 1993 Brownie Camp 
and the 1993 Provincial "Queen Charlotte Dream" 
Camp. 
McDonalds 
Fabricland 
A & W (Skeena Mall) 
Color Your World 
Richard's Cleaners 
Skeena Beverages 
Waliinda's 
Closeup Magazine 
City of Terrace 
Video Stop 
Terrace R,C.M.P, 
Ovemaitea 
Skeena Valley Golf Course 
i 
I 
C ongratulations 
This week's luckywinner of 2 
weekend passes to the Salmon 
Valley Music Festival is 
FRED GORDEN 
i - - .  
: bf KIti iNI 
~northern  
MOTOR: 
 NNN 
RESTAURANT. LOUNGE. 
PUB .COLD BEER STORE 
TERRACE STANDARI~ 
1 s.v,.o,.e - I  
; ; : ! !~ I~ 
Park 
..... ">~ 1 Repor t  ,,~ ~.,. ,.  
Grog McDona ld  :~ ~:;~ 
SPECIAL PLACE 
B.C. Parks are special places for many different reasons but one of the most 
Important reasons is Ihat they provide a place to protect plants both Eg and small 
One of the most prevalent plants in the Lakelse Lake Provincial Park is the OOhhhh 
smell thai... Skunk Cabbage, The entire plant has a skunk odor. The leaves are 
simple and large growing on stout stalks. The flowers are a greenish yellow and they 
grow in veil wet, very swampy areas In forests. Some native people refer to skunk 
cabbage as 'Indian wax paper because groups with access to the large shiny leaves 
traditionally used them In many ways such as waxed paper, for lining food.steaming 
pits, and wrapping or covering food. 
Another common plant at the park is Ihe Thimbleberry. It is an ered shrub up to 52 
cm tall with large soft maple shaped leaves. The fruits are raspberry like with red, 
haiti droplels and juicy. Thlmbleberrles were eaten by all native groups and the 
young shoots were peeled and eaten raw or cooked with meat in a stew. 
A third maj0r plant in the park is Devil's Club. This Is a fearsome plant to the 
outdoor hiker, as it has spines that readily break off and soon fester if embedded in 
the skin - hence the name Devil's Club. The leaves are broad, maple-shaped and 
have heavily toothed lobes. "l~e flowers are small whitish and numerous in compact 
heads. "[he plant was widely used by native people as an ailment for ulcers, diabetes, 
and as a cough syrup, 
One member of the berry family that is prevalent in the park is the Bunchbeny. The 
plant is low and trailing and woody at the base and oar) range from 5.20 cm tall. The 
flowers consist of 4 white to purplish linged clusters. The native people Gitksan ate 
them with other berries, and used them in cooking as thickeners or glue like agents. 
However. most of the time they were considered only good for bears or birds, 
/~other plant which occurs in the Old Growth forest at Lakelse Lake Park is called 
Goat's Beard. The name goat's beard refers Io the large white flower clusters, also 
known as spagheitl flower. They grow in the moist forest areas with white tiny 
densely packed flowers. 
There are lots of plants In lhe old growth roast of Lakelse Lake Park and the only 
way to Identify the many species is Io be Ihere on a freo, uent basis, The park 
interpreter guides trail walks ]n the park twice a week. 
Be there and start to identify new plants each week. 
See you in the parkl 
LAKELSELAKE PROVINCIAL 
PARK VISITORS PROGRAMS 
ALL EVENTS ARE FREE JULY EVERYONE WELCOME 
Thursday (July 22) 
3,00 pm "Walk with the Giants" Come end meet he old men of the forest end see how 
the forest shapes our world. Hike, Meet st the Entrance sign. 
E,00 pm "Hug a Tree and Survive', How to survive if you or your children get lost A 
slide show =d presentation. Meet at the Picnic shelter, 
Friday (duly 23) 
3.00 pm "Insects In and Out' See where those cdtters live Fn the fore~ Exen~ne different 
kinds of bugs and slugs in the forest. Meet st the Host site near the start of the 
Twin Spruce Trail. . 
6,00 pm "i'm bored', There is more to the park than,/0ui c~0fire'J Aninieresting"iooi(at 
some of the srna]l things [n me p a~.. . . . .  
. . . . .  s i t~ (am~, =4) 
3,00 pm "Jerry's Ranger=" Kids come and find out how you ¢;an be a "people pleaser' in 
the perk, 
8,00 pm "Our Stingy Friends' Corns ~d see a live bee demonsb'ation a d talk by IocaJ 
bee keeper Martin Dehoog, Then taste rent wildflower honey. Free Hot Chocolate, 
Sunday (July 25) 
12,00 noon "Nisga'a Lava Hike" Only one hour from Terrace Is Canada's most recent 
volcanic eruption which has Just recently become a provincial park. Join the p .a,'l( 
Interpreter ahd Park Ranger for a guided tour of the lava beds, Meet st the 
pa'klng lot beside the arena in Terrace. 
e.oo pm 'Hot and Bubbly=, Nisga'e Memorial Lava Park for those of you who can't join us 
on the hike, A slide show and presentation. Picnic Shelter, 
Monday (July 26) 
8,00 pm 'Watch your honey", lips for riving in harmony with Bears, 
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON PROGRAMS CALL B,C, PARKS 798-2277 
. / -  
The 3rd Annual 
SALMON VALLEY MUSIC FESTIVAL 
July 30, 31 & August 1 
i 
Fill inyour answers- name and phone number and drc 
The Northern Motor Inn or Terrace Standard.~ 
• Weekend Passes 
1) What is the name of Sammy Kershaw'ssec0nd album? ~ 
2) Name the country singer that performed in Terrace on March 10? 
3) Name the country duo who sings ,'Boot Scootin' Boogie"? 
4) Where are the Saturday Jam Sessions held in Terrace? 
5) Who was named International Country Entertainer of the Year? 
Drop  Ent ry  Of fAt  The ,Nor thern  Motor  Inn or Ter race  Standard  
r '  . . . . . . . .  - - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
ANSWERS I 
Name:  . 1) I I I 
I Address: 2) I . ., . .. . -  . , . | 
-. . . . . . . .  3) I 
' 4) I 
I .. " = I 
I Phone:  , , • . . . "~ '. " I 
L IE i lB I  I m I I l m i l  I I n  I I l l l m m l m / l l l  I n i l  a m  m m u m  a m  m u m m m m m m m m  m u u m u u  I J 
For TWO 
• oa  ass.s orTwo 
• Sweatshirts 
• T-Shirts 
SERVING THE 
2 " : ; - - ' . . . . .  
I 
, Commercial/industrial 
Insulation Contractors 
• Asbestos Removal 
• RreStopping 
Terrace, Phone 635-9494 
PrinceGeorg=e, BC 
Phone 564-9495 
I T I J l "  
  RrACE 
_ I I I  I I I  I I  
:i6,East 
orthErn ,:, 63!5 
MOTOR "Live Enterta,nment" 
N ~ Terrace', Only Country rEst.~u,~t. LOunGv: 
PuB , cOLD BEEr sTOrE " "i. ~ . .  MusiO Pub 
I I I ' " ' . . . . .  I I  I I I 
